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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As part of the Transport Canada ACATS program, EcoDrive II examined how providing
Connected Vehicle (CV) information to drivers could minimize speed variation, improve
fuel efficiency and reduce emissions as the driver approaches traffic signals, as well as
proving the technology in a wider scale real-life application of the technology. This study
is a follow-up study to the 2017-2018 original EcoDrive study that set the foundation and
established the use of green-light optimized speed advisory (GLOSA) technology, which
entails the entire system from the specific traffic plan and timing at a signal through to the
speed information presented to a driver. GLOSA is a concept whereby the driver is
provided with a computed speed that would allow them to successfully pass through an
upcoming signalized intersection during the green phase.
Using this information, the vehicle’s glide path can be optimized to reduce unnecessary
fuel consumption if they maintain a speed that will not require them to stop. For example,
the driver would be informed to reduce their speed by 15 km/hr while approaching a red
light, so they reach the stop line shortly after the light changes to green.
The project team involved several
organizations including Carleton
University, Traffic Technologies
Services, Thompson
Technologies and the City of
Ottawa Traffic Services Branch.
We would like to recognize
Transport Canada, which
provided valuable funding and
guidance to assist in the
completion of this project.
The study found that the ability of
providing GLOSA information to
drivers and reduce fuel
consumption was impacted by
three key factors which included
(1) acceptance of the technology
and the willingness of the driver to
adjust their driving habits; (2)
existing traffic volumes; and (3)
road class the vehicle was travelling on. The overall fleet of seven test vehicles
experienced a savings of between five and seven percent, with individual drivers seeing
results of between zero and over fourteen percent. GLOSA showed the least impact
Final Report to Transport Canada - EcoDrive II
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during peak hour travel due to the limited ability of the driver to adjust their driving and
driving on lower classification / volume roadways saw larger savings.
This final report to Transport Canada, and the accompanying Appendix including an
independent detailed analysis report by Carleton University, provides the evaluation of the
project and potential benefit of GLOSA Infrastructure-to-Vehicle (I2V) technology when
applied to connected vehicles in a city fleet application. This report also includes lessons
learned, findings from the project regarding applicability to other jurisdictions and
opportunities for further study and advancement of the technology.

Summary of Findings
To evaluate the benefits of GLOSA, engine performance and fuel consumption data was
collected throughout an eight-week testing period. GLOSA data was alternatingly
hidden/shown to the driver during the first six weeks of the data collection period each
week. Due to the variability of weather and temperatures during the spring and early
summer in Ottawa, this method was chosen to enable comparative analysis of fuel
consumption should drivers use the heater or air conditioning. The final two weeks of the
testing period always provided GLOSA data to the drivers and yielded an opportunity to
evaluate if there were incremental benefits and changes in driver behavior from longer
term use of GLOSA. Ultimately, the weather variation was not as significant during the
testing period as anticipated and thus did not impact the weekly analyses.
Within their daily work routines, seven City field personnel were recruited to support data
collection efforts during May and June 2019. A total of 218 person-days of testing data
was collected with 23,980 kilometres travelled and 29,393 traffic signals traversed by the
test drivers. The macro-level analysis found that the fleet of vehicles experienced an
overall fuel consumption savings of approximately 2.5 percent for all fuel consumed
during the study period, including all lengthy idling periods at a work site, and 3.24
percent when looking at only fuel consumed while driving, with individual drivers seeing
results of between zero and over fourteen percent.
To analyze the specific influence of GLOSA data availability on fuel savings, all travel
periods where GLOSA data was not available (e.g., highways, local roads, signals where
GLOSA was not reporting values, etc.) were excluded from the analysis. In addition, only
the first 90-seconds of idling after each time a vehicle came to a stop was considered.
This was used to exclude any idling periods where the test driver was onsite managing a
work activity and not driving.
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An average fuel saving of 7% was found on
segments where GLOSA was available to a driver.

In isolating the dataset exclusively to areas of GLOSA availability, the study found that
GLOSA could influence drivers and yield fuel savings of slightly more than seven (7)
percent, when comparing Week 1 of the data collection (without benefit of GLOSA)
versus Week 6 where the drivers were shown GLOSA information in the Android app and
had become accustomed to using GLOSA information.
Since City fleet vehicles operate in conditions where GLOSA may not always be
available, the project team believed that an analysis of the overall fuel savings achieved
by the fleet during their normal daily operations when comparing Week 1 versus Week 6
would also be valuable. This analysis respected the use of the “90-second idle” criteria to
filter out non-driving related idling. Vehicles during Week 1 consumed 374.5L of fuel over
2127km of travel, while they consumed 669.7L of fuel while driving 4006km during Week
6. This amounted to a savings of five (5) percent or 0.883 L/100km.

Overall fuel savings were 5% when all daily
travel of the test fleet was considered.

The savings found from both the isolated GLOSA and all travel analyses provide a
positive indication in the potential for the technology to reduce fuel consumption and
reduce greenhouse gas (GHGs) emissions.
For example, a fleet of 450 gasoline engine and 450 diesel engine light duty vehicles
would each save approximately 0.3 L/hr of fuel as a result of GLOSA. If the vehicles
averaged 2 hours of driving per weekday across the fleet, this would translate into
savings per vehicle of approximately 135 litres per year, and a combined 121,500 litres of
gasoline and diesel fuel across the entire fleet. The reduced fuel consumption would
result in 281,310 kg of CO2 equivalent saved from the 450 light duty gasoline and diesel
vehicles (140,655 kg each group). Naturally, more heavily driven vehicles stand to save
the most from the use of GLOSA.
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To implement a system such as EcoDrive II, a number of efforts need to first be
completed. These include the creation of required geometry files for the approaches to
each intersection, collection of signal timing plans for each intersection, and the backend
services necessary to support provision of the real-time signal status information either
directly to the vehicle or by external service providers in a consumable format. For the
City of Ottawa, the services required to maintain timing plans and centralize real-time
traffic data already existed through the signal traffic control software. Creation of the
geometry data and the interfaces to support data requests from service providers was
required, with the cost of implementing this functionality spread between the original
EcoDrive and EcoDrive II projects. Overall, a base cost for the backend system would be
incurred with incremental costs for creating and configuring each traffic signal, all of which
would not be an unreasonable amount for most municipalities.
The initial capital cost per test vehicle was approximately $250, including smartphone,
heads-up display unit and connectors/cabling. However, no specialized equipment is
necessary, and the typical smartphone and holder owned by most drivers could be used
in normal operations. Monthly service charges for receiving GLOSA information from
commercial providers has not been established but would at least partially pay for itself
through the reduced fuel consumption.
The financial benefits to a jurisdiction become significant with gasoline and diesel fuel
averaging $1.07 to $1.20 per litre. For example, the fleet of 450 light duty gasoline
vehicles and the 450 diesel light duty vehicles would save the organization approximately
$137,900 annually. Of course, there are other spin-off financial benefits available that are
harder to quantify at this time as a result of reduced CO2 equivalent emissions. This
includes improved health of residents to ease demands on our health care system, and
lower pollution in the lakes and rivers that will ease required clean-up and climate change
impacts to offset.

Additional Key Findings
Most engaged driver

14.4%

Off-peak hour travel

18.0%

Arterial travel

6.8%

Collector travel

16.5%
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GLOSA, where periodic monitoring of the advisory speed by the driver is required. The
EcoDrive II project’s test drivers spanned a wide range of ages and area of travel in the
City and, as a result, each driver adopted the technology at a different scale.
The oldest driver indicated they rarely used the data to adjust their travel habits and this
resulted as expected in no change in their fuel consumption, whereas the junior and most
engaged driver fully adopted the technology. This engaged driver saw benefits of a 14.4%
reduction in fuel consumption, and this scale of savings could be viewed as what may
be possible if an autonomous vehicle would have its travel speed managed by the
network.
The capability of a driver to adjust their speed to match the advisory GLOSA speed is
dependent on the existing traffic volume, with greater flexibility in being accommodative
under lighter traffic service levels. This is demonstrated by the time of day analysis of our
highly engaged driver results that had off-peak hours indicating a savings up to 18.0%.
The lunch period for this driver showed savings of 13.6% and morning peak hours of only
9.8%, which is consistent with increased traffic volumes during those periods.
Finally, the effect of GLOSA when used on roadways with different classifications was
investigated. Results show that GLOSA had a greater influence on collectors than
roadways classified as arterials, with the difference being 6.8% versus 16.5% fuel
consumption reduction in L/100kms. This difference was partially attributed to the
absence of traffic congestion on collectors and thus the ability to adjust one’s travel
approach speed more dramatically towards a traffic signal that would show preference
towards traffic on the arterial.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.

INTRODUCTION

Background
Optimizing the roadway network and
signal timings to reduce congestion and
ease traffic flow has been a goal of
transportation engineers since the
advent of the traffic signal. The use of
time-space diagrams and adaptive
signal systems are some of the hallmark
developments used to achieve this goal,
however, they have either approached
the issue from an infrastructure focus or
assuming ideal conditions (e.g., drivers
following the speed limit). Modern
technology now provides both the
hardware and communications
capabilities to begin integrating and
approaching the issue from an end
user’s perspective, the driver and
vehicles themselves.

The US DOT/FHWA previously
conducted research through the
Applications for the Environment: RealTime Information Synthesis (AERIS)
program regarding the GlidePath
prototype initiative on connected vehicle
applications. The work provided some
ground-breaking research on the
passing of traffic signal phasing and
timing (SPaT) data to a vehicle for the purpose of optimizing the vehicle’s approach at a
single test intersection. In Europe, a similar initiative created the concept of green-light
optimized speed advisory (GLOSA) whereby the driver is provided with a computed
speed that would allow them to successfully pass through an upcoming signalized
intersection during the green phase.
While the term GLOSA is used to define the advisory speed value provided to a driver,
the end speed value is the end result of the overall system that includes everything from
the traffic timing plan and status being used at an intersection’s traffic controller, through
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to communications network, and to the backend systems that are providing the data feed
to the driver and vehicle for the particular traffic signal they are approaching.
The GlidePath and GLOSA concepts were extended into a 2017 proof-of-concept project
by the City of Ottawa, co-sponsored by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) and
Transport Canada, to examine both economical and environmental benefits of providing
Connected Vehicle (CV) information to drivers that could minimize speed variation,
improve fuel efficiency and reduce emissions as the driver approaches traffic signals.
That project, named EcoDrive, focused on a 6-kilometre 12 signal major arterial on the
southern edge of the city. Testing was conducted using several Purolator courier vehicles,
a tandem dump truck from Crepin Cartage and Carleton University’s research van.
Results found that there was a savings in fuel consumption of approximately 9 percent
when vehicles were using GLOSA to alter travel speed within the corridor. EcoDrive
results were higher than those of EcoDrive II, in part due to the lower fuel-efficient
commercial vehicles and travel restricted to a particular arterial corridor.
As part of the Transport Canada ACATS program, the EcoDrive II project examined the
potential benefits of providing GLOSA data to a select City fleet that travel throughout the
city under different traffic conditions and upon different road classes as part of their daily
business. For the EcoDrive II project, an Android-based app was developed that provides
drivers on approach to a traffic signal, a simple display of the real-time signal status, cycle
countdown, and a GLOSA speed value. Using this information, the vehicle’s glide path
can be optimized, such that it reduces unnecessary fuel consumption from maintaining a
speed that will not require them to stop. For example, the driver would be informed to
reduce their speed by 15km/hr while approaching a red light, so that they reach the stop
line shortly after the light changes to green.
The project team involved several key
organizations and departments. The City
of Ottawa Traffic Services Branch
provided real-time communications
capability from their Traffic Control
Centre to each of the City’s 1178 traffic
signals. The SPaT data is made
available through application
programming interfaces (APIs) managed
by the City’s traffic signal consultant
Thompson Technologies. Traffic
Technologies Services is a leading
information-as-a-service (IaaS) provider
of traffic signal timing prediction
information which served GLOSA data to
the Android app and which was then passed on to the project test drivers while driving.
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The City of Ottawa Traffic Services Branch provided all necessary equipment,
communications technology and staff (traffic management inspectors and count data
equipment installers) who were the primary test users of the system. Carleton
University conducted the independent detailed data analysis in order to evaluate the
benefits of using GLOSA in daily operations and generate the final data analysis report.
Finally, Transport Canada provided funding and guidance to assist in the completion of
this project.

Scope
Previous work investigating the benefits of Glidepath and GLOSA have primarily focused
on research around controlled scenarios with either a single vehicle and traffic signal, or
on a limited corridor basis. The project team conducted research to identify and learn
from other research and demonstrations projects, but only a few smartphone-based (nonDSRC) examples were found, including C-The Difference pilot in Bordeaux, France and
Commsignia, which was trialled in the UK. The City of Ottawa provided an ideal
opportunity to investigate the potential benefits of the technology on a citywide basis
across a fleet of vehicles.
For the EcoDrive II project, the entire 1178 traffic signal network was connected and
available to the project test drivers. The City of Ottawa uses an adaptive traffic signal
timing system which also includes the use of “free mode” (non-coordinated) signals on
low-volume cross streets and crosswalks that trigger only upon vehicle and pedestrian
presence. This added complexity to the process of generating the predictive signal timing
data required to calculate a GLOSA value. A fleet of 7 City vehicles from the Traffic
Management Branch were used and a custom-built Android mobile app developed to
communicate with the signal system via the cellular network to receive signal timing data
and present that information to the test drivers.
The potential value added by extending this project to the City fleet can be viewed in the
following context. In 2018, the City had a total of 827 automobile, pickup and SUV
vehicles on the road (Transit, Fire, Police, Paramedics, and heavy vehicles are excluded),
with a total fuel consumption of 11.1 million litres (both gasoline and diesel) and a total
carbon footprint of approximately 30,153 tonnes of carbon dioxide. Even at 5% gains, for
the vehicles in the fleet that this application would be applicable to, there would be
significant savings from fuel and a comparable benefit from carbon emission reduction.

Report Organization
This report and the accompanying Appendix, including the independent detailed data
analysis by Carleton University, provides the evaluation of the project and potential
benefit of GLOSA Infrastructure-to-Vehicle (I2V) technology when applied to connected
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vehicles in a city fleet application. Both report components are designed to be selfstanding while being complementary. This report provides readers with an overall
synopsis of the project, how it was conducted, study results, as well as lessons learned
and potential next steps for investigation of GLOSA and other I2V technologies. The
appendix with Carleton’s independent detailed analysis provides readers with the ability to
dive deep into the data analysis and specific findings.
The report begins with an overview of the study’s design, followed by details of how
specific components of the project were accomplished. It then explains the study findings,
including the fuel consumption savings from GLOSA and the environmental benefits,
examines the adherence of study participants and how that affects the potential benefits,
and performance indicators for the project. Finally, the report includes lessons learned
from the study, the applicability of this technology to other jurisdictions, and opportunities
for further study and advancement of the technology.
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2. PROJECT DESIGN OVERVIEW

2.

PROJECT
DESIGN
OVERVIEW

Overview
In order to complete a complex project
such as EcoDrive II and properly derive
value from the research and data
collected, several design considerations
for the study are required. As previously
noted, existing research in the area of
GLOSA has been largely focused at a
single intersection or along specific
corridors in a very targeted manner. The
EcoDrive II project sought to expand the
scope of the body of research to
incorporate City fleet vehicles travelling
throughout the entire city while staff were
conducting normal business operations.
The EcoDrive II team needed to develop
and apply innovative solutions to
effectively collect all the data and ensure
a consistent system for providing signal
timing data to the drivers. Enabling the
freedom to travel through any of the 1178
traffic signals in Ottawa at anytime meant
that using standard floating car or manual
data collection methods would be cost
prohibitive. It would also be a challenge
to install dedicated short-range
communications (DSRC) field equipment
at all traffic signals to communicate signal
timing data.

Finally, to ensure that a representative dataset of the typical city fleet was available for
analysis, the EcoDrive II team planned for data collection to be conducted by seven
drivers over the course of approximately two months. In total, this created 218 persondays of data from drivers that operated in different areas of the City and with different
driving patterns, which created a wealth of data. The following sections outline the
structure, schedule and details on the study design for key components of the project.
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Project Concept
Traffic signal design engineers have used the concept of the time-space diagram to
determine the sequencing and time offsets for signals within the traffic network to
optimize the flow of traffic. Depending on the distance between signals and the posted
speed limit, coordinated signals are offset to enable groups of vehicles to progress
through multiple coordinated signals along a given corridor.
Graphical representations similar to Figure 1 provide visualization of the timing required
to create the “green wave”. The travel path of 5 different vehicles on a one-way road are
shown, with gently sloped lines (e.g., more horizontal) indicate a slow-moving vehicle and
steeper lines indicating faster moving vehicles. As the vehicles change speed or
encounter a red light along their path, the slope of the line changes accordingly. For
example, vehicle 3 accelerates after turning right on the red light, but slows as it
approaches the second traffic light to avoid being stopped at a red light.

Figure 1 – Time-Space Diagram Concept1
As the traffic signal network becomes more complex, optimizing the signal timing for
vehicles travelling in all directions is extremely challenging. If vehicles are unable to
achieve the designed travel speed set forth by the traffic signal engineer, the vehicle may
encounter a red light at the subsequent downstream signal. In addition, vehicles that
1

Traffic Signal Timing Manual, U.S.DOT Federal Highway Administration, Office of Operations, Figure 610. https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop08024/chapter6.htm
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enter from side streets or adjacent parking lots cannot often benefit from the “green
wave”.
As a result, the typical vehicle may encounter one of four potential travel path scenarios
as they move from one signal to the next as illustrated in Figure 2. The two most
common paths are demonstrated by the green line of Vehicle 1, indicating the vehicle
reaches cruising speed and is able to maintain that speed to pass through the intersection
of interest, and the red line of Vehicle 3 indicating that the vehicle must come to a stop at
a red light and wait for the signal to change.

Figure 2 – Typical Vehicle’s Potential Travel Path Scenarios2
The analysis boundary can be defined as the distance before and after a traffic signal that
the driver sees and reacts to the traffic signal status. The decelerating and accelerating
phases form part of the analysis boundary whereby gains in fuel economy can be made
by the driver optimizing their glide path. There are two key methods available to
maximize these gains either by themselves or in combination, first is through more
efficient driving techniques and the second is by extending the analysis boundary by
giving the driver information sooner along their glide path.

2

GlidePath Prototype Application - Automated Eco-Friendly Cruise Control using Wireless V2I
Communications at Signalized Intersections, U.S. DOT Office of the Assistant Secretary for Research and
Technology, October 28, 2015. https://www.its.dot.gov/research_archives/aeris/pdf/GlidePathWebinar.pdf
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In Figure 2, the two alternative paths, shown as dotted lines, follow the concept of “eco
driving” which has been present in certain sectors of the automotive industry for many
years and has the goal of reducing fuel use and wear on a vehicle by use of simple
driving techniques. The path shown by the blue line of Vehicle 2 has it accelerating
slightly to reach the signal before it turns red, while the yellow line of Vehicle 4 shows the
vehicle slowing but not coming to a full stop before being able to continue through the
intersection of interest.
The Canadian Automobile Association website3 contains a list of simple techniques that
one can follow to improve fuel efficiency and reduce fuel used, and provides some
statistics of interest, which include:
•

Accelerate Gently – Quick starts can increase fuel consumption by 39 percent,
instead take 5 seconds to accelerate to 20 km/hr from a stop;

•

Anticipate Traffic – Keeping your speed as steady as possible avoids
unnecessary fuel consumption;

•

Maintain a Steady Speed and Use Cruise Control – Varying speed up and down
between 75 and 85 km/hr every 18 seconds can increase fuel use by 20 percent;

•

Coast to Decelerate and Avoid Hard Braking – A lot of energy is used to get up
to cruising speed and is lost when a vehicle is forced to slow down unnecessarily;

•

Don’t Idle – Idling can burn 1-2 litres per hour, while restarting uses only 10
seconds worth of fuel; and

•

Avoid High Speeds – Cars use 20 percent less fuel at 90 km/hr than 110 km/hr.

The second method available is to extend the analysis boundary shown in Figure 2
through the use of technology and advanced communications to the driver. The
decelerating phase is prime for influence by GLOSA technology as it is generally defined
by the advance distance that the driver can see and their ability to anticipate traffic. For
example, instead of drivers being able to see the signal status from a range of 100-200
metres, the use of GLOSA technology can increase that range up to a kilometer or more.
The value of this extended distance is the ability to reduce the change of speed required
by the vehicle since it can be completed earlier in the travel along the corridor. Since
vehicles require conversion of chemical energy from burning fuel into kinetic energy to
accelerate the vehicle and that energy is lost under braking, minimizing the change in
speed (velocity) is important. One could view this as reducing the area between the green
line and each of the other lines in Figure 2.

Canadian Automobile Association (CAA) website – How to be an Eco Driver, 2019.
https://www.caa.ca/ecodriving/
3
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It is important to note the scale of the additional fuel required by a vehicle to accelerate is
not linear with the change in speed. This is illustrated by the physics equation below,
which shows that the change in energy required to double the speed of a vehicle is not
simply double the energy, but rather the square of that change in speed.

𝜟 𝑲𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒕𝒊𝒄 𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 =

𝟏
𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 ∗ (𝜟𝒗𝒆𝒍𝒐𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚)𝟐
𝟐

This additionally expended fuel has a carryover effect on the additional greenhouse gas
emissions that are expelled while driving, so more efficient driving will have a beneficial
impact on our environment. The combined benefits of reduced fuel use, reduced
emissions and optimization of vehicle travel paths are the expected outputs from the
EcoDrive II project through the application of green light optimized speed advisory
(GLOSA) technology.

About Ottawa
Ottawa is the nation’s capital and the fourth largest urban region in Canada. It includes
over 1.4 million people, over 2,796 square kilometers. Nearly 66% of people live in
Ottawa and the rest in neighbouring municipalities, including Gatineau (located across the
Ottawa River in Quebec). On the economic front, Ottawa is a major economic engine,
offering jobs and opportunities in high tech industries, government, and important sectors
such as health, tourism and world- class research centres and academic institutions.

Literature Review
Computer simulation testing in the early 2000s began highlighting the potential
improvements in fuel consumption by giving drivers traffic signal information. Since 2011,
this grew into more concerted research and field testing in the US and Europe which
focused on trajectory planning algorithms to manage approach and departure from traffic
signals. These systems are known as Applications for the Environment: Real-Time
Information Synthesis (AERIS) in the United Stated and Green Light Optimized Speed
Advisory (GLOSA) systems in Europe.
The Norwegian Public Roads Association (NPRA) published an article4 in October 2019
illustrating that interest in GLOSA and scientific publications about GLOSA has grown
since 2011. Sixty-four scientific publications were analyzed, with 80 percent coming from
the United States and Europe. The majority of these publications were related to
simulations, theory or literature reviews of GLOSA, with only a handful encompassing
pilot projects or field operational tests. Simulations showed a wide range of results, from
4

The Day 1 C-ITS Application Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory— A Mapping Study, October 2019.

https://www.nordicway.net/demonstrationsites/information-on-green-light-optimal-speed-advisory-glosa-signalized-intersections
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negligible energy and travel time savings, to greater than 50 percent benefits, whereas
pilot studies had a smaller variation in results with 6-20% consumption savings and little
to no effect on travel times.
Initial field work was typically research focused and involved either a single test vehicle
and intersection or a short coordinated arterial, but this work validated the potential
savings from simulation testing results. Proof of concept tests by the University of
California at Riverside (UCR) showed that up to 18% fuel savings could be achieved at
signalized intersections5. The NPRA article notes that the select number of pilot studies
show a range of energy consumption savings that range between 6 and 20 percent.
Simulation testing results reported by the University of Surrey (UK) and Fraunhofer
Institute for Open Communication Systems6 showed that up to 7% reduction in average
fuel consumption was possible using GLOSA and that the optimal activation distance was
approximately 300 metres, which provided sufficient time to react to the advisory speed
and that additional benefits were not achieved by a greater advisory distance.
The project team also conducted a Google image search for in-vehicle concepts and
displays for GLOSA to assess any existing or experimental designs that may have
already been tried, as well as reviewed Transport Canada guidelines regarding limiting
distracted driving in visual displays7. A couple of auto manufacturers, particularly Audi
and Jaguar, had published examples of their GLOSA concepts/deployments embedded
into their instrument cluster. There were only a few smartphone-based examples found,
including C-The Difference pilot in Bordeaux (France) and Commsignia which was trialled
in the UK.

High-Level System Design
The basis for providing GLOSA information to a driver is predicated on the availability of
real-time information regarding where the vehicle is in relation to the traffic signal and
both the status of the signal and amount of time remaining in the current cycle. In
locations where traffic signals operate on fixed timing plans, this information is always
known and therefore makes availability of the current status at any point of time easy to
generate without constant and direct access to the signal controller. Where actuated
signals are deployed and signal timing is adjusted based on current traffic conditions, a
signal’s status shows less consistency and thus enabling the provision of real-time signal
status information requires additional system features.

FHWA’s GlidePath Project https://www.its.dot.gov/research_archives/aeris/pdf/07_FHWAsGlidePathProject.pdf
“Performance study of a Green Light Optimized Speed Advisory (GLOSA) application using an integrated
cooperative ITS simulation platform.” 2011 IWCMC Conference.
7
Transport Canada Guidelines to Limit Distraction from Visual Displays in Vehicles, Transport Canada
(modified 2019/02/27). https://www.tc.gc.ca/en/services/road/stay-safe-when-driving/guidelines-limitdistraction-visual-displays-vehicles.html
5
6
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Whenever the signal controller adjusts the timing and status of a signal head, the most
current status data is located at the controller level. One solution to gaining access to the
latest data, for some installations, could be the use of dedicated short-range
communications (DSRC) equipment tied into the signal controller at each intersection.
This can provide a “local broadcast” of the signal timing and phasing (SPaT) data as well
as the intersection geometry (MAP) data. However, this can be a costly endeavour if a
citywide deployment would be planned.
Actuated signals are primarily used in the City of Ottawa, but the system has been
designed so that these signals report their real-time status on a second-by-second basis
to the central traffic control system. As such, the current status of every signal in the City
is known and available from a centralized location in a similar fashion to a fixed timing
implementation. This created the opportunity for the use of a cellular-based GLOSA
system that could be served from a central or cloud-based application.
As shown in Figure 3, the high-level system design used took advantage of the network
design to apply a cloud-based cellular deployment. The traffic signal reports the current
signal status to the traffic operations center. The center makes this data available, using
application programming interfaces (APIs), to data service providers which use pre-built
datasets of the intersection geometry and timing plans to publish predictive signal timing
information to the cloud. An equipped vehicle uses its global positioning system (GPS)
location and heading information to make a request over the cellular network to the cloud
hosted service which provides the necessary data for the driver to be presented with a
GLOSA recommendation.

Figure 3 – High-Level GLOSA System Design
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For the EcoDrive II project, the City of Ottawa Traffic Operations Branch operates the
traffic signal system and operations center where all the signal status data is centralized.
That data was made available through APIs developed by Thompson Technologies and
served to traffic signal timing prediction algorithms run by Traffic Technologies Services.
The in-vehicle unit that was designed in-house by the City of Ottawa Traffic Management
Branch received the signal timing data to produce the GLOSA display for the test drivers
to consume and make driving speed decisions.
This in the end provided a low-cost system that provided extensive cover of a 1178 traffic
signal site spanning a city area of 2,000 square kms. At the time of this study, it was not
known of any other project that had this traffic signal system range and access to that
many traffic signals or anything even close to it. Overall, a base cost for the backend
system would be incurred with incremental costs for creating and configuring each traffic
signal, all of which would not be an unreasonable amount for most municipalities.

2.5.1.

In-Vehicle Unit

The in-vehicle unit (IVU) components used for the project were designed to use
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components purchased from local retailers or online. It
was important that the project investigated whether common technology could be used to
provide a GLOSA service which would not require new vehicles or expensive equipment
to be procured, thus removing potential barriers for adoption by other jurisdictions or
being made available to the general public.
The equipment procured for this project included:
•

A base model mobile phone (Samsung J3);

•

A cellular data-only plan for requests and receipt of GLOSA data;

•

Power adapter and extended USB power cable;

•

A Bluetooth on-board diagnostic (OBD) units that connects to a vehicle’s OBD-II
port which reports engine performance data up to every second; and

•

Heads-up display unit that could be placed on the dashboard.

The IVU also required use of a cellphone application that could handle all
communications, data processing, data logging and end user display. Given the
uniqueness of the EcoDrive II project, the City of Ottawa Traffic Management Branch
custom-built the required Android app. This approach was taken to enable future
enhancements that would allow the City to conduct further research and expand the
potential applications this technology could be applied to.
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Project Risks
For a project of this size and complexity, there exists a number of potential risks that
could negatively influence the results and derived value from EcoDrive II. Table 1
outlines some of the high-level risks considered and mitigation strategies used.
Table 1 – Project Risk Considerations
Risk Factor
Communications,
latency and lag times

Considerations
Cellular communications are required for the Android app to
request signal timing information as the drivers travel
throughout the City. In requesting data on a per-second basis,
the network must be fast and reliable. Latency throughout the
system could impact reliability of the GLOSA data provided if
signal timings change and impact the ability of a driver safely
traverse an intersection.
Using a large cellular service provider with coverage throughout
the City provided sufficient coverage and bandwidth to support
the project goals. Lag time and latency were addressed
through a combination of the GLOSA data being available
several hundred metres before the intersection, the per-second
update frequency to mitigate some of the risk of the signal
timing plan changing suddenly, as well as the “yellow icon”
phase shown when the time remaining was less than 6 seconds
to require the driver to look at the traffic signal itself.

Weather

The project was scheduled to collect data in the late spring /
early summer period where temperature and weather
conditions can vary widely. It was thought that warmer weather
would result in drivers using the vehicle’s air conditioning
system and affect the fuel consumption rate.
Using an alternating week pattern of when GLOSA information
was displayed to the driver, GLOSA and non-GLOSA data
collection efforts occurred in both May and June. This mitigated
the influence of weather conditions by eliminating some data
collected during the use of heaters or air conditioners and other
data collected without. Use of air conditioners affects the fuel
consumption rate and would negatively impact the data
collected during June. In the end, the weather during the study
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period did not show the extreme variations often experienced in
Ottawa or affect the data collection effort.
Backend & Field
technology

This project involved the potential use of SPaT and MAP data
from 1178 traffic signals across the City, where real-time
information about signal status was required. New MAP and
SPaT data needed to be generated and reviewed to verify that
accurate orientation and timing data was configured to generate
GLOSA data for the test vehicles.
The City’s Traffic Operations Center monitors the status of
signals in real-time and dispatches technicians to address any
communications outages. TTS tested signals throughout the
City to determine proper configuration settings and City staff
conducted tests prior to the data collection period.

In-vehicle technology

Mobile phones are the preferred in-vehicle unit device for
communicating information to the driver and collecting / logging
the OBD, GPS and GLOSA test data. The procured device
needed to be capable of handling the amount of data and
workload required of the device.
Staged testing during the mobile app development allowed for
the monitoring of the workload and gauge the capabilities
required before procurement was undertaken.

Mobile app software

A custom-built Android app was created for this project and
needed to be completed in time for the planned data collection
period.
City staff supported the development effort, which enabled
control of the workload and resources applied. This ensured
completion on time and provided for adequate testing before
the data collection period commenced.

Data collection
completeness &
integrity

With vehicles collecting data on a daily basis, maximizing the
amount of data collected was paramount to ensure sufficient
data was gather for analysis. This included identifying any data
collection or other issues as quickly as possible.
Log files were submitted on a daily basis from each vehicle and
reviewed to ensure that data was being properly collected.
Where log files were not received or issues identified, the
appropriate steps to rectify the issue were undertaken to
minimize any potential lost opportunity to collect data.
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The project data coverage needed to collect the greatest range
of travel conditions to provide valuable insight into the
effectiveness of GLOSA and this included both temporal and
spatial coverage.
A method to distill records where no GLOSA data was available
and where data was available was necessary to enable
analysis of only the records of interest. Travel during both peak
and off-peak hours was targeted and across a range of
roadway classifications and signal spacings. The effective
selection of testers with the highest mileages and across a
variety of regions within the City ensured proper data coverage
for the project.

Vehicle idling

The City fleet and test vehicles were used for a variety of
purposes and idling during the data collection period that was
not related to a traffic signal / GLOSA was expected to occur.
The data collected by the mobile app needed to be able to
segment out the periods of idling when the vehicle is in use at a
work site yet consider all other idling data as part of the GLOSA
evaluation. A time threshold was set that enabled an effective
segmentation of data and distinguish different types of idling.

Project scope and
budget creep

Additional tasks and project requirements that were unforeseen
or desirable may be identified as the project progressed.
For the EcoDrive II project, the project team had sufficiently
investigated and planned for the deployment using experiences
from previous projects that no unexpected issues which
affected the project scope or budget were encountered.

Lack of time

The original project schedule was built with sufficient buffer time
between tasks to allow for schedule flexibility in completing the
data collection and evaluation period in time. Some minor
delays in collecting feedback on the final report were
encountered, but nothing sufficient to impact ACATS program
timelines.

Work Plan
The project officially began in November 2018, with preliminary work having been started
to create the necessary geometry (MAP) and signal phase and timing (SPaT) database
data that would be required to generate the GLOSA data for all the City’s traffic signals. A
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kick-off meeting was held on December 19th, 2018, amongst all the project participants
and partners to review the project’s scope, timeline and objectives.
During Q1 2019, software development efforts were undertaken to create the customized
Android mobile app and procurement of the required in-vehicle equipment was
completed. Bi-weekly project update conference calls were held from January 15th until
April 23rd, which was prior to the beginning of the data collection phase. Monthly project
update conference calls were held thereafter. Testing of the Android app,
communications and data accuracy of the GLOSA information was conducted in April.
Live testing began May 6th by collecting data where the driver was travelling without the
benefit of GLOSA. Data collected from this week was identified as “Week 1”. It formed
the base case and identified the driver’s typical driving style and characteristics. The
following week, an in-person meeting and driver orientation was organized, held on May
13th, to coincide with the start of GLOSA data being presented on the app and data
collection for Week 2. During the meeting, all the test participants were provided a
detailed overview of the Android app functionality, how to use the presented data to alter
their driving for improved fuel efficiency, as well as answer any questions. The meeting
was also attended by Transport Canada and Carleton University staff.
City test driver staff supported testing efforts during May and June 2019. Fuel
consumption data was collected throughout the workday, generally from 7AM to 3PM,
and included all driving and engine idling periods. Carleton University began an
independent detailed analysis of the collected data in July 2019 and worked with City staff
to review and complete the evaluation of GLOSA through October 2019.
The draft final report to Transport Canada and the accompanying Appendix with the
independent detailed analysis report by Carleton University, was delivered in December
2019. It provides the evaluation of the project and potential benefits of Infrastructure-toVehicle (I2V) technologies when applied to connected vehicles in a city fleet application.
The project schedule is outlined in Table 2.
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Table 2 – EcoDrive II Project Schedule
TASK

TIMELINE

Project set up, Transport Canada agreement, official project
kickoff

November December 2018

Equipment identification, system procurement, traffic control
signal system upgrades

December 2018 –
February 2019

Software development of modules for location tracking, OBD
data, GLOSA data retrieval, UI development and data logging

January – March

System Integration testing

March

Equipment deployment and mobile app field testing

April

Data collection / Drive testing

May – June

Data Analysis (by Carleton University)

July – August

Data Analysis & supplemental data collection

September

Report writing

October – November

Project Completion & Draft Final Report delivery

December

Final Report delivery

March 2020

2.7.1.

Project Funding

Transport Canada provided funding in the amount of $140,000 through the Program to
Advance Connectivity and Automation in the Transportation System (ACATS) in support
of this project. Carleton University provided in-kind support through use of its laboratories
and time from Dr. Ata Khan in leading the Carleton University component of the project.
The City of Ottawa equally contributed to the total of $50,000 in-kind support to complete
this project, which included both staff time and the funds to procure the necessary
electronics for the in-vehicle units and the cellular data communications plans for the
mobile phones.

Project Team
The project team involved several organizations including the City of Ottawa, Carleton
University, Traffic Technologies Services, Thompson Technologies and Transport
Canada. Figure 4 shows the members of the project team.
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City of Ottawa Traffic Management
Branch

Transport Canada

Greg Kent (Project Manager)
Omar Choudhry (Project Lead)

Ken Moshi
Pierre Rasoldier

Thompson
Technologies
Andy Thomspon

Traffic Technologies
Services

Carleton University

Thomas Bauer
Brandon Sams

Dr. Ata Khan
Omar Elsafdi
Brooke Jones
Bailey Jones
My Le Dinh

City of Ottawa Traffic Operations
Branch
Chris Brinkman
Stuart Edison
Leng Ha
Kevin McLaughlin

Figure 4 – EcoDrive II Project Team Members
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3. PROJECT DETAILS

3.

Overview
As part of the Transport Canada
ACATS program, the EcoDrive II project
examined how providing Connected
Vehicle (CV) information to drivers can
minimize speed variation, improve fuel
efficiency and reduce emissions as the
driver approaches traffic signals. Greenlight optimized speed advisory (GLOSA)
is a concept whereby the driver is
provided with a computed speed that
would allow them to successfully pass
through an upcoming signalized
intersection during the green phase.
There were several key goals set forth
in the pursuit of the EcoDrive II project
after the success of the original
EcoDrive project, which included:

PROJECT
DETAILS

• Expand beyond the 12-signal and
single corridor test;
• Extend review to applicability for a
municipal fleet;
• Examine the potential benefits of
GLOSA under ‘real-life’ usage
patterns; and
• Determine potential for other
jurisdictions to implement GLOSA
functionality.

The EcoDrive II project began in the fall of 2018, with field testing conducted in May and
June 2019. The project team enlisted seven City fleet vehicles with drivers to collect data
over the test period which operated in various capacities and areas around Ottawa. The
following sections provide further details on the EcoDrive II project design and
development.
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Traffic Signal System & GLOSA Prediction System
The original EcoDrive pilot project made use of 12 traffic signals on a specified arterial
road. EcoDrive II required significant expansion to provide signal operational status data
for all of the City’s traffic signal intersections. The City of Ottawa currently has 1178 traffic
signals that are reporting current status information in real-time to the central traffic
control system located at the City’s Traffic Control Centre. Figure 5 provides a heat map
display of all the signal locations, where a higher concentration of signals is shown by
increasing yellow to red colours.
The traffic signals generally operate in a traffic actuated mode, whereby the next green
movement (signal phase) is dynamically selected based on the demand on a specific
approach. Additionally, the length of the green is determined based on the traffic volumes,
up to a maximum. These measures at each particular traffic signal optimize the efficiency
of the intersection. On significant arterial roadways and collectors, the usual traffic
volumes and priority assigned to these routes add consistency to the dynamic signal
timing prediction efforts that are not found on lower volume roadways. For example, if
there are no vehicles present for the approach on a minor local road, the signal controller
will skip that phase and extend the main corridor phases accordingly. These scenarios,
and pedestrian crosswalks that are only activated when people are seeking to cross the
roadway, provided challenges to the GLOSA traffic signal timing prediction model since
there are few triggers from which to key the predicted timings against.

Figure 5 – City of Ottawa Signal Location Heatmap
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For each intersection, two primary components necessary in the connected and
autonomous vehicle space are the availability of geometry (MAP) data and Signal Phase
and Timing (SPaT) data, using the SAE J2735 standard. The MAP data uniquely
identifies each approach and lane, how these are connected to their associated partner
approaches/lanes across the intersection, the type(s) of use for each lane (e.g., vehicle,
bike, pedestrian), and thereby the potential conflict points. Figure 6 visually illustrates
how the underlying data provides guidance to a vehicle regarding the geometry of the
intersection. The SPaT data is then used to relay the permitted motions allowed and the
time remaining in each signal phase.

Figure 6 – Visual Representation of MAP Data
(Courtesy of M. Aladas, City of Ottawa Traffic Operations Branch, 2019.)

Overall, the effort to expand coverage to the entire traffic signal system for the EcoDrive II
project included:
•

MAP packet generation for all intersections. MAP data is used to define the
intersection, approach configuration, lane dimensions and allowed movements.
MAP data forms the basis for properly identifying the signal a vehicle is
approaching and determining the specific approach to the traffic signal;
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Geometry data and MAP packet revisions as required for intersections after initial
drive testing;
Multi-server setup and configuration for all intersections to enable redundancy and
ensure responsiveness of the system in providing real-time requests to TTS for the
prediction algorithms;
Revise the Signal & Traffic Capacity System (STCS) GPS timebase logic between
nodes to ensure synchronization of server timestamps in order to eliminate drift
between servers;
Modifications to REST/XML feed for geometry and operational data. This
functionality allows for the exchange of data between the STCS and TTS in a
structured and consistent format, while providing the required security provisions
for the STCS;
Field validation efforts for review of the geometry, MAP data and signal displays at
intersections was undertaken to ensure that accurate information was being
generated by the systems; and
The services from TTS were finally configured to retrieve the geometry, timing plan
information and signal status information, in order to generate the signal timing
prediction information used by the driver.

The costs associated with implementing a system described above will depend on a
number of factors. Excluding the design and costs to implement the traffic signal system
itself, there is a one-time cost to aggregate signal timing and geometry data for each
intersection and validate the accuracy of the data. While it may only require an hour or
two of staff time to complete each intersection, it can still result in a significant cost of
completion depending upon the size of the traffic signal network. There would also be ongoing maintenance and management costs for that data as signal timing plans and
intersection geometries are modified or new intersections are brought online. Overall, a
base cost for the backend system and incremental costs for creating and configuring each
traffic signal would not be an unreasonable amount for most municipalities.
Once the data is collected, the systems to create and support of GLOSA-related data
feeds are necessary. For the EcoDrive II project, a third-party vendor, TTS, was
responsible for managing this component and is commercializing this service. The cost
for this service to organizations will likely change over time as additional services enter
the market and a greater scale of users is achieved but was conservatively estimated to
range in the $20-30 per vehicle per month.

In-Vehicle Unit Equipment
The in-vehicle components used for the project were designed to use commercial off-theshelf (COTS) components purchased from local retailers or online. The in-vehicle units
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needed to accomplish specific tasks or collect specific data for the EcoDrive II project.
This included:
•

GPS data to physically locate the vehicle anywhere in the City of Ottawa;

•

On-Board Diagnostic (OBD) unit to retrieve engine performance data such as
engine RPM, speed and fuel consumption (either an hourly rate or mass airflow
sensor value);

•

Signal timing and GLOSA-related information from TTS via a request-response
JSON-based Application Programming Interface (API) over the cellular network;

•

Per-second logging of all the above information, in addition to the date, timestamp
and a unique identifier for each trip triggered by the user; and

•

A graphical user interface that updates in real time and provides the driver with the
name of the upcoming intersection, travel direction and speed limit, as well as the
current signal head colour, GLOSA speed and time remaining in the current signal
phase for both the through and left turn direction.

Using these requirements, software development efforts and equipment performance
tests were undertaken. A total of ten equipment packages were created to enable the
seven selected test drivers, the Carleton University team, Transport Canada and the City
of Ottawa project team to have units for testing and data validation. As shown in Figure
7, the equipment packages for this project included a monthly cellular data package and
had a total upfront cost of approximately $265, as follows:
•

A base model Samsung J3 Android smartphone (cost $200);

•

SIM card with cellular data-only plan for requests and receipt of GLOSA data were
provided by the City’s Traffic Services Branch;

•

Power adapter and extended USB power cable were procured to ensure the
devices can be placed as required in the vehicles and be powered to avoid loss of
data collection due to low battery (cost $20);

•

Kitbest Bluetooth OBD unit that connects to a vehicle’s OBD-II port which reports
engine performance data up to every second. This reliable unit uses basic pairing
security features that would enable remote re-pairing easy to accomplish if needed
(cost $15); and

•

Heads-up display unit (HUD) and sticky pad for the dashboard (cost $30).
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Figure 7 – EcoDrive II In-Vehicle Equipment

Human Machine Interface & Design
A critical component in any system is the effectiveness in conveying information to the
end user. In a busy and operational environment, such as in a vehicle, being concise and
minimizing unnecessary distractions so that the driver can comprehend the message
being conveyed through the user interface (UI) at-a-glance is crucial. This is typically
accomplished through effective use of colours, shapes or clear text. Transport Canada
created guidelines to address distraction by visual displays in vehicles, which included a
checklist to review for limiting distraction8 were reviewed for the EcoDrive II app. The
project team also drew upon the experiences from the original EcoDrive project.
A standard vehicle instrument panel is protected from glare and washout due to brightness
by being set back and using a shield to reflect light away from the driver’s view. However,
the HUD format used for this project, while located on top of the dashboard, required
additional compensation to address the lack of shielding during daylight hours. In part, this
can be addressed by effective selection of the colours used and the screen background

8

Transport Canada Guidelines to Limit Distraction from Visual Displays in Vehicles (modified 2019/02/27).
https://www.tc.gc.ca/en/services/road/stay-safe-when-driving/guidelines-limit-distraction-visual-displaysvehicles.html
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colour. Several different colour variations were tested, and a selection of examples are
shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 – EcoDrive II App Interface Testing
Under daylight and nighttime lighting conditions the visual contrast and colour impacts
change, which affects the visibility of the information displayed. Newer smartphone apps
are now incorporating a ‘nighttime’ mode which switches to a dark background. In a night
driving environment, this reduces the ambient light within the vehicle, produces less glare
and makes reading the screen easier. For example, the sample screens are using two
shades of the same colour (i.e., two shades of green), but when displayed on either a
white and black background, the colour contrast can either be too dim or to bright to make
it easy on the eyes. The hexadecimal code of the final shades of colour chosen were:
•

Traffic Green - #33a532

•

•

Traffic Yellow - #fad201

•

•

Traffic Red - #cc0605

•
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In addition to colour, the placement of content can be used to help convey the appropriate
message or visual cues to a user. The heads-up display format view used in EcoDrive II
required use of a display in landscape mode, so that the information would be properly
reflected using the HUD unit and would provide a logical layout for a driver (e.g., left
direction on left side). The through and left turn displays were normally displayed. Right
turns were not shown in the interface, with exception of situations where no through
direction of travel was allowed, but a right turn is permitted, the display would then show a
right-turn indicator. The glass reflection provides the ability to read the content properly. It
should be noted that the Android phone display using the dark “night mode” colour
schema could be reflected off the windshield at night and be usable by the driver,
however the windshield thickness did create a slight double-vision/offset that could be
distracting to some.
The shape of the bulbs displayed for the allowable movements needed to be designed to
minimize the potential for a driver to mix up the information portrayed. As shown in
Figure 8, a range of shapes were investigated. Use of simple round bulbs were thought
to be too similar to a traffic signal and there was concern that displaying contradictory
information, due to communication delays or other reasons, would be detrimental. As
such, the bulbs were slowly morphed into easily distinguishable shapes. The right-turn
and left-turn indicators were made more directional in shape and this differentiated to the
through direction to reduce the effort by the driver to process the visual information.
Finally, the content to be displayed in the UI was also refined during the initial
development phase of the project. For clarity of the information provided and to minimize
data overload for drivers, the following data configurations and settings were defined:
•

•
•

GLOSA speed value: A speed will only be provided to the driver in a white
color if it is (a) within 10km/hr of their current speed to minimize sudden
accelerations / decelerations, (b) if the speed is below the maximum speed limit
for that roadway, and (c) the GLOSA value is greater than 10 km/hr. All three
conditions should ensure that speeds displayed are of value to the driver to
either be comforted to know they are travelling at an acceptable speed or can
adjust their speed comfortably to improve their fuel economy and environmental
impact.
Phase time remaining: A value, in seconds, is displayed to the driver
indicating the amount of time before the current cycle phase is due to change.
Approaching a Red Light: Red icon with the GLOSA speed provided as a
WHITE number in the center of the icon based on the criteria above.
Sometimes a “red on red” number was displayed to drivers to confirm that the
GLOSA calculations were correct and was only displayed for testing purposes.
This “red on red” indicated that the speed is not an actionable speed value and
in a public facing application, non-actionable speeds would likely not be shown.
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Signal due to change: Yellow icon without a speed or countdown displayed
when the prediction indicates that there is less than 6 seconds before the
phase change is set to occur. This was set for both Red-to-Green and Greento-Red changes to suggest the driver pay attention to the actual traffic signals
for further information.
Approaching a Green Light: Green icon with WHITE speed value embedded
in the center of the icon. Similar to the Red light, a “green on green” number is
displayed to drivers for confirmation that the GLOSA calculations were correct
and only displayed for testing purposes.
No recommendation or information available: Blank icons with an indication
to the driver of whether there is no data, low confidence in the prediction or an
error retrieving the data.
Some experimentation efforts were also while developing the app. For
example, if there was through travel data but no left turn data, a simulated
speed limit sign was shown with the posted limit for that roadway segment in
place of the left turn data.

The resulting design of EcoDrive II app user interface, while in the ‘night mode’, is shown
in Figure 9. It worked well in low light conditions using both the HUD unit and simply
reflecting the display off the windshield at night. In brighter exterior and daylight
conditions, it required a stronger contrast where the white background worked best.

(as displayed on phone)

(as displayed on HUD)

Figure 9 – Final ‘Night mode’ EcoDrive II App User Interface
Examples of the display as reflected using the HUD, as shown in Figure 10, off the
windshield at night, and as mounted on the dashboard for the driver to view while driving.
In bright exterior light conditions, the HUD mirror allowed too much light through and
washed out the display, so a thick black paper visor was fashioned for drivers to attach
when necessary.
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Figure 10 – HUD Display of EcoDrive II Project
One interesting condition that was encountered by some drivers was that the use of
polarized sunglasses blanked out the reflection of the Samsung J3 phone display when
reflected off the HUD. This occurs as a result of how some polarized lenses are designed
to eliminate horizontal reflections, like sunlight reflecting off a flat surface, or the LED
display from the lower end Samsung phone. A slight tilt of the head or glasses would
change the reflection angle and the lens would not filter out the reflection, thereby
allowing the driver to see the display. In addition, testing with a phone using more
expensive AMOLED screens worked without issue. The project team found reports online
of newer high-end automobiles that have a built-in HUD also encounter this issue when
drivers use polarized sunglasses.

Mobile App Design
In addition to the design of how data is displayed to the user, there were four other key
design components that formed the overall EcoDrive II app, that included (a) GPS
location tracking, (b) OBD data collection from vehicle, (c) GLOSA data retrieval,
processing, and presenting, and (d) data logging. This section describes the details of the
information integrated and functionality built into the app.
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The final EcoDrive II app was published on the Google Play store in an “invite only” mode
which protected the app from being available to anyone other than internal City testers
and other approved individuals.

3.5.1.

Location Tracking

The base functionality for providing a driver with information about upcoming traffic
signals requires knowing where the vehicle is. On all Android phones, there is built-in
functionality to retrieve location information using various methods including GPS, Wi-Fi,
and cellular signals using a series of sensors in each phone. The accuracy and
frequency updates available may be restricted based on the type of sensors used.
The EcoDrive II project used the GPS sensor, which provided a higher level of accuracy
and access to positioning information using orbiting satellites. The GPS sensor was used
during initial testing to verify that the locations provided were sufficiently accurate for the
project. Generally, the positional accuracy of phones was within 3-5 metres suggesting
that while they would not be able to pinpoint the specific lane the vehicle was travelling in,
it would suffice for longitudinal position at the typical speeds driven on arterials and
collectors that were the focus of this project. It should be noted that the accuracy was
found to vary based on the placement of the phone within some vehicles (e.g., signal
disruption), during inclement weather, in areas with tall structures, and when radios,
computers and other electronics were around.
The Android operating system provides access to the following raw and computed values:
•
•
•
•
•

Latitude;
Longitude;
GPS accuracy (based on the satellite signals received);
GPS speed; and
Vehicle bearing (based on each new lat-long point recorded).

These values were appended to the phone’s current date and timestamp data as part of
each new record written to the logfile every second by the app.
This component was also developed to allow “backgrounding” capabilities to the app. This
was needed to ensure that the app continued to collect data even if the app was not in the
foreground of the screen. Since a dedicated smartphone was being provided to each
driver, this functionality should not have been required during live data testing but was in
place to prevent accidental stoppages of data collection.
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OBD Data Collection

Another key module necessary for the project was having access to engine performance
data. The OBD data collection component used a Bluetooth-enabled OBD dongle
connected into the vehicle’s OBD-II port. This port is standard on all new vehicles built in
Canada and each manufacturer must provide a required standard data set, however each
manufacture can optionally include additional vehicle data through other available codes.
Some codes such as vehicle speed are simply reported in kilometres per hour from 0 to
255, while others are a formulaic calculation using two bits of data.
Three different vehicle manufacturers (Chevrolet, Ford and Mercedes-Benz) where used
in this project, with vehicles ranging from the 2011 to 2019 model years. Since the 1996
model year, all U.S. manufactured vehicles were mandated to support the OBD-II
standard, and this became a federally mandated standard in Canada for the 1998 model
year. While this standard exists, manufacturers are not required to implement all
parameters and therefore vary on the specific data fields they report with some including
proprietary parameters.
For example, the Chevrolet and Ford vehicles did not provide a Fuel Rate (L/hr) value,
while the Mercedes-Benz did to one-tenth of a litre per hour. The amount of fuel being
consumed every second can be calculated using a Mass Air Flow (MAF) sensor, however
not all manufacturers use a MAF sensor. When not available, the fuel rates can be
calculated from Ideal Gas Law equations from the vehicle’s Manifold Absolute Pressure
(MAP) sensor. A synthetic value is calculated using the following formula:

𝑹𝑷𝑴 ∗ 𝑴𝑨𝑷
(
)
𝑰𝑨𝑻
𝐈𝐌𝐀𝐏 =
𝟐
where the manifold absolute pressure (MAP) is in kPa, intake air temp (IAT) is in degrees
Kelvin, and engine revolutions per minute (RPM) is provided via the OBD unit. This allows
the MAF value of amount of air being sent through the engine to be calculated using the
following formula:

𝐌𝐀𝐅 = (

𝐈𝐌𝐀𝐏
𝐕𝐄
)∗ (
) ∗ (𝐄𝐃) ∗ (𝐌𝐌) / (𝐑)
𝟏𝟐𝟎
𝟏𝟎𝟎

where R is 8.314 J/°K/mole, the average molecular mass of air (MM) is 28.97 g/mole, the
volumetric efficiency (VE) of a 4-cycle engine is measured in percent and the engine
displacement (ED) is in liters. The MAF value is used to convert the amount of air being
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sent through the engine into the amount of fuel being consumed every second using the
following formula:

𝑴𝑨𝑭
( 𝑨𝑭𝑹 )
𝑭𝑼𝑬𝑳 (𝒊𝒏 𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒔) =
(𝑫)
where the gasoline stoichiometric air/fuel ratio (AFR) is approximately 14.7 times the
mass of air to fuel, the average density (D) of gasoline is 748.9 grams per litre.
Due to the complexity of the data available through the OBD-II port and required
interpretation of the data, the project team investigated several commercially and freely
available software modules. One highly recommended module and used by others that
would allow the Java code to be easily integrated into the EcoDrive II app and extraction
of the raw data was finally used for this project.
The OBD data collected by the smartphone was merged with Location Tracking and
timestamp data and written to the same logfile. The OBD data collected included the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

3.5.3.

Unique trip ID randomly assigned by the software at every activation and
used to link aggregated data values to a single trip;
Vehicle speed (km/hr);
revolutions per minute (RPM);
Fuel rate (L/hr) where available. The Chevy and Ford vehicles used in
this project did not provide this value, but the Mercedes did;
Mass Air Flow (MAF), Intake Temperature and Intake Pressure are used
to compute as described above:
• Instantaneous fuel consumption rate (L/100km);
• Fuel consumed while driving and while idling (L);
Driving time and idling time in minutes; and
Distance travelled (km).

GLOSA Data Retrieval & Processing

As previously discussed in Section 2.3, the raw signal controller data was retrieved by
Traffic Technology Services (TTS) from the City of Ottawa’s Traffic Control Centre and
used to generate predictive signal phase and timing data. This component used a
standard Internet communications protocol, know as REST API, that is used for data
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exchange. Through that request, the TTS backend would identify the specific approach
and signal the vehicle was heading towards.
The Traffic Technology Services backend allows for a number of proprietary settings and
request types to be used which help to locate and retrieve the predicted signal timing
data. The process used by the EcoDrive II app is shown in Table 3.
Table 3 – EcoDrive II GLOSA Data Process

STEP

PROCESS DESCRIPTION

1

The vehicle’s current position and direction was retrieved from the phone’s
GPS using the location tracking module and a request made to the TTS
service to locate the nearest traffic signal every second.

2

If the position and direction matched a defined approach to an intersection,
the ID of the signal, the topology of the approach, allowed turn movements
and the predicted signal timing information were returned.

3

The EcoDrive II app temporarily stored the signal ID returned by the TTS
system for use at the next request, as a means to eliminate the topology and
allowed turn movement data being returned and the app being required to
process that data if the vehicle is still on approach to the same signal.

4

The app computed the GLOSA information using the time to phase change
and the distance to reach the intersection. The app also looked up the current
posted speed limit of the approach from a local file stored within the app.

5

The received and computed data were appended to the logfile.

6

Once the app completed processing the data and generating the results, it
waited for one second before making another request. The per second
configuration could be changed and made variable based on the distance to
the signal or to reduce the mobile data communication costs.

7

This time, with knowledge that it had been approaching a signal, that signal
ID was appended to the request. If the TTS service determined the vehicle
had passed the current signal, it will return the new signal ID.

A number of safety and other provisions were built into the EcoDrive II app to maximize
the benefits of GLOSA, as described below.
•

On the safety front, if the vehicle’s speed ever exceeded 95 km/hr, the app
stopped displaying updated information to the driver. This was added since the
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vehicle would likely have been travelling on a highway and there were no signals
present on other roadways with a speed limit of that level within the City. When
the speed dropped below the threshold, the app would resume making displaying
GLOSA data to the driver.
•

In addition, the project team sought to reduce the potential for speeding or making
recommendations to exceed the posted speed limit, while not wishing to be overly
restrictive and preventing the driver from receiving a GLOSA value for testing
purposes. Using a local file stored within the app that contained the posted speed
limit for all approaches, the app limited the GLOSA speed displayed to no more
than 10km/hr above the posted speed.

•

The project team was also concerned with issues of latency and synchronicity of
the actual signal status changes and the information being displayed to the driver.
To address this concern, the app display bulbs showing the through and left turn
signal status would change to a yellow bulb when the time remaining in either the
green or red phase of the traffic signal was less than 6 seconds. This ensured that
the driver would focus their attention on the actual traffic signal.

•

For approaching a green light, the app provided the minimum GLOSA value to
reach the stop line before the light switches to red. When the GLOSA value was
very small, it indicated that the driver would easily reach the stop line before the
phase change. In a fully operational system, this speed value would likely be
hidden from the driver to indicate that no recommendation is needed.

•

While the GLOSA speed on approach to a green light was a simple task, the more
significant challenge was how to effectively handle the potential of vehicle queues
at red lights. Since there was no information with regards to the queue length at a
red light, the project team developed a pre-set time buffer that would reduce the
suggested speed and provide a GLOSA value that would result in the vehicle
reaching the stop line at a configurable time AFTER the red light switched to
green. By adding this buffer, it would allow for some clearance of queued vehicles
prior to the vehicle’s arrival at the intersection. The configurable value was set to
10 seconds for through travel and 5 seconds for left turn movements.

The data from TTS that was logged by the EcoDrive II app included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intersection/Signal ID and approach ID number;
Allowed turn movements for that approach;
Signal phases (up to two phases);
Signal timing plan in effect
Intersection name;
Time remaining in each phase; and
Distance to signal/stop line.
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Data Logging

The EcoDrive II project required access to several different data sources from each test
vehicle to effectively evaluate improvements in fuel consumption and emissions from the
provision of GLOSA data to a driver. The Samsung J3 mobile phone was used to allow
for the development and testing of an Android-based app that had sufficient processing
power to interface and merge multiple data sources, and act as the data logging tool to
record the desired second-by-second data.
The date, time, GPS location, heading and GPS speed data are generated through the
Android operating system, which is given priority over all other applications, and was
therefore used as the baseline fields that were written to a log file using a triggered
process that ran each second. Due to the per-second frequency of data requests and
logging components, this method was used to ensure that the application would not hang
or delay writing of the log file if data from one component got delayed. As such, the
EcoDrive II app was constantly provided the latest data from each of the software
components (e.g., OBD and GLOSA data) and that data was appended to the time and
location information to create each new record.
While the test drivers had City-issued mobile phones for work purposes, to simplify the
data collection effort and minimize the potential for user error, a dedicated mobile phone
was procured and used exclusively for data collection purposes. The test drivers
therefore simply had to turn on the phone each morning, start the EcoDrive app and then
stop the app at the end of the day.
A button to send the data log file (in CSV format) with the collected data via email was
used to enable the drivers to easily submit their logs on a daily basis. While it required
some user intervention, the button handled all the file management efforts, by renaming
the file with a timestamp, attaching the file and pre-filling the email fields. The app would
prompt the driver to confirm that the log file should be submitted, and if confirmed, send
the email and prepare a new log file automatically each time the test driver completed
their workday.
This process also enabled for immediate review by project staff, so that any issues with
data collection could be quickly resolved without losing multiple days of data. It was
preferred over having to physically collect devices or SD cards with the data on a regular
basis. The files were retained and available on the smartphone for manual retrieval at the
end of the testing phase, if necessary.
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Data Analysis Process
Each driver’s submitted log file was received by the City’s Project Lead and briefly
reviewed for issues. Each mobile phone was created with a unique account and email
address to assist in identifying which driver submitted the data. This was used to rename
and encode each file. The files were then sent for post-processing efforts to map the
positioning information to the City’s Geographic Information System (GIS) data of road
names and road classification data to each location for data analysis purposes. To
simplify the log file management process, Carleton University was provided with files that
combined a week of daily data logs for each individual vehicle.
Fuel consumption data was collected throughout the operating day, generally from 7AM
to 3PM, which was the test drivers regular work shift, and included all driving and engine
idling periods. The mobile app code was developed to separately log fuel consumption
data based on whether the vehicle’s OBD speed was reporting a value of zero (e.g.,
idling) or greater than zero (e.g., driving).
Recognizing that the City field staff may keep their engine running while stopped at a call
location or while doing paperwork at a site, the idling fuel consumption data could have
skewed results. From the idling fuel consumption data, the project team conceived adding
a “90-second idle” value, that would reasonably include any vehicle idling due to the
red/stop phase of traffic signals, while excluding any non-travel related idling. This value
accumulated no more than 90-seconds of idling fuel when a vehicle stopped, and when
the vehicle’s speedometer registered a non-zero value, indicating the vehicle moved even
slightly, the 90-second timer would reset.
This analysis was based on fuel consumption rate (L/hr) and fuel economy (L/100km)
during vehicle movement as well as while the vehicle is idling in stop condition at
intersections. Analyses at a disaggregated level to find out the effectiveness of GLOSA
under different travel conditions/environments were also conducted. These conditions
included by road class (arterial, collector, etc.) and by time of day (AM peak, Off-peak,
Lunch).
Data was also collected from Environment Canada to monitor the weather (hot/cold,
rain/sun).

3.6.1.

Fuel Data Analysis

Two independent fuel data analyses were conducted for the EcoDrive II project, one by
City staff and a more detailed analysis by Carleton University. The City project team used
the overall daily fuel consumed while driving, while idling and the “90-second idle” value,
along with the kilometres travelled to generate various daily fuel economy results for each
test vehicle. The data used included all travel on all roads over the course of the entire
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workday. These values then informed the evaluation with regards to the fuel economy
savings between GLOSA and non-GLOSA weeks.
The Carleton University analysis narrowed the focus of the evaluation by eliminating all
travel where vehicles were not in range of a traffic signal that was capable of providing
GLOSA information or vehicle were driving on roads without traffic signals (e.g.,
highways). This enabled the Carleton analysis to focus exclusively on the impact of
having GLOSA data on fuel consumption and fuel economy rates, by removing all travel
data collected not related to the approach to a GLOSA-enabled signal.

3.6.2.

GLOSA Conformance Analysis

Carleton University also conducted an analysis of the level of conformance to the GLOSA
recommendations by the test drivers by reviewing their actions and changes in speed as
they approached a traffic signal. Using the raw data files, a series of checks and
calculations were added to ease the analysis effort. These included:
•

Knowing the vehicle’s heading, a flag was triggered when the heading changed
more than sixty degrees within 10 seconds. This indicated the likelihood that the
vehicle turned left or right on approach to the intersection. The analysis effort
would then determine if the vehicle turned left and, if so, consider how the driver
responded to the left turn movement GLOSA data and their level of compliance.

•

If the vehicle’s OBD speed reported a zero value, a flag was raised indicating the
vehicle had come to a complete stop on approach to the intersection. The
distance from the stop line and duration of the stop period where this occurred
would provide an indication of the length of queue at the intersection. The analysis
effort would then determine the extent to which the vehicle may have been able to
alter travel speed to successfully navigate the intersection, and thus compliance
with the provided GLOSA data.

•

Knowing the posted speed and distance to the intersection, the vehicle’s minimum
time to reach the intersection could be calculated. This time, in seconds, could
then be compared to the time remaining in the signal phase when the vehicle
entered the approach zone to determine if the driver would be capable of using the
GLOSA recommendation to effectively navigate through the signal. If the signal
was scheduled to change from green to red, a driver would either maintain their
speed or slightly accelerate to pass before the change to red. Conversely, if the
signal was scheduled to change from red to green, a driver would need to reduce
their speed to pass through after the signal had changed to green.

•

Flags were created to indicate if the vehicle’s OBD reported speed was within 10
km/hr of either the posted or computed GLOSA recommended speed along the
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approach to the traffic signal. In combination with the above item, these three
conditions were used to determine if the driver was capable of adjusting their
speed to successfully navigate the intersection on green and the extent to which
the driver complied with the provided GLOSA information.

Test Vehicles
For the EcoDrive II project, the City of Ottawa configured equipment for use by seven
Traffic Services Branch staff who typically are on the road throughout the day. The test
drivers selected from the fleet record some of the highest annual driving distances of all
the City’s fleet. A significant portion of their travel is on the arterial and collector roadways
and therefore represented a fleet type that would most likely benefit from a GLOSA
application. Four of these vehicles were from the traffic management inspectors group
operating in four distinct areas:
•
•
•
•

Little Italy, Glebe and Old South Ottawa (inner city);
Westboro, Carlington, Bayshore, Centrepointe, Fallowfield (inner city & suburban
mix);
Alta Vista, Hunt Club, Leitrim and Greely (suburban and rural mix);
Gloucester and Orleans (suburban).

In addition, three traffic count data equipment installers who are responsible for installing
and removing traffic count equipment throughout the City were recruited as testers. Since
these vehicles travel throughout the City, with no fixed area or routing, these vehicles
were viewed as providing more randomized travel patterns for analysis.
Of the vehicles used for data analysis, all vehicles were gasoline engines (ranging from
4.3L to 6.2L) except for the 2011 Mercedes-Benz, which was a 3.0L turbo diesel engine.
Most of the vehicles were of similar size, make and model as shown below, with the test
vehicle number shown in brackets.
•
•
•
•

INSPECTORS
2012 Chevy Silverado 1500 LT
2017 Chevy Silverado 1500 LS
2017 Chevy Silverado 1500 LS
2018 Chevy Silverado 1500 LT
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4. STUDY RESULTS

4.

Overview
A total of 7 test vehicles were fit-up with
equipment from May 6th to May 8th, 2019
and immediately began data collection
efforts. Vehicles generally collected data
during weekdays between 7AM and
3PM, which allowed for analysis during
peak and non-peak traffic conditions.
Testing concluded on June 28th, which
was just before the July 1st Canada Day
long weekend. The data collection
period had 218 vehicles-days of valid
data generated for analysis. A total of
87,569 minutes of data collection
occurred during the May 6th to June 28th
period.

STUDY RESULTS

As previously mentioned, the raw data
files were collected by the City of Ottawa
and post-processed to merge GIS data
that enabled access to the road
classification, roadway names and
similar data that could be used for future
data analysis efforts.

A review was undertaken to verify the
data logged and the fuel consumption
rates generated by the EcoDrive II app.
This effort compared the results to the fuel logs provided by the City’s Fleet Services for
each individual vehicle to verify the accuracy of the logged data. Once the overall fuel
consumption results were validated, two levels of analysis were conducted.
The City of Ottawa conducted a macro-level analysis of the vehicle usage, distance
travelled, and fuel consumed with and without GLOSA through the EcoDrive II app to
highlight the potential benefits of the technology under normal fleet operations.
Meanwhile, Carleton University conducted a detailed analysis of data collected for the
EcoDrive II project which included examination of the specific fuel consumption and
environmental benefits of GLOSA technology.
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Macro-Level Data Analysis
With data collected over an eight-week period, some high-level analyses of the data
collected was performed to conduct macro-level analyses of vehicle usage patterns,
vehicle-miles travelled, and fuel consumed data. The data collection period included a
potential 252 vehicle-days of data, of which 218 vehicles-days had valid data generated
for analysis.
Some reasons for days in which data was not collected included testers using personal
vacation days, two vehicles which required maintenance time, and user/tester error. User
error generally occurred because drivers didn’t properly start the app when they began
driving tor the day. This was more prominent during “non-GLOSA” weeks, when the
visual cue of the traffic bulbs was not present in the display, which was an obvious
indication to the driver that the app was properly activated.
The driving profile of the test vehicles were known to include extended periods of idling
while conducting traffic inspection or installation work. As a result, the log files were
designed to separate fuel consumption while the vehicle is moving (e.g., OBD speed > 0)
and when the vehicle was at rest (e.g., OBD speed = 0). However, a further level of
disaggregation was needed for the idling fuel consumption to separate out idling time
commuting between locations (e.g., at a signal or stop sign) versus while parked.
In considering maximum cycle lengths and the likely length of idling, the project team
developed a “90-second idle” concept that would only accumulate the fuel consumed
under idle for the first 90 seconds after the vehicle came to a stop. The 90-seconds time
period would reset every time the vehicle registered any non-zero speed value from the
OBD, so if a vehicle was in stop-and-go traffic conditions the counter would reset
continuously after every vehicle moment. To simplify the computational and software
coding effort, this data was generated as a post-processing task instead of building this
additional capability into the EcoDrive II app.

4.2.1.

Vehicle Usage

To make it easier for the drivers and ensure that potential data was not missed, the
drivers were requested to always leave the app running during their workday. A total of
87,569 minutes of data collection occurred during the May 6th to June 28th period. The
vehicle usage time was broken into the categories:
•
•
•

Drive time - when the vehicle was in motion (engine running)
Idle time – when the engine was running but the vehicle was not moving
Off time - when the vehicle was stopped and the engine not running.
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Approximately 1,147.6 hours (68,859 minutes) were either drive or idle time and thus
available for analysis. Of this time, 28,868 minutes (481.1 hours) were at times when the
vehicle was in motion and 39,991 minutes (666.5 hours) while the vehicle was idling. The
remaining 18,710 minutes (311.8 hours) where logged when the vehicle was stopped and
the engine not running. On an overall percentage basis, the test vehicles were in motion
and consuming fuel 41.9% of the time.
A review of the fuel consumed across all the test vehicles, idling consumption ranged
from 11.4 to 20.7 percent of the total fuel consumed during the data collection phase,
which reflects their use case where a driver arrives at a location and may leave the
vehicle running while discussing traffic management issues with a contractor or while
installing traffic counter equipment. This value would be higher than the typical commuter
and was factored into the data analysis processes discussed below.
The project team was also interested in understanding what types of roads the test
drivers were traversing. Table 4 provides a breakdown of the total number of kilometers
driven by each individual driver over the data collection period per road classification.
Table 4 – Total Kilometers Driven By Roadway Classification
Veh #4

Veh #5

Veh #6

Veh #7

Veh #8

Veh #9

Veh #10

Arterials

1336.4

960.6

787.9

1225.3

3452.6

1777.1

1717.1

Collectors

397.7

273.0

203.3

148.5

505.7

519.9

835.7

Local Road

168.4

420.4

103.8

83.53

306.0

362.9

223.9

Other*

983.1

1700.1

525.5

529.0

133.2

1705.3

2236.0

* Includes Freeway, Highway, Ramps, and Private/Other Roadways
The breakdown by road classification for each vehicle generally followed the expected
nature of their work, including whether the driver would typically need to travel across the
City and thus have a higher percentage of travel on “other” types of roadways. For
example, Vehicles #4, #9 and #10 travel across the City to support the installation of
traffic count equipment and there is typically more long-distance travel required. Vehicle
#8 operates in the inner suburban area of the City and nearby where it is parked nightly,
whereas Vehicle #5 is parked outside the work zone and therefore has a longer daily
commute. Most vehicles had a consistent weekly breakdown of travel, although there
were variations that could influence the overall results. However, the detailed analysis
performed by Carleton University was restricted to periods when the vehicle had GLOSA
and thus eliminated biases from higher fuel consumption rates during highway driving.
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Fuel Consumption

During the data collection period, a total of 23,980.3 kilometers were driven by the test
vehicles, with a total of 4,660.05 litres of fuel consumed. This yielded an overall fuel
consumption rate of 19.432 L/100km during the data collection period.
Given the large amount of time and variation in the time vehicles spent idling during
GLOSA and non-GLOSA weeks, focus was initially placed on the “drive time” fuel
consumption. A total of 3896.86 litres were used while moving and 763.19 litres while at
rest, which yielded a “driving only” fuel consumption rate of 16.25 L/100km.
This baseline information was then used to break down fuel use into weeks when the
driver was presented GLOSA information on the user interface and weeks where the
GLOSA information was not presented. As shown below in Table 5, a savings in the
overall fuel consumption rate was found when GLOSA data was presented to the pool of
drivers of 2.43%, or about 0.48 L/100km.
Table 5 – Macro-Level Analysis of EcoDrive II Data
Weeks with GLOSA
Displayed

Weeks with no
GLOSA Displayed

Total Distance Travelled (km)

16032.10

7948.18

Fuel While Driving (L)

2579.14

1317.73

Fuel While Idling (L)

510.84

252.35

Overall Fuel Consumption Rate
(L/100km)

19.274

19.754

Driving w/ 90-seconds Fuel
Consumption Rate (L/100km)

16.866

17.431

Overall Savings from GLOSA*

0.48 L/100km (2.43%)

Driving w/ 90-seconds of Idle
Included Fuel Savings*

0.565 L/100km (3.24%)

* Analysis includes all kilometers driven by testers during the project
The analysis also examined the savings that eliminated idling not attributed to driving
activities. This included times the test vehicles were in motion and the first 90-seconds of
idling (i.e., both at traffic signals and when initially stopping at a work site) and
demonstrated a savings of 3.24%, or about 0.565 L/100km. The additional savings
highlights the extra savings that can be derived by GLOSA reducing vehicles being
stopped at traffic signals. The macro-level analysis, due to the weekly shift between
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GLOSA being displayed and not, does mask the overall potential benefit from the
availability of GLOSA to the driver.
When the project team began reviewing the weekly data, an interesting trend appeared
for the overall fuel consumption rates. The focus was to evaluate the potential benefits of
GLOSA and collect data both with and without GLOSA being displayed to the drivers.
Due to seasonality issues, the decision to use an alternating GLOSA display process was
made to address the potential for weather impacts to influence fuel consumption from
drivers using their air conditioners during typically warmer weather in June.
As shown in Table 6, non-GLOSA (odd) weeks improving relative to Week 1 and GLOSA
(even) weeks equally improving. These results demonstrate that the availability of GLOSA
data to a driver, even for a short period of one week, can begin to influence their driving
habits. While the test drivers are operating a vehicle for 8 hours per day versus a typical
one to two hours for the public, the potential to make the driver after such a short period
more conscious of their driving habits is encouraging.
Table 6 – Weekly Fuel Consumption Rates (L/100km)
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 8

Overall

19.921

19.488

19.772

18.899

19.593

18.867

19.214

Driving
Only

16.739

16.270

16.685

15.995

16.312

15.968

15.883

Each week this baseline information was then used to break down fuel use into weeks
when the driver was presented GLOSA information on the user interface and weeks
where the GLOSA information was not presented. As shown below in Table 7, a savings
in the fuel consumption rate was found when GLOSA data was presented to the pool of
drivers of approximately 4.6%, or about 0.77 L/100km.
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Table 7 – Week 1 versus Week 6 Analysis of Fuel Consumption
Week 6 (GLOSA)

Week 1 (No GLOSA)

Total Distance Travelled (km)

4005.92

2127.86

Fuel While Driving (L)

639.666

356.186

Fuel While Idling (L)

116.138

67.696

Overall Fuel Consumption Rate
(L/100km)

18.867

19.920

Drive Only Fuel Consumption
Rate (L/100km)

15.968

16.739

Drive Only Savings with GLOSA

4.61%

Fuel Consumption Using “90-Second” Idling
The additional value for limit of 90-seconds idling fuel was included to incorporate normal
driving behavior of stopping at a red light but exclude extended idling while a driver was
completing work tasks on site. The 90-second limit was deemed to cover most of the
signal timing plans and situations where a vehicle would be stopped at a red light.
In cases where a vehicle was stopped for a period and then move forward enough to
trigger the OBD to record a speed greater than 0 km/hr, the logfiles were used to create
new data for the 90-second period of idle fuel consumption. It should be noted that when
a driver reached at their destination, the results would also include up to 90-seconds of
idling as part of the driving experience, however this was viewed as insufficient to impact
the overall fuel consumption analysis.
Table 8 illustrates the results when all driving fuel and 90-seconds of idling fuel
consumed were used for analysis, in comparison to all data collected and when looking at
only fuel consumed while driving.
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Table 8 – Fuel Consumption Including Only 90-seconds of Idle
Week 6 (GLOSA)

Week 1 (No GLOSA)

Overall Fuel Consumption Rate
(L/100km)

18.867

19.920

Driving with 90-seconds Idle
Fuel Consumption Rate
(L/100km)

16.866

17.431

Drive Only Fuel Consumption
Rate (L/100km)

15.968

16.739

Driving Savings with GLOSA
with only 90-seconds Idling

5.01%

Driving Only Savings with
GLOSA

4.61%

With over 6,000kms of travel being aggregated and compared, the results provide an
indication of how fuel consumption is impacted through the use of GLOSA. The “drive
only” savings of 4.61% illustrate how adjusting driving habits such as coasting /
decelerating well in advance of a signal by having advanced knowledge of traffic signal
statuses. The “Driving with 90-seconds idle” data suggest that an additional 0.4% gains
can be achieved by reducing the number of idling vehicles at traffic signals.

Fuel Consumption By Driver
When comparing data for individual drivers between GLOSA and non-GLOSA weeks,
there was an equally significant variation in fuel consumption rate savings found. This
variation is attributable to several key items including:
•
•
•

Acceptance of the technology;
Adjustment to driving habits; and
Variation in weekly tasks.

The comparative results are shown in Table 9 for both the “Drive only” and “Driving with
90-second idle” consumption rates.
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Table 9 – GLOSA Fuel Consumption Savings By Vehicle
Veh #4

Veh #5

Veh #6

Veh #7

Veh #8

Veh #9

Veh
#10

Overall
Avg

1.08%

3.24%

0.13%

5.01%

All GLOSA vs. Non-GLOSA Weeks (Combined)
Savings
90-Sec
Idling

0.05%

2.83%

-0.40%

0.92%

0.69%

14.35%

Week 1 (No GLOSA) vs. Week 6 (GLOSA)
Savings
90-Sec
Idling

1.54%

9.14%

3.74%

-1.74%

7.64%

13.72%

Acceptance of the technology
Anonymous surveys were conducted with the drivers to gain an understanding of their
level of use and influence on driving while being displayed or not being displayed GLOSA
data. Additionally, anecdotal information from discussions with various the drivers
indicated that their level of acceptance of the technology varied.
For example, Vehicle #6 was one of the senior drivers and they indicated that they “did
not really look at the screen to use the GLOSA data because it was too distracting” and
that appears to be supported by their -0.40% savings when comparing all GLOSA and
non-GLOSA data collected. Meanwhile, one of the junior drivers in Vehicle #9 yielded
saving of 14.35% with them indicating they “like the system as I know if I’ll make the light
and can adjust”. The driver from Vehicle #9 continued to voluntarily use the system and
collect information over the remainder of summer period, which reflects their interest in
the system.
Overall, some drivers were more engaged than others for various reasons, but all actively
participated in the project.

Adjustment to driving habits
The alternate week testing period schedule used for this project also had an influence on
the results. Instead of collecting data in May without GLOSA and then collecting data in
June while displaying GLOSA, the project adopted an alternating odd weeks non-GLOSA
and even weeks with GLOSA as a result of concern for drivers potentially using the air
conditioning system during warmer days in June and skewing the results (likely masking
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potential savings from using GLOSA data). In the end, weather conditions were fairly
consistent during the project period, as discussed in Section 4.2.4.
However, what was unexpected was how having GLOSA data in Weeks 2, 4 and 6
actually influenced the fuel consumption rates of Weeks 3 and 5. While it was not
consistent for all weeks across all drivers, the consumption rates for Week 3 was better
than Week 1 but worse than Week 2, and Week 5 was better than Week 3 but worse than
Week 4. This was especially true for Vehicle #9, the driver who most accepted the
technology.
Due to the continued improvement of fuel consumption rates over the project duration for
most of the drivers, the combined averages of GLOSA and non-GLOSA weeks generally
result in a muted savings rate. As previously noted, Vehicle #9 quickly accepted the
EcoDrive app and immediately saw benefits from the availability of GLOSA, and as a
result the comparison of averages and Week 1 versus Week 6 didn’t show significant
differences. Vehicles #5 and #8 both showed a change from the start of the testing
period from 17.01 and 17.51 L/100km to fuel consumption rates of 15.8 and 16.0 L/100km
towards the end of the testing period, respectively. However, some vehicles did not show
a significant change between the first and sixth week of the testing period.

Variation in weekly tasks
When we begin delving into the specific savings from GLOSA for a particular vehicle and
in certain weeks, one factor that needed to be considered is the test vehicles were
permitted to travel around the City as required to perform their duties. However, the
weekly tasks vary for some vehicles more than others and have some influence when
performing weekly comparisons.
For example, Vehicle #10 was the largest pickup and was used to transport portable
variable message signs around the City at the beginning of May to address flooding
issues which was not present during the final weeks of the testing period. Similarly,
Vehicle #4 was responsible for installing traffic count devices around the City and in
satellite communities within the City of Ottawa where highway driving would be required.
As a result, if one begins to analyze and compare the specific savings of a single vehicle
between two days of travel, it becomes important to recognize that specific travel patterns
or daily activities may influence the comparison and not enable a true apples-to-apples
evaluation that a structured test plan and identical travel route would generate. However,
when comparing the aggregate of multiple vehicles over many weeks and almost 24,000
kilometres of travel, these daily fluctuations are normalized.
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The high-level analyses of fuel consumption rates did not consider the percentage of
highway versus city driving, for which manufacturers post different fuel efficiency ratings
(highway driving has a higher L/100km value).

Time of Day and Traffic Conditions Influence
The time of day of travel and the traffic conditions present were expected to have an
influence on the potential benefits of GLOSA. With Vehicle #9 exhibiting the most
significant overall benefit of having GLOSA available to adjust travel speeds, an
examination of how the periods in which travel was undertaken influenced the savings in
fuel consumption were analyzed. As shown in Table 10, the resulting lower benefits
during the AM Peak and lunch hour periods were as expected given the higher volumes
of traffic on the roads during those periods.
Table 10 – Time of Day Influence on Vehicle #9
AM PEAK

AM OFFPEAK

LUNCH

PM OFFPEAK

Fuel
Rate

KMs

Fuel
Rate

KMs

Fuel
Rate

KMs

Fuel
Rate

KMs

Average
Rate

16.08

1378.4

15.38

1120.7

14.87

696.3

14.40

1091.0

No
GLOSA

17.24

430.5

17.75

286.0

16.41

216.6

16.41

299.8

With
GLOSA

15.55

947.9

14.57

834.7

14.18

479.7

13.64

791.2

Savings

4.2.3.

9.8%

18.0%

13.6%

16.9%

Signal System Performance

During the data collection phase of the EcoDrive II project, there were eight reported
instances of signal data outages, as follows:
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Two of these outages (May 30th and June 17th) were localized in the City’s
suburban west end (Kanata) due to infrastructure maintenance activities;
Two of these outages (May 29th and June 25th) were localized in the downtown
core area of Ottawa;
One outage (June 23rd) occurred on a Sunday when no data collection was being
performed; and
Three events (June 6th, June 11th and June 28th) were located in areas of the City
where a traffic inspector operates regularly.

The combination of the challenge generating a traffic signal timing prediction for lowvolume and actuated signals, and data outages resulted in a GLOSA reporting rate of
64.6%. The percentage of signals reporting fluctuated by date and by driver/region from
a high of 95.0% to a low of 28.9% (which occurred on May 30th).
Since the GLOSA system from Traffic Technology Services uses a predictive algorithm
and requires a certain level of confidence that the traffic models are matching the current
traffic data, low confidence rates would periodically occur and no GLOSA data generated.
It should also be noted that the reporting rate would include signalized actuated
pedestrian crossings and for which the predictive algorithm would not yield good results.
Results show that 29,393 signals were traversed by the fleet of test vehicles during the
data collection phase from May 6th to June 28th. Of those traversals, 18,999 of them
reported GLOSA-values and 10,394 either reported a low prediction confidence level or
no data.
When broken down by weeks where GLOSA data was presented to the driver or not,
there were 12,023 traversals with GLOSA data presented to the driver and 6,976
traversals during weeks when the app user interface (UI) did not present GLOSA data.

4.2.4.

Weather Conditions

Prior to commencing data collection, the project team considered how to eliminate
environmental factors in the evaluation of providing GLOSA data to drivers. Since the
data collection efforts were scheduled to occur from early May until late June, it was
known that weather conditions and temperatures could vary, and that use of either
heaters or air conditioning by the drivers may influence the data collected.
As a result, use of an alternating schedule for the initial six weeks was chosen, with odd
numbered weeks not displaying GLOSA data to drivers and even numbered weeks with
GLOSA data available. The final two weeks of the data collection period (designated as
Week 8A and 8B to maintain the even/odd convention) would be used to create an
extended use period to see if the driver would improve their fuel consumption rates over
time.
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As shown below in Table 11, the weather conditions recorded by Environment Canada
for Weeks 1 & 2 and Weeks 3 & 4 in Ottawa were fairly comparable to each other for the
minimum average daily temperature.
A colder day would more likely have a driver idle their vehicle while conducting their work
tasks, so the cab doesn’t get cold while they are away. From Week 5 through Week 8B,
the minimum and mean daily temperatures got progressively warmer, and during Week
8B, the maximum temperature of 28.5C would likely cause drivers to idle their vehicles
while conducting work tasks to run the air conditioning and thus keep the cab cool. When
compared to other weeks, the use of air conditioning would generally reduce the fuel
economy and increase fuel consumption rates, thereby masking some of the potential
benefits that the use of GLOSA would generate.
Table 11 – Weather Conditions During Testing
Max Temp
(°C)

Min Temp
(°C)

Mean Temp
(°C)

Total Rain
(mm)

Max Speed
Gust (km/h)

Week 1

17.7

4.3

11.0

5.8

48.8

Week 2

13.1

4.1

8.6

3.8

42.8

Week 3

19.6

8.1

13.9

1.6

48.7

Week 4

17.1

7.3

12.3

1.3

43.0

Week 5

20.0

6.3

13.2

0.6

45.8

Week 6

22.2

10.7

16.5

8.5

45.6

Week 8A

21.6

14.8

18.2

1.8

37.0

Week 8B

28.5

14.1

21.3

6.6

51.4

Average for
GLOSA

20.5

10.2

15.4

4.4

43.9

Average for
Non-GLOSA

19.1

6.3

12.7

2.6

47.7

Overall, the alternating testing pattern worked well to equalize the effects of weather
conditions, external temperatures, idling and air conditioning usage across the GLOSA
and non-GLOSA weeks. However, this pattern of usage influenced the overall macro
data results for the benefits of GLOSA. As discussed in the sections above, the driving
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patterns of many of the drivers showed a residual influence between weeks from having
had access to GLOSA data.

Detailed Data Analysis
Throughout the EcoDrive II project, the Carleton University research team was an active
participant in providing insights and lessons learned from the first EcoDrive project
completed in 2017, reviewing data formats planned for collection, and creating the
evaluation methodology. Led by Dr. Ata Khan, the team was tasked with conducting an
independent detailed data analysis of all collected data and determining the fuel
consumption savings and benefits of GLOSA when applied to the City’s fleet.
Carleton proposed a process of filtering out all data records that were not specifically
associated with the evaluation of GLOSA. The log file records generated by the Android
App were designed to support that filtering effort by enabling flags which included:
•
•

•
•

Vehicle travelling more than 95 km/hr, which was used as a cut-off speed for
displaying GLOSA data to the driver;
Intersection out of range, which indicated that the vehicle was not within an
approach zone of a signal where GLOSA data was available for display to the
driver;
Excessive idling, which noted the vehicle had not moved in more than 90
seconds while the engine was running; and
Engine shutdown, which was identified when the OBD speed and RPM values
were both zero.

The filtering occurred for both GLOSA and no-GLOSA weeks, as the logged per-second
records always contained all engine performance and GLOSA information regardless of
whether the driver was shown GLOSA information on the user interface of the Android
app. The following sections provide an overview of the findings from Carleton University
and the final report from Carleton University is included herein as Appendix A - Data
Analysis Report By Carleton University.

4.3.1.

Fuel Consumption

In the original EcoDrive project, issues were found where the engine performance data was
missing from the log files and thus fuel models were created to support filling in these data
gaps. For the EcoDrive II project, the Android app worked exceptionally well, and the data
collection period offered a significant amount of data for analysis. To effectively compare
the impact of having GLOSA data to adjust travel speeds on approach to a traffic signal,
the analysis was focused on the comparison of Week 1 data to Week 6 data. This enabled
the Carleton researchers to examine the driver’s behaviour and fuel consumption rates
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before they were introduced to the concept of GLOSA (Week 1) and with three weeks of
experience with the GLOSA advisory speed data (Week 6).
The detailed analysis performed by Carleton found a similar variance to the overall results
when the effect on fuel consumption was viewed on an individual vehicle basis. However,
when viewing all the vehicles as a collective, the average fuel consumption showed an
improvement as noted:
•
•
•

For all seven vehicles and all road types, an average of 7.6% reduction in L/hr fuel
consumption and 7.8% reduction in L/100kms occurred.
The average percent reduction in fuel consumption for travel on arterial roads
amounted to 7.8% for L/hr and 6.8% for L/100kms.
The average percent reduction in fuel consumption for travel on collector roads was
found to be 28.1% for L/hr and 16.5% for L/100kms.

The Carleton research team also computed the average speed of the analyzed data, the
percentage of idle time as a function of the total time reviewed and the percentage of
idling fuel consumed as a percentage of total fuel consumed. These factors were
important to verify to ensure that the data was comparing similar datasets. For example,
knowing the typical Consumption vs. Speed curves of internal combustion engines, there
is a convex shape to the curve, such that the L/100km fuel consumption rate is much
higher at lower speeds. For the Week 1 versus Week 6 comparisons, the average OBD
speeds were 33.32 and 32.63 km/hr, respectively, suggesting that there would be a
negligible effect of differing vehicle speeds.

4.3.2.

GLOSA Adherence

Data from Week 6 was also evaluated to determine the level of compliance to GLOSA
recommendations by the drivers. It was expected that after two weeks of seeing the data
displayed within the user interface, the drivers should have reached some level of comfort
with viewing and interpreting the data displayed. The terminology of “compliance” was
used to denote whether the driver was in a situation that they could reasonably pass
through the upcoming signal on a green phase. Due to the randomness of the travel
paths taken by the drivers, it was important that the evaluation fairly consider the potential
benefits of GLOSA.
For example, if a driver merged onto a 60km/hr posted roadway at a time when the
upcoming signal was red and the GLOSA advised they would need to travel 10 km/hr to
reach the signal on green, this would not be viewed as a valid scenario for evaluation. In
general, a variance of 20 km/hr of the posted or current travel speed were considered
valid GLOSA recommendations.
The log files were imported into Excel and a series of indicators and flags were created to
assist the research team to review tens of thousands of records. For example, the
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indicators noted whether the vehicle was forced to stop, how far from the stop line the
vehicle stopped and for how long they stopped. Given the system did not have access to
queue length information, this indicator was used to evaluate whether the queue length
was significantly longer than the ten second buffer that was built into the app for through
travel.
Another indicator identified whether the vehicle turned at the upcoming intersection,
meaning that they would likely slow as they approached the signal regardless of whether
they were turning left or right. The vehicle’s distance to the upcoming signal and the
available response/reaction time to the driver to adjust their travel speed was determined
and compared to the available cycle length remaining at the signal. These factors were
used to determine if the driver could have appropriately adjusted their travel speed to
make it through the signal on the green phase.
Based on the evaluation of all the Week 6 data, the Carleton researchers found that for
the 2,354 intersections where GLOSA advice was provided to the driver travelling straight
through or making a right turn, the drivers were compliant with the GLOSA advice 67.9
percent of the time. This result was similar to those from the first EcoDrive project. In
addition, there were 282 intersections where the driver was turning left and GLOSA data
was provided with the drivers being compliant with the GLOSA speed an average of 38.0
percent of the time. Due to the higher risk of accepting a traffic gap for completing a left
turn and the use of protected left turn signals in many locations across the City, the lower
compliance rate was determined to be reasonable.

4.3.3.

Environmental Benefits

A key deliverable of the EcoDrive II project is identifying the potential environmental
benefits from the use of GLOSA in a municipal fleet context. The original EcoDrive study
examined the applicability of the U.S. EPA’s MOtor Vehicle Emissions Simulator
(MOVES) model for estimating fuel and emissions based on vehicle trajectory data. It
provided an alternative method to the OBD data-based approach to estimate fuel
consumption and calculate GHG emissions, as a means to compare the results from the
two approaches. In the OBD fuel data approach, fuel consumed is converted to GHG by
using emission factors.
With very similar results from the original EcoDrive project in fuel consumption savings of
0.49 L/hr (9.4%), as well as results using both methods to compute GHG emissions, the
calculations and scale of changes in emissions can be found. In Tables 5.7 and 5.8 of the
Carleton University Final Report, two different fleet types and sizes were considered to
estimate the potential saving of fuel consumption and GHGs on an annual basis.
For a fleet of 450 gasoline engine and 450 diesel engine light duty vehicles, each saving
approximately 0.3 L/hr of fuel as a result of GLOSA, would result in approximately
121,500 litres of combined gasoline and diesel fuel per year. For a mix of 650 light duty
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and heavy-duty diesel trucks, each saving 1.2 L/hr, approximately 351,000 litres of fuel
could be saved annually.
The reduced fuel consumption would result in 140,655 kg of CO2 equivalent saved from
each group of the 450 light duty gasoline and diesel vehicles (281,310 kg in total), and
961,817 kg of CO2 equivalent saved from the 650 diesel trucks.

4.3.4.

Financial Benefits

In addition to the environmental benefits, another key deliverable of the EcoDrive II
project was to quantify the potential financial benefits to a jurisdiction from the use of
GLOSA. Since there are operational costs from using GLOSA services, jurisdictions will
need to evaluate whether reaching a financial breakeven point from GLOSA (e.g., saving
on fuel costs are used to pay for GLOSA services) but achieving the environmental
benefits from lowered fuel consumption is sufficient to implement this type of service.
With fleet sizes as previously described, the savings from reduced fuel consumption
become significant, but would be largely offset by the cost of the GLOSA service. For
example, a total of approximately $137,500 would be saved annually by the 450 light duty
gasoline vehicles ($65,000) and the 450 diesel light duty vehicles ($72,900). Much will
depend on the pricing model from the GLOSA service providers, but vehicles that are
being driven between 2 and 3 hours daily would save 0.5 to 1 litre per weekday, and thus
breakeven at pricing of $10-20 per vehicle per month.
Heavy duty diesel trucks, due to their higher fuel consumption rate and potential fuel
savings from use of GLOSA. Since the cost of providing the GLOSA service is not
impacted by the type of vehicle that is consuming the service, heavy duty diesel trucks
could see greater value and reach a financial breakeven point faster.
Of course, there are other spin-off financial benefits available that are harder to quantify
at this time as a result of reduced CO2 equivalent emissions, from improved health of
residents to ease demands on our health care system, and to lower pollution in the lakes
and rivers that will ease required clean-up and climate change impacts to offset.
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5. LESSONS LEARNED

5.

LESSONS LEARNED

Overview
A project that is pushing the envelope of
what has been developed and tested,
such as the EcoDrive II project, will
encounter challenges and yield lessons
learned that can help move forward
technology, research and understanding
of the potential benefit from the use of
green-light optimized speed advisory
information. In examining how providing
Connected Vehicle (CV) information to
drivers in the EcoDrive II project, there is
an opportunity to determine how GLOSA
can minimize speed variation, improve
fuel efficiency and reduce emissions as
the driver approaches traffic signals.
The original EcoDrive project completed
in 2017 resulted in a number of lessons
learned that were transferred to and
incorporated in the EcoDrive II project.
Despite the improvement resulting from
these lessons learned, the EcoDrive II
project encountered various issues and
challenges during the initial development
efforts, as with any project.

With the study having taken the concept
to another level it has in turn introduced
new lessons learned for the next
generation I2V GLOSA system. There were new challenges with the expansion of I2V
connected system within a citywide application. The type of data being produced through
the OBD of different makes and model years of the test vehicles were different. The
availability (or confidence level) of signal timing prediction data for low-volume actuated
traffic signals meant that every signal was not always providing useable GLOSA data.
There were usability and human factor issues with drivers using the mobile application
and challenges with integration of different software code components.
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The following sections provide further details on the issues encountered and the lessons
learned from this project.

Field & Backend Components
The City of Ottawa traffic signal system is primarily an actuated signal system, thereby
enabling localized adjustment of the signal timing used by each traffic controller to
accommodate the specific traffic demands at that signal. As a result, the ability to provide
not only real-time traffic signal status data but also provide the necessary information to
predict when the subsequent phase will start is more complex than in a network with fixed
timing plans.
The signal timing prediction algorithm system provided by Traffic Technology Services
worked very well for many moderate to high traffic volume intersections. However, the
random nature of traffic patterns in lower-volume and infrequently used minor
intersections resulted in no data being provided for these intersections. So, the system
was good at dealing with arterial and collector intersections, but not as good dealing with
minor collectors, local roads and pedestrian signals. Work is underway to evaluate
alternate algorithms to handle the low volume actuated intersections, however, this
capability was not available during this project. It should be noted that where signals
were offline or had failed (e.g., flashing red), the system would not provide a GLOSA
value to the driver.
The Android app built for the project kept track of the number of signals passed through
on each particular trip and the number of signals not reporting. Overall, the results
showed GLOSA data being available at approximately 65% of the intersections, although
a particular route and time period could see a higher or lower reporting rate. The project
researchers were not able investigate the impact of GLOSA data missing and the
associated effect on fuel consumption.
By maintaining the central repository of signal locations and MAP data, instead of placing
this information within the EcoDrive II app, maintenance of the overall system is made
easier and removes the criticality of pushing software updates to the device. One item
that was missing within the data feed and could be advantageous would be to integrate
the posted speed limit information. While some service providers will likely have this data
available from mapping services, they use to generate underlying navigation applications,
providing that data as a part of the MAP data would be helpful. In order to generate the
upper limit cut-off for the GLOSA speed, the EcoDrive II app relied upon an embedded
speed limit map.
Finally, the use of 4G LTE cellular communications to request and receive GLOSA data
from Traffic Technology Services worked extremely well and illustrated the potential
benefits to a municipal organization. Instead of deploying expensive DSRC roadside units
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to the 1178 signals across Ottawa in order to communicate with the vehicle, the City was
capable of delivering GLOSA data to all vehicles at all times, provided a cellular signal
was available. While communications used the 4G LTE network, this cellular approach
shows significant promise on reducing the cost of deployment, was able to support the
application’s requirements and latency was not an issue. This approach also will be able
to take advantage of pending 5G communication systems.

In-Vehicle Components
The design and development of the heads-up display (HUD) format for conveying GLOSA
data to the drivers was simple and straightforward and was able to take advantage of a
number of existing commercially available components. The total cost for setup was
minimal and, excluding the smartphone and OBD reader, was under $50 per vehicle. The
components also provided the flexibility for the drivers to locate the equipment where they
felt more comfortable which was either directly in front of the steering wheel or offset such
as under the rear-view mirror. Both locations offered the ability to quickly glance at the
screen without much effort. As noted earlier, the use of polarized sunglasses by drivers
caused some visibility issues due to the mirror HUD surface used, how it reflected the
light, the orientation of the phone’s LED display and the orientation of the polarized
lenses.
The largest obstacles were encountered in connection with accessing the engine
performance data. While the OBD-II standard mandates the format of parameters being
reported by the engine, the variation in sensors being used by different auto
manufacturers and the change in the sensors used over the years had an impact on the
project. Initial testing for the different vehicles identified these variations, along with
differences in the data being published (see Section 5.4) that would have impacted the
testing results.
For the EcoDrive II project, the core parameters were generally sufficient to support the
data analysis effort either directly or through the use of computations and software
development efforts to generate the required results from source data sets.

Software and App Design Components
One of the largest efforts in this project related to the development of an Android app that
would allow for the customized processing, display and logging of GLOSA data. Built inhouse by the City of Ottawa, this custom code enabled for an agile development process
to adjust and modify the app, as required, and provides the ability to use the base code
for future testing opportunities without major redevelopment efforts.
As a result of the project timelines, and in order to connect and ingest the complex OBD-II
data via Bluetooth, an existing published Java code was used and integrated into the
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EcoDrive II app. This existing code functioned well and generated trip-level summary
data, however, there were some limitations in what and how information was generated
through this code.
As discussed earlier, the code was written to only use the OBD speed value to determine
driving time and distance, without verification that the engine was running (e.g., OBD
RPM > 0). For example, the 2012 Chevrolet vehicle generated a different Engine Speed
result than the 2017-2019 model years that were used. The latter model years indicated
a value of 255 kilometers per hour at times when the Engine RPM value was equal to
zero. This appears to occur when the ignition is in the On/Accessory position, but the
engine has not started. The result of the 255 km/hr value was that software code
integrated to ingest the OBD data incorrectly calculated the driving distance and driving
time of each vehicle. Post processing of these values were required to correct the error.
Additionally, some data fields ingested via the code from the OBD Bluetooth connection
were not made available to the EcoDrive II app modules, but not having access to this
data did not impact specific data collection needs for the project. For example, some
manufacturers and engine types may not provide a mass air-flow value (MAF), which
would then require access to the manifold intake temperature and intake pressure to
calculate what is called a “synthetic MAF”, but also requires access to the engine load
data in order to determine the volumetric efficiency of the engine during operations.
Modifications and adjustment to this published OBD processing code could not be made
within the project timelines, however adjustments could be made available for future
related projects to enable additional points of interest to be studied.
The app development effort required to use base Android phone functionality that
provides the phone’s geolocation and was easily integrated. Similarly, the APIs made
available by Traffic Technology Services (TTS) to request and receive GLOSA related
data were straightforward and easily integrated into the app. While not part of the
standard for MAP data geometry information of the intersection, one item that could be
beneficial for inclusion in the GLOSA data feed would be the posted speed limit. This
would allow the app to know the maximum speed allowable for display. Currently, a
separate speed limit dataset would need to be maintained within the app, or if integrated
into the vehicle by auto manufacturers, not rely on map service providers maintaining
speed limit data.
The data logging process was relatively straightforward to implement, however, the
variable frequency for receiving updated data from the various components needed to be
effectively managed. For example, the different electronic control units (ECUs) of the
engine reported their data to the OBD-II unit at frequencies between every second and
every four seconds, depending on the unit and the vehicle that were used for
development efforts and live project testing. This was a factor outside the control of the
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project and therefore the app was designed to receive data updates as they were
provided and under a time procedure call, write the latest data it currently had every
second.
As such, there were times where the data may have been received from an ECU 1.5
seconds apart and the log files reflect the same value for a variable in two subsequent
readings. In general, a vehicle travelling smoothly through the network would not see
much impact because vehicle speed, RPM and MAF would not change significantly from
second to second, whereas a vehicle with sudden and dramatic accelerations or
decelerations would observe larger variations. Since fuel consumption was calculated on
a second-by-second basis, small variations in the realm of one-thousandths to ten-onethousandths of a litre per second in the calculation of the amount of fuel consumed.
These potential small differences were deemed inconsequential to the overall data
analysis.

Human Factors Design
As a research project, ensuring that daily data was collected by the end users was
paramount. During the data collection phase, the drivers were asked to start the app and
data logging process each morning, and then stop it at the end of their shift. There were
visual cues that indicated the OBD was connected via Bluetooth to the smartphone (a
green checkmark) and the name of the approaching intersection displayed at the top of
the screen while the vehicle was in motion, indicating the GPS was active and collecting
data. This information was displayed regardless of whether GLOSA data was being
displayed for the required with/without GLOSA testing. While those visual cues were
present, there were some instances where the driver failed to start or stop the app’s data
collection process.
The volume of data generated from this project was significant and more than what could
be analyzed by the project team with the time and budget available. Overall, out of a
potential 252 person-days during the data collection period, 218 days of data were
collected with some days lost to personal time off, vehicle maintenance requirements, as
well as user issues. While developing a fully automated logging process was considered
to address turning the system on and off, providing the driver with ability to start/stop the
logging of their position was deemed necessary to ensure that privacy of the driver should
they require making a personal stop (e.g., a doctor’s appointment) in the middle of their
work day.
In association with the development of a customized app, the human-machine interface
(HMI) and design of the interface was important for the success of the project and could
have had a dramatic effect on the effectiveness of how the drivers interacted with the
GLOSA data presented. Numerous design iterations and adjustments were made to
arrive at the final interface, as detailed in Section 3.4 and displayed in Figure 11.
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Figure 11 – HUD Display of EcoDrive II Project
The display used was partially influenced by the projecting being a research effort and
some components tailored towards that effect. For example, in a public-facing
application, the need to display the count of intersections passed through and number
providing GLOSA would not be required. Additionally, the GLOSA speed was provided to
the test drivers at all times, using a red-on-red or green-on-green colour scheme,
regardless of whether the computed GLOSA value was reasonable or could be logically
followed given current traffic conditions.
For example, a test vehicle that would easily pass through a green light may have seen a
GLOSA speed of 5 km/hr in a slightly different shade of green. Naturally, a key
consideration is driver distraction and thus reducing the amount of unnecessary data
displayed to the driver is important. As such, in a production system this GLOSA value
would likely not be shown to the driver and instead the display could either show simply
the green signal or the posted speed limit.
The integration with the OBD-II unit was not required for operation of the app and would
likely be the appropriate approach for any commercially available application. Nor would
there be the need to log data on a per-second basis, but statistics could be generated for
the driver to view and essentially “gamify” their efforts to more effectively use EcoDrive.
That said, inclusion of the intersection name may be valuable to ensure that the driver is
reassured that the data provided is reflecting the intersection they are approaching.
Since the completion of testing, a number of alternative interface formats have been
identified, as well as alternate methods for communicating GLOSA information to the
drivers. One alternative would seek to integrate the current vehicle speed so that the
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driver would be able to view the combined data in a single display and could take several
different form factors. As previously discussed, adjustments to the information displayed
in the EcoDrive II display also need to be evaluated to prepare it for public use, and
examination of the applicability to other travel modes is also underway. Exploration of
these alternatives through new research projects would be a benefit from additional
funding.
It was found that the most engaged driver showed progressive improvement in their fuel
economy results over time, with GLOSA weeks always having a better fuel economy rate.
Equally important is that this driver showed a degradation of the savings (or reversion
closer to original fuel economy rates) after they took an extended break from driving but
began improving once they began having access to GLOSA data.
As previously discussed, the use of polarized sunglasses blanked out the reflection of the
Samsung J3 phone display when reflected off the HUD. This occurred as a result of how
some polarized lenses are designed to eliminate horizontal reflections and the design of
the LED display from the lower end Samsung phone, whereas testing with expensive
AMOLED screens worked without issue. The project team found reports online of newer
high-end automobiles that have a built-in HUD also encounter this issue when drivers use
polarized sunglasses, so this is a larger industry issue that will need to be considered.
For the EcoDrive II project, the team developed a thick paper shield that reduced glare
and increased visibility of the screen.

Value to City Operations
For the City of Ottawa and the potential of the technology to impact fleet operations is
significant. As previously noted, the savings from GLOSA technology was the found to be
a conservative reduction of fuel consumption in the 5 percent range across the test fleet.
With an estimated 10 million litres of fuel consumed by city fleet vehicles in Ottawa
annually, a reduction of 5 percent at current fuel prices would result in approximately
$550,000 in potential savings. On a per vehicle basis, the savings would amount to
approximately $250 to $350 per vehicle per year in reduced fuel consumption. As such, a
monthly service cost of approximately $10 to $20 per vehicle per month could be the
breakeven point and could be used to justify procurement of a GLOSA service.
Current commercially available services may not be cost effective for small deployments
due to the upfront costs for development of the MAP and SPaT data, but as these
services scale or implementation across entire fleets are considered, a positive return on
investment could be achieved. Alternatively, an in-house deployment by a jurisdiction to
support their own fleet could potentially support this type of service with a reasonable
return on investment.
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If City staff driving the fleet vehicles can be encouraged to more actively adhere to the
GLOSA speed it could yield results closer to the 14 percent saving found by the most
engaged driver, this could mean savings in the order of $1.4 million annually and
approximately $1,000 per vehicle per year in fuel savings.
Although not assessed in this project, by adjusting the driving habits within the fleet,
ancillary benefits would be expected in reduced maintenance costs of vehicles from
reduced hard braking events, more moderate driving and less wear on tires and the
engine.
The benefits to the City also include the environmental benefits from a reduction in
emissions as a result of less fuel consumed, that results in less pollution, cleaner air and
a healthier environment for the citizenry.

Other Jurisdictions
Benefits will exist, similar to those experienced by City of Ottawa fleet vehicles in the
EcoDrive II project, for other jurisdictions from implementation and use of GLOSA
technology. The extent of those benefits will vary depending on the density of signals, the
nature of the traffic signal system, the volume of traffic (or service level) experienced on
the network and the level of engagement of their drivers.
As the results of this study found, even in congested morning peak periods, gains can be
achieved by fleet vehicles. This is likely due to those vehicles not always travelling in the
direction of peak travel and thereby encountering signals that are not timed for travel in
the reverse direction. In addition, where signals are spaced in the farther apart, the
advanced knowledge of current signal phase and availability of GLOSA data may only
require a minor adjustment in speed (e.g., a few kilometres per hour change) to have a
sufficient effect in the vehicle arriving during the green signal phase.
The largest effort for these jurisdictions is the upfront effort to create the MAP and
associated SPaT data and being able to generate that data for consumption in real-time
by the equipped fleet. Once that work is done, there is a requirement for the jurisdiction
would be maintenance of the data feeds and adjusting these feeds when geometry or
signal timing plans are changed.
The in-vehicle unit should require not more than a lower end Android phone and minor
peripherals, without the OBD reader, that would amount to a one-time cost of
approximately $250 per vehicle. Of course, the monthly cost of the GLOSA service and
the mobile data plan to receive the GLOSA information would be required. Since some
jurisdictions provide mobile phones to staff, instead of landlines, the cost of the mobile
phone and data package could be offset by using those phones for GLOSA services while
driving.
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Future Opportunities
The most impactful immediate opportunities for the providing GLOSA data to drivers is
likely in the area of the delivery method and interface design. With regards to the delivery
method, the increased availability of Apple CarPlay and Android Auto in new vehicles
provide a larger and centralized interface that could be examined for effectiveness and
the potential for driver distraction, since the display is not fully in the driving field of vision.
Alternate options for the display location could be through integrated HUDs available from
some auto manufacturers, as well as integration into the instrument cluster.
The interface design used provided a full-time display of the GLOSA speed and signal
status, but alternative displays could be tested, such as that being done by Audi. For
example, the display could be only activated when the driver is on the edge of making the
green light, or only provided the recommended speed for a few seconds after clearing any
merge/conflict areas to provide guidance on whether they will successfully traverse the
signal and receive updates when the initially displayed condition changes.
Next, as the introduction of connected and autonomous vehicles takes hold within the
active transportation fleet, the potential for controlling the current travel speed of the
entire fleet can both yield fuel savings in line with the 14 percent achieved by the most
engaged driver and improve the operations of the entire traffic network. This area can
certainly be one of the focuses for future research, as could seeking opportunities to
integrate a GLOSA application into travel routing apps such as Google Traffic and Waze.
For example, one could imagine a queue of vehicles in a coordinated manner
accelerating from a red light with their speeds controlled by the recommended GLOSA
value for the next downstream signal. With connected or autonomous vehicles, they could
manage their headway with the surrounding vehicles of the group as they proceed down
the corridor in a well-formed peloton. As vehicles turn onto that corridor behind the
peloton, they could accelerate to close the gap and then maintain formation, resulting in a
smoother travel experience.
If one then extends that data exchange to be bi-directions, such that the traffic network
has knowledge of the position of the peloton, signal timing could be dynamically adjusted
to maximize the intersection timing plans and eliminate unused green time when no
vehicles are on approach.
There also exist opportunities for future research undertakings to fine tune the speed and
volume of data communicated, develop AI technologies to improve network capacity, and
integrate GLOSA information directly into the vehicle’s computer system for vehicle
operation, thereby eliminate the driver in whole or in part.
Finally, investigating new means to detecting the queue length at signals would assist in
improving the computed GLOSA speed provided to drivers. During the EcoDrive II
project, a default queue clearance time of 10 seconds for the through travel direction and
5 seconds for the left turn direction was hard coded into the system as a result of the lack
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of data. Although not exact, this had the effect of recommending a slightly slower speed
to the driver and improved their ability to get through on green without coming to a
complete stop.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Overview
EcoDrive II examined how the
provision of Connected Vehicle (CV)
information to drivers could improve
fuel efficiency and reduce emissions.
Drivers are able to pass through an
upcoming signalized intersection
during the green phase or reducing
speed and energy when approaching
a known red phase, by modifying their
travel speed according to the
computed green-light optimized
speed advisory (GLOSA).
The vehicle’s glide path is optimized
to reduce unnecessary fuel
consumption associated with stopping
at the traffic light or arriving too early
or to quickly to a red light and
minimizing the speed variations that
cause increased fuel use.

This research project by the City of
Ottawa also sought to answer some
overarching questions. First was to
identify if the technology could deliver
the required infrastructure-to-vehicle
connectivity in a meaningful way to
achieve the reduction in fuel and
emissions seen in EcoDrive I. Next,
was whether the concept of GLOSA
could generate results that are meaningful in the same way at the scale of a municipal
fleet and across the entire municipality by staff conducting their normal business
functions. Finally, was whether the two components could work together effectively to
accomplish this and are there areas of improvement that could enhance the capability of
both pieces.
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This report to Transport Canada, and the independent detailed analysis report by
Carleton University, highlights the potential benefit of GLOSA Infrastructure-to-Vehicle
(I2V) technology when applied to connected vehicles in a city fleet application.

Summary of Results
Within their daily work routines, seven City field personnel were recruited to support data
collection efforts during May and June 2019. A total of 218 person-days of testing data
was collected with 23,980 kilometres travelled and 29,393 traffic signals traversed by the
test drivers. GLOSA data was hidden/shown to the driver on alternating weeks during the
data collection period to enable a before-after comparison of the potential benefits.
Two specific evaluation tracks were undertaken. The first was a holistic view that included
all data gathered during the testing period to assist in evaluating the “real world” savings
to an organization could expect with vehicles performing normal duties. This analysis
looked at the overall fuel consumption (including idling while at a work site), only while the
vehicle was in motion, and a “90-seconds of idle” which only considered the first 90seconds of idling fuel consumption after the vehicle came to rest and thus encompassed
idling at stop lights and filtered most other idling fuel consumption.
The second evaluation track was conducted by Carleton University and focused on
evaluating only the travel segments where GLOSA data was available to the driver, so as
to isolate the savings attributable to GLOSA. Carleton University excluded all travel
periods where GLOSA data was not available (e.g., highways, local roads, signals where
GLOSA was not reporting values, etc.), as well as used only 90-seconds of idle after each
time a vehicle came to a stop.
The fleet of vehicles experienced an overall fuel consumption savings of approximately
2.5 percent for all fuel consumed during the study period, and 3.24 percent when looking
at only fuel consumed while driving, with individual drivers seeing results of between zero
and over fourteen percent. Examination of the weekly fuel consumption rates showed
that there was an incremental weekly savings for both GLOSA and non-GLOSA weeks,
which was attributed to the pattern of alternating whether the GLOSA display was
activated.
A detailed comparison of the Week 1 (non-GLOSA) versus Week 6 (GLOSA) was
undertaken using the “90-second idle” criteria to filter out non-driving related idling.
Vehicles during Week 1 consumed 374.5L of fuel over 2127km of travel, while they
consumed 669.7L of fuel while driving 4005.9km during Week 6. This amounted to a
savings of 5 percent or 0.883 L/100km.
To analyze the specific influence of GLOSA data availability on fuel savings, Carleton
University excluded all travel periods where GLOSA data was not available (e.g.,
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highways, local roads, signals where GLOSA was not reporting values, etc.), as well as
used only the 90-seconds of idle after each time a vehicle came to a stop. In isolating the
dataset exclusively to areas of GLOSA availability, the study found that GLOSA could
influence drivers and yield fuel savings of slightly more than 7 percent, when comparing
Week 1 of the data collection (without benefit of GLOSA) versus Week 6 where the
drivers were shown GLOSA information in the Android app.
The savings found from both the isolated GLOSA and overall travel analyses provide a
positive indication in the potential for the technology to reduce fuel consumption and
reduce greenhouse gas (GHGs) emissions. The project team delved further into the data
to identify unique opportunities or findings that would provide additional insights into the
effect of connected vehicle technology such as GLOSA to fleet operations.

Influencing Factors
The study found that providing GLOSA information to drivers in order to reduce fuel
consumption was impacted by three key factors which included (1) acceptance of the
technology and the willingness of the driver to adjust their driving habits; (2) existing traffic
volumes; and (3) road class the vehicle was travelling on.
Technology Acceptance
Despite technology being ever-present in today’s world, not everyone is comfortable or
willing to adopt new technology. This is especially true when it is combined with driving
activities, such as with GLOSA, where periodic monitoring of the advisory speed by the
driver is required. The EcoDrive II project’s test drivers spanned a wide range of ages and
area of travel in the City and, as a result, each driver adopted the technology at a different
scale.
The oldest driver indicated they rarely used the data to adjust their travel habits and this
resulted, as expected, in no change in their fuel consumption, whereas the junior and
most engaged driver fully adopted the technology, so much so, that they offered to
continue collecting data over the summer in order to continue having access to the
system. This engaged driver saw benefits of a 14.4% reduction in fuel consumption,
and this scale of savings could be viewed as what may be possible if an autonomous
vehicle would have its travel speed managed by the network.
It should be noted that the influence on the results of not having every traffic signal
available and reporting GLOSA information to the drivers is unknown. With approximately
two-thirds of the signals reporting, it is possible that greater availability would have led
drivers to pay further attention to the display and used the system more frequently. The
results of the independent detailed analysis by Carleton University did remove all driving
where GLOSA data was unavailable and yielded a 7 percent fuel savings rate, compared
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to the high-level overall analysis which showed an approximate 5 percent savings. This
difference could be an indication of the influence of not having 100 percent signal
coverage.
Existing Traffic Conditions
The capability of a driver to adjust their speed to match the advisory GLOSA speed is
dependent on the existing traffic volume, with greater flexibility in being accommodative
under lighter traffic service levels. This is demonstrated by the time of day analysis of our
highly engaged driver results that had off-peak hours indicating a savings up to 18.0%.
The lunch period for this driver showed savings of 13.6% and morning peak hours of only
9.8%, which is consistent with increased traffic volumes during those periods. Note that
specific analysis of whether the travel during these times were with or against the peak
direction of travel were not performed.
Road Classification
The effect of GLOSA when used on roadways with different classifications was also
investigated. Results show that GLOSA had a greater influence on collectors than
roadways classified as arterials. The fuel consumption reduction in L/100kms was found
to be 6.8% for arterials versus 16.5% for collectors. This difference was partially
attributed to traffic signal timing would show preference to arterials, which also would
typically have longer green cycle times, and thereby reducing the potential benefits that a
driver would gain from GLOSA information. In addition, the absence of traffic congestion
on collectors, and thus the ability to adjust one’s travel approach speed more dramatically
and further in advance of a traffic signal, would enable a driver to benefit more
significantly.

Future Research Opportunities
The literature review illustrated that only limited pilot projects and field tests have been
conducted in the area of GLOSA that evaluates the potential benefits of the technology.
Based on the EcoDrive II study results, there exists five key areas where further research
can occur, as follows:
a) Investigate alternative display and visualizations for in-vehicle displays to identify
best practices and methods which provide the driver with the most concise and
easily understood representation of the GLOSA data. This project, along with auto
manufacturers and other service providers, have used differing layouts and display
formats. In order to ease adoption and allow drivers the ability to switch between
different vehicles, some consistency of the display and information provide would
likely be beneficial. This includes examination of using the Android Auto or Apple
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CarPlay interfaces that are commonly available in new vehicles and eliminates the
need for a heads-up display.
b) Conduct longitudinal studies to investigate the long-term benefit from drivers
having access to and using GLOSA data for extended periods of time. The
EcoDrive II project tested drivers during a relatively short alternating 8-week
period, with the final three weeks always showing them GLOSA information. The
most engaged driver’s results showed a progressive improvement in their fuel
economy results from week to week and also a degradation of savings when they
first returned from a vacation, before previous savings were again realized. This
demonstrates how eco-driving techniques have a habitual nature. Determining the
extent of potential fuel economy gains from long term use of the system would be
beneficial to see if the level of comfort with the technology grows for drivers over
time and thereby increasing their potential savings from its availability.
c) This further extends to conducting testing during winter conditions to see the
impact of fuel consumption variation, and potentially whether increased and
advanced awareness of the ability to safely traverse an intersection could result in
increased safety at intersections and a reduction in collisions during winter driving
conditions.
d) As development of connected and autonomous vehicles continues, the opportunity
for Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) technologies to
enhance the potential savings grows. For example, communications that could
have vehicle platoons automatically adjust their speed for optimized intersection
capacity or to induced straggler vehicles to enter the vehicle progression could
yield additional benefits (V2V). Additionally, increasing the data available for signal
optimization by having vehicles provide real-time information about their locations
to the infrastructure is another area of research available to pursue (V2I).
e) Increasing the scope and range of drivers considered for evaluation. The EcoDrive
II project involved seven test drivers that log over a thousand kilometres per month
of travel on city streets. Whether it is different types of vehicles within a City fleet or
simply a more diverse range of drivers, a larger data pool would assist in
determining the range of potential savings for different driver/vehicle segments.
f) Testing the integration of the provided GLOSA data directly into the vehicle’s
speed control system to automatically adjust the vehicle’s speed, instead of relying
on the driver to adhere to the GLOSA value. As found in the EcoDrive II project,
the range of fuel consumption savings varied by driver, with those most engaged
and accepting of the technology seeing the biggest savings.
g) Route optimization and navigation applications are more commonly used by the
driving public. There exists the potential to integrate EcoDrive technology with
these applications to provide a single resource for drivers to use or to dynamically
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adjust routing recommendations based on the signal timing information for some or
all of the upcoming traffic signals the driver will encounter.
h) Knowledge of the current state of a traffic signal and position within the signal cycle
is paramount to providing accurate and effective GLOSA recommendations. In
fixed timing installations, the status information and the predictability of the current
state of the traffic signal is relatively straightforward to determine. When fully
actuated or semi-actuated signals are used, the ability to provide accurate timing
information and generate GLOSA values is challenged due to the potential
variation in the phase activated or phase length. In the City of Ottawa, the traffic
signal system is capable of going a step further, whereby the phases for lower
volume side streets or signalized pedestrian crossings may be skipped entirely if
no traffic is present at the signal. Further research to improve the application of
GLOSA for signals operating under these varying conditions is required.
i) The forthcoming evolution and use of 5G for mobile communication are expected
to significantly increase the speed and capacity of mobile data exchange. While
the volume of data exchanged was relatively small on each request/response, the
potential benefits of this new network is unknown. The EcoDrive II project used
the existing 4G LTE network of a Tier 1 service provider, and while there were no
noticeable issues encountered, research into the potential benefits of 5G in a
GLOSA application could be pursued.
j) Investigation into the applicability of GLOSA technology for other modes, vehicle
use and travellers, such as bicyclists, snowplows, transit, and the level of adoption
and benefits that could be derived from increased active transportation use. While
cyclists may not be able to significantly accelerate to reach the green phase,
GLOSA data could allow them to coast and save energy when the system is able
to inform them that they will arrive on a red light.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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4G LTE

Fourth Generation Long Term Evolution

ACATS

Advance Connectivity and Automation in the Transportation System

AERIS

Applications for the Environment: Real-Time Information Synthesis

API

Application programming interfaces

COTS

Commercial-of-the-shelf

CV

Connected Vehicle

DSRC

Dedicated short-range communications

ECU

Electronic Control Unit

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency

GHG

Greenhouse gas

GIS

Geographic Information System

GLOSA

Green-light optimized speed advisory

GPS

Global positioning system

HMI

Human-Machine Interface

HUD

Heads-up Display

I2V

Infrastructure-to-Vehicle

IVU

In-vehicle unit

IaaS

Information-as-a-Service

MOVES

MOtor Vehicle Emissions Simulator

MTO

Ontario Ministry of Transportation

OBD

On-board diagnostic

REST

Representational state transfer

RPM

Revolutions per minute
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SPaT

Signal phasing and timing

STCS

Signal & Traffic Capacity System

TTS

Traffic Technology Services

UI

User interface

XML

eXentsible Markup Language
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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Communication and traffic control technologies have advanced well in terms of capability and
their costs have become favourable for supporting infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) connection for
eco-driving in a signalized network. There is a growing interest in North America and Europe in
advising drivers to take eco-drive actions by making the effective use of green phase of the signal
cycle time in order to save fuel and reduce emissions. In an earlier research project titled EcoDrive
I, completed in 2018, the City of Ottawa in association with the Ministry of Transportation of
Ontario and Transport Canada demonstrated the EcoDrive technology in the Hunt Club Road
corridor, Ottawa, by equipping freight vehicles and an instrumented passenger van.
This EcoDrive II project, funded by Transport Canada’s Program to Advance Connectivity and
Automation in the Transportation System (ACATS), builds on research and application of
technology in EcoDrive I. In this project, commercial goods movement vehicles were replaced
with the City of Ottawa fleet of seven pickup trucks and all traffic signals in the City were equipped
to connect with these vehicles. Improvements were made to the latency of data communicated
between infrastructure and vehicle. Also, accessibility was improved for the signal and signal
timing (SPaT) and MAP data provided by the City.
In addition to the City of Ottawa and Carleton University, Traffic Technology Services (TTS)
International Incorporated and Thompson Technologies are a part of the team of investigators. The
project commenced on December 1, 2018 with the aim to investigate the effectiveness of EcoDrive
technology in enhancing environmentally friendly and economic person and goods movement.
The Carleton University part of the project aimed to develop and implement data analysis and
evaluation methodologies for assessing the effectiveness of the EcoDrive technology. Processed
data delivered to Carleton University study team were filtered in order to retain data that were
applicable to driving in the Green Light Optimized Signal Advice (GLOSA) environment.
Analyses were carried out and results were obtained on the extent to which drivers were able to
benefit from GLOSA (called compliance from here on), changes in average fuel consumption
owing to GLOSA, and changes in average speed.
The methodology for the evaluation of the EcoDrive technology was defined and implemented
using data analysis results. The effectiveness of the system was assessed by using the following
indicators:
• The extent to which drivers were able to use GLOSA at equipped intersections.
• Reduction in average fuel consumption.
Environmental and economic benefits were estimated next in terms of:
• Reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
• Reduction in fuel cost.
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Based on the knowledge of study design and results of analysis of 189.44 hours, 6,033 kms, and
2,354 intersections, the EcoDrive II technology was evaluated. Conclusions and recommendations
based on the findings of evaluation are presented below.
The study design benefitted from experience gained in EcoDrive I project. It was well-organized
in terms of back-end and front-end components of technology installation, and the field tests made
to verify that the system is operational. The decision to equip all signalized intersections offered
the opportunity to capture data from various parts of the City of Ottawa signalised network that
potentially exhibit different traffic environments.
The equipment installed in the vehicle, namely the onboard diagnostic (OBD) and the in-vehicle
unit (IVU) functioned without any outage issue. The choice of the cell phone platform as the invehicle unit for interfacing with the driver was “cost-effective” and due to driver training efforts
there was no evidence of driver distraction.
The seven city pickup trucks that participated in field studies represented the City of Ottawa’s fleet
very well in terms of size and fuel type. The drivers, although travelling in the network for
performing their assigned duties, contributed real-world data for research purposes. A large
number of completed runs by seven vehicles resulted in a high sample of real world driving
experience covering numerous intersections and different road types.
Taking all vehicle runs together on an aggregate basis, more than two out of three times, vehicle
drivers were able to use GLOSA. As expected, the compliance rate for left turn movement was
lower than for straight and through movements due to perception of risk in left turn movement.
Also, as expected, peak period traffic caused non-compliance.
The anonymous questionnaire survey of drivers showed that the EcoDrive information provided
to drivers made the driving experience better and easier. Although the survey results do not suggest
a very strong endorsement of the EcoDrive technology, the quantitative study of data indicates that
drivers benefitted from the information and advice displayed by the EcoDrive IVU. Given that the
drivers of equipped vehicles were constrained in modifying their driving trajectory in the presence
of even moderate traffic volumes, the EcoDrive System is effective to the extent that was expected.
The effect of EcoDrive technology on fuel consumption varied significantly when viewed on an
individual vehicle basis. But, taking all seven vehicles together, based on average L/h and
L/100kms fuel consumption measures, the following percent improvement was noted:
•
•
•

For all seven vehicles and all road types, an average of 7.6% reduction in L/h fuel
consumption and 7.8% reduction in L/100kms occurred.
The average percent reduction in fuel consumption for travel on arterial roads amounted to
7.8% for L/h and 6.8% for L/100kms.
The average percent reduction in fuel consumption for travel on collector roads was found
to be 28.1% for L/h and 16.5% for L/100kms.
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The likely reason for higher effectiveness of GLOSA on collector roads as compared to arterial
roads is the absence of traffic congestion.
The above results are in general supported by the 9.42% improvement in an instrumented van’s
fuel consumption found with the application of the EPA’s MOVES Model in EcoDrive I project.
Speed change analysis of individual vehicle travel without GLOSA and with GLOSA shows both
an increase in some cases and a decrease in other cases. However, taking all vehicles together,
there is a non-significant change in speed caused by the EcoDrive System.
Given that the above cited fuel consumption reduction attributable to GLOSA occurred in normal
(favourable) traffic driving environment, it is prudent to expect a 5% improvement in fuel
efficiency that is likely to occur taking into account the uncertainties of real-world driving
condition. Another reason for this lower percent improvement is that the result of anonymous
survey of drivers showed that although they were positive towards the use of technology, they did
not show very high level of enthusiasm. Since GHG emission rates have a direct relationship with
fuel consumption rates, the 5% improvement in fuel consumption also applies to GHG emission
reduction.
Reduction in fuel consumption reduces GHG emissions and saves vehicle operating cost. There is
sufficient evidence that the EcoDrive system results in achieving these environmental and
economic benefits.
The following recommendations are made for improving future implementation of the EcoDrive
technology. (1) On the basis of experience gained in this project, additional ideas on driver training
will be useful. (2 The adoption of the technology by vehicle fleets should be encouraged. In
addition to GHG reduction and economic benefits, traffic flow improvement can be attained. That
is, the higher the adoption level, the less likely it will be to have interference of equipped vehicles
by non-equipped vehicles. (3) Based on the view that the absence of traveller information for
avoiding congested links in the network is a limitation of the system, the system design can be
upgraded to include route advice. This innovation will enhance its usefulness. (4) Given that the
applied science of artificial intelligence is improving for application in transportation, the
technology of GLOSA can potentially be upgraded by obtaining signal status advice via natural
verbal interface with the system. (5) Given that Audi Motors offers the GLOSA technology as an
option, other original equipment manufacturers have the capability to do so. Also, the IVU can be
improved further, potentially as an “after-market” product. Improvements can include alternative
display options such as Android Auto/Apple CarPlay, in-dash display, etc.
Ideas are advanced for further research in EcoDrive system. (1) The available microscopic level
data can be used to enhance the understanding of changes in driving pattern caused by GLOSA.
Such a basic research study can potentially lead to driver training material for enhancing fuel
efficiency. (2) This microscopic level study could include the effect of system advice on driver
actions within the known constraints of ambient traffic. Also, for serving the needs of the rapidly
approaching future autonomous driving environment, there is the opportunity to train the
“intelligent driver” (via machine learning) to improve the driving profile for enhanced fuel
efficiency and safety. (3) Models can be developed for the study of the effect of queues in front of
4

the equipped vehicle on driving trajectory for understanding and therefore quantifying reduction
in GLOSA effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The research and application of technology undertook in EcoDrive I project served as a starting
point in this project. Here, the goods movement vehicles were replaced with the City of Ottawa
fleet vehicles and their accessible traffic signals covered the City’s entire network. Improvements
were also made to the latency of the data communicated between infrastructure and vehicle, and
accessibility for the signal phasing and signal timing (SPaT) and MAP data was enhanced.
The EcoDrive II, funded by Transport Canada’s ACATS program, aimed to enhance
environmentally friendly and economic person and goods movement. It is a large research project
in terms of scope as well as the number of participants. In addition to the City of Ottawa and
Carleton University, a U.S.-based consulting company (Traffic Technology Services (TTS)
International Incorporated) and a local consulting company (Thompsons Technologies) are a part
of the team.
The Carleton University part of the project developed and implemented data analysis and
evaluation methodologies for assessing the effectiveness of the EcoDrive technology. The
following indicators of effectiveness were used.
• Improvement of driving experience due to the signal timing information (i.e. until green and
green light optimal speed advice (GLOSA)).
• Reduction in average fuel consumption.
• Reduction in average greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
Based on the above indicators, environmental and economic benefits were estimated in terms of:
reduction in fuel cost and reduction in GHG emissions.

1.2 Objectives
The high level objective of the project was to expand the research undertaken under the EcoDrive
I project to all traffic signals in the city and to involve city vehicles in data capture. Also,
improvements were made to the data communicated between infrastructure and vehicles.
The objectives of the Carleton University part of the project were:
(1) To participate in the preliminary steps of EcoDrive II system set-up covering the signalized
network of the City of Ottawa, and planning for field data acquisition,
(2) To develop the capability to analyze field data regarding fuel consumption, emissions, and
economic effects of the EcoDrive system, and
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(3) To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the EcoDrive system in meeting the fuel
consumption, emissions, and economic criteria.

1.3 Scope
This study was carried out in accordance with ACATS proposal submitted by the City of Ottawa
in association with Carleton University. As noted in Chapter 2, Carleton University participated in
all parts of the EcoDrive project.

1.4 Report Organization
Following this introductory chapter, the study design is described in Chapter 2. The work plan and
field work design are covered, including the rationale for suggesting the minimum sample size for
vehicle trajectories through GLOSA-technology quipped signals in the City of Ottawa. Chapter 3
describes data acquisition and processing by the City of Ottawa and transfer of data to Carleton
University. Analysis of data and results are covered in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 is devoted to technology evaluation in terms of the issue-free delivery of in-vehicle
signal information, and the effectiveness of the overall EcoDrive system based on fuel efficiency,
environmental, and economic benefits. The benefits include reduction of fuel cost and reduction
of emissions. Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Chapter 6. A section of this final
chapter outlines the need for future research. Following References, Appendix A presents the data
log and user guide. Key data analysis results are presented in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 2
STUDY DESGN
2.1 Research Framework
Following planning, technology implementation, and driver training steps, the City of Ottawa
initiated field data acquisition using seven city vehicles. The data were processed by adding
necessary additional spatial components and the data log was organized. The processed data were
transferred to Carleton University for analysis (Figure 2.1).
At Carleton University, the data were filtered in order to exclude engine shutdown, excessive
idling (more than 90 seconds), highway speeds (higher than 95 km/h), and “intersection out-ofrange of GLOSA”. Filtered data were analyzed for GLOSA compliance, fuel consumption, fuel
saving due to GLOSA, and emission reduction. Results of analyses were used to evaluate the
technology in terms of fuel efficiency, environmental and economic benefits.

City of Ottawa
Field data acquisition, data processing, and
transfer to Carleton University

Data filtering
Exclusions for engine shutdown, more than
90 seconds of idling, highway speeds,
intersection out-of-range

• Fuel consumption analysis
• Saving due to GLOSA
• Emission reduction

Green Light Optimization
Speed Advice (GLOSA)
Compliance analysis

Technology Evaluation
Environmental and economic benefits

Figure 2.1 Research Framework
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2.2 Participation in Project Activities

The Carleton University study team contributed to activities in major phases of the project. These
are noted in Table 2.1. The reader is advised to refer to the City of Ottawa report for details of
work done by the City team.
Table 2.1 Project Activities
Project Activity
Participation in tasks
•
Set up and kick-off: literature review
Initial project planning,
•
Plan for data acquisition
study of factors and
•
Training in statistical and geo-spatial tasks
methods.
•
Define need for software and acquire these
•
•
•

Vehicle
runs,
collection.

data

•
•

•
•
•

Data
analysis
evaluation

and

•

Project
report.

and

•

outcomes

•

Define data obtainable from equipment
Assistance in signal set up: study of technological factors
Vehicle equipment installation and configuration: study of
requirements including human factors
System and connectivity testing: study of factors and methods for testing
Vehicle runs and data collection testing: study of requirements, sample
size, participation in testing logistics for data collection, and recording
in various driving scenarios and for typical vehicle operation.
Participation in writing the interim report.
Study travel runs: investigation of statistical basis of sample size;
requirements for usability of data
Data collection and formatting: assist in retrieving data on regular
intervals during travel runs, reviewing data for consistency and
accuracy, assist in compiling data so that it is ready for analysis and
evaluation
Data analysis and evaluation: undertake the required analytics to assess
and evaluate the data and outcomes of the study travel runs; evaluate
the processing and delivery of SPaT and MAP data from the City.
Compile information on project outcomes: performance indicators
including number of traffic signals that are connected and
communicating, vehicle connectivity coverage, fuel consumption and
emissions, economic benefits, number of OEMs capable producing
equipment that can be set up in a vehicle and capable of receiving
SPaT and MAP data.
Final report: vehicle performance outcomes associated with the
environmental and economic benefits, as well as I2V connectivity,
performance outcomes.

2.3 Field Work Design: Sample Size
An essential part of field work design was to ensure that the sample size requirement is met in data
collection and analysis tasks. Guidance was taken from the theoretical basis of defining sample
size in aspects of data capture and analysis. The field data includes variables of vehicle travel
trajectories (i.e. time stamp, coordinates, driver actions, speed, etc.), and fuel consumption. From
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these variables, average speed for a trip in the network, travel time, and fuel consumption were
computed.
In this study, the following view of a “sample” is applicable. The technology on-board of the
vehicle captures “states” of vehicle motion at the resolution of a second. Taking a conservative
case, if a vehicle passes through only one signal of the study network (described in Chapter 3) and
travels in the direction of the next signal and takes 100 seconds for these movements, these 100
readings could be viewed as a part one sample. It is understood that this sample can be
characterized by speed, speed changes, driver action in response to GLOSA (if applicable), and
fuel consumption. Since we consider one such vehicle movement profile as one sample, we need
to define the minimum number of such passages.
In order to make comparisons of “with GLOSA” and “without GLOSA” through the study network
with desired statistical confidence, sample size has to be defined. For this purpose, methods that
emanate from the Central Limit Theorem and other recognized principles and guidelines are used.
There is a well-researched statistical basis for quantifying a minimum sample size for field data
acquisition. The equation used for this purpose is based on the confidence level factor, an estimate
of the standard deviation of the sample, and a selected level of tolerable error. For small sample
sizes (i.e. ≤ 30), the confidence level factor is sourced from the Student’s t-distribution. For large
sample sizes (i.e. ≥ 30), the normal distribution is applicable.
In this study, we are aiming for a minimum sample size of 30. Therefore, we are in the realm of
large sample size and normal distribution is applicable.
In order to illustrate the computation of sample size N, we use the following variables and their
values (Roess et al, 2011).
Confidence level: use 95%, and its associated standard normal deviate of 1.96.
Standard deviation (estimate) S: 5 km/h for travel in the study network with expected average
speed of 30.0-60.0 km/h.
Tolerance level e: use 1.75 km/h
N = [(1.962)(S2)]/[e2] = 31
This illustration suggests that we aim for N> 30.
In traffic engineering and related statistics literature, the derivation of the minimum sample size
equation is explained from basic principles (Roess et al 2011, Pignataro 1973, Spiegelman et al
2011). The statistical basis for the sample size equation is provided by Spiegelman et al (2011),
“Using the central limit theorem (CTL), we say that the sampling distribution of sample mean can
be approximated reasonably well by a normal distribution if N is “large enough”. A general rule
of thumb is that “large enough” corresponds to N greater than 30 as long as the underlying
population distribution is not too skewed. If the underlying population distribution is severely
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skewed, a much larger than thirty would be needed to apply the CTL. It cannot be stressed enough
that the CTL holds regardless of the shape of the population distribution (as long as the variance
exists). The population distribution may be discrete or continuous, as well as symmetric or skewed.
Nevertheless, we can make inferences about the mean of the population without depending on its
distribution, and this is why the CTL is often considered the most important theorem in statistics.”
(Spiegelman et al, 2011)
Another source of this information is Roess et al (page 129). They note that “…Further, although
not proven here, any random variable consisting of sample means tends to be normally distributed
for reasonably large sample, regardless of the original distribution of individual values.” (Roess et
al, 2011).
In this study, the field data capture design ensured the use of sample sizes of much higher than 30
at the aggregate level of study network trips by applicable vehicle types.
As noted in Chapter 4, for the study of the use of GLOSA by drivers and detailed fuel consumption,
data for Week 1 (No GLOSA) and Week 6 (With GLOSA) were analyzed for all vehicles. Given
the large number of intersections crossed by seven vehicles and that the travel took place on all
relevant categories of roads, the sample size requirements were met.
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CHAPTER 3
ECODRIVE SYSTEM AND DATA ACQUISITION
3.1 ECODRIVE System Overview
3.1.1 EcoDrive System, Study Network, Equipped Vehicles
An infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) connected vehicle system shown in Figure 3.1 was developed
by the City of Ottawa and consultants with the capability of:
•
•
•

Geometry, status & timing plans
Signal timing prediction data
GPS location & heading

The high level architecture of the system consists of the back-end and front-end sub-systems. In
order to avoid duplication with the City of Ottawa report, details are not provided here. However,
a brief description of the in-vehicle unit (IVU) is provided later in this section in order to appreciate
the driver interface with the EcoDrive technology.

CLOUD
Communication system
Signal timing prediction data

Traffic Control Centre
Geometry, status & timing plans

Vehicle equipped with IVU
GPS Location & Heading

Signal head/controller

GLOSA provided to driver

Figure 3.1 I2V- Connected Vehicle (Source: The City of Ottawa)
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The City of Ottawa defined the study area as the entire network with traffic control signals. The
network consists of all urban road types and exhibits a wide range of traffic and signal spacing
(Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 Study Network (Source: The City of Ottawa)

Seven vehicles were selected by the City for field studies. These were equipped with on-boarddignostic (OBD) system and an in-vehicle unit (IVU) for driver-technology interface. Table 3.1
presents the technical description of engines and fuels. Six vehicles had gasoline engines of various
sizes and one vehicle had a turbo-diesel engine. Taken together, these vehicles represent the City
of Ottawa fleet very well.
In the vehicle, the only equipment that the driver interfaced was the EcoDrive IVU mounted on
the dashboard. The IVU (cell phone size) was installed on the dashboard and drivers were expected
to glance it in order to benefit from information/ recommendation. Please see Figure 3.3 for the
IVU installed in a vehicle.
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Table 3.1 Equipped Vehicles
Vehicle #

Vehicle Make/Model

Type and Engine

Mileage
(Kms)
Diesel, 3.0-L V6 DOHC 24V 159352
Turbo Diesel

4

2011 Mercedes-Benz Sprinter

5

2017 Chevy Silverado 1500 LS

Gasoline, Flex fuel (Unleaded / 54964
E85), 5.3L V8 FFV OHV

6

2012 Chevy Silverado 1500 LT

Gasoline, Flex fuel (Unleaded / 132938
E85), 4.8-L V-8 OHV 16V

7

2017 Chevy Silverado 1500 LS

Gasoline, Flex fuel (Unleaded / 34525
E85), 5.3L V8 Fiex OHV

8

2018 Chevy Silverado 1500 LT

Gasoline, Flex fuel (Unleaded / 44202
E85), 5.3L V8 Fiex OHV

9

2019 Chevy Express 2500 2WD Gasoline, Flex fuel (Unleaded / 15848
E85), 4.3L V6 DOHC 16V

10

2015 Ford F-250 Super Duty XL Gasoline, Flex fuel (Unleaded / 93422
E85), 6.2-L V8 OHV 16V

Source: The City of Ottawa.

Figure 3.3 The In-vehicle Unit (IVU) (Source: The City of Ottawa)
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3.1.2 Data Obtained from Equipped Vehicles and Role of Software
An Android app was used for per-second logging of data in terms of location, OBD/engine data,
and customized user interface to display GLOSA information. Table 3.2 presents the role of onboard equipment and software in obtaining data that were of interest in this study. Time stamped
latitude and longitude data were provided by the equipment installed on all vehicles at a 1 second
resolution. The vehicle trajectory data were obtained for all vehicles with the use of GPS data. The
OBD unit installed on vehicles provided engine data, including speed and fuel consumption.

Table 3.2 Data Availability from Study Vehicles
Vehicles

Time stamp
and GPS data
Seven pickup Yes,
trucks
available.

Data for inferring Fuel
Emissions
GLOSA compliance
consumption
Yes,
(GPS)
and Yes, (OBD data). No. These are
GLOSA equipment.
calculated with
the
use
of
emission factors.

Data were collected by the City from seven vehicles on weekdays over an eight week period (MayJune). GLOSA was not available to the drivers during odd weeks. The vehicles contributed 218
person-days of testing data. The City of Ottawa study team notes that 23,980 kms were travelled
and 29,393 signals were traversed through. A total of 4,660 L of fuel were consumed and idling
ranged from 11.4% to 20.7%.
At a detailed level, the distance travelled was classified as noted next.
•
•

GLOSA: 16,032.10 kms
No GLOSA: 7,948.18 kms.
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3.2 Data Transfer to Carleton University
Appendix A presents the log for data compiled by the City of Ottawa and transferred to
Carleton University for analysis. Files were received for all vehicles and weeks of data
capture. The no-GLOSA weeks are odd weeks and even weeks are with-GLOSA. Due to
the size of the data base, the second-by-second level data are not included in this report.
However, analysis results of key variables are included as Appendix B.

3.3 Data Preparation for Analysis
The data received for each vehicle-week combination were filtered in order to obtain data that
enabled the study of GLOSA and fuel consumption. The following filtering (exclusion) criteria
were applied:
•
•
•
•

Idling more than 90 seconds
High speeds (i.e. highway travel at speeds higher than 95 km/h)
Engine shutdown
Intersection out-of-range

The variables noted in the data logs were intended for analysis of GLOSA compliance and fuel
consumption. Also, these can be used for detailed research in driving characteristics on an
individual driver basis as well as average values reflecting driving experience in non-GLOSA and
with-GLOSSA environment.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
4.1 Data Analysis: Key Variables
The one-second resolution of data on vehicle movement trajectory (i.e. defined by speed and
frequent speed changes) and fuel consumption profile enables the analysis of the driving behaviour
and its effects. Also, the analyst can study if the driving pattern was influenced by messages
provided by the EcoDrive system via the IVU (i.e. the signal timing information, until green and
green light optimal speed advice GLOSA). According to theory, for safety and efficiency in
driving, drivers maintain selected headways under ambient traffic conditions and initiate lane
change maneuvers for positioning themselves to follow a selected route or to overtake a slow
moving vehicle (May, 1990).
Data were analyzed to study the above noted driving characteristics, average speed, and average
fuel consumption. In accordance with traffic flow theory, the driving trajectories showed the
influence of prevailing traffic level in terms of frequent sinusoidal deceleration and acceleration
cycles. The trajectories examined suggest that vehicles were operating in the “car-following”
mode.
The filtered data were analyzed for each “vehicle-week” combination, and the following results
were compiled:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total analyzed time (sec)
Total idling time (sec)
Total driving time (sec)
Total driving fuel (L)
Total idling fuel (L)
Total combined driving and idling fuel (L)
Average idling fuel rate (L/h)
Average driving fuel rate (L/h)
Average combined (idling and driving) fuel rate (L/h)
Total distance travelled (Kms)
Average speed (Km/h)
Travel during A.M. peak period (6:30-9:30 a.m.) (seconds)
Travel during P.M. peak period (3:00-6:30 p.m.) (seconds)
Percent travel during A.M. peak period (%)
Percent travel during P.M. peak period (%)
Number of intersections passed (number)
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•

Fuel consumption (L/100 kms) (Average)

As previously noted, vehicle 4 uses diesel fuel. For the analysis of fuel consumption data, it was
necessary to convert the diesel fuel litres into gasoline equivalent litres by using the following
conversion factors.
1 litre of gasoline = 35 MJ
1 litre of diesel = 38.3 MJ
Gasoline equivalent litres = Diesel litres x (38.3 divided by 35.0) = 1.094 x Diesel litres
In all graphical and tabulated presentations of analysis results, the litres of fuel are gasoline
equivalent litres.
Tables B.1 B.2 included in Appendix B present the above noted analysis results. In turn, these
results are used to study fuel consumption measures without GLOSA and with GLOSA.
4.2 Data and methodology for GLOSA Compliance Analysis
Appendix A presents the data log and user guide that were used by analysts as the basis for GLOSA
analysis. All variables of interest in this study were explained to the analysts and helpful guidance
was provided by the City of Ottawa Project Lead Officer. Further, the analysts were briefed on the
literature highlights covering this subject and they read sections of EcoDrive I final report that
covered GLOSA analysis methodology.
The GLOSA analysts were instructed to examine data columns of interest, namely, Date, Time,
GPS speed, SCNR – the signal controller ID, Thru Time, Thru_Glosa (speed), Left_Time,
Left_Glosa (speed), posted speed limit, distance to stop line, etc. The analysts scrolled through the
data to find time stamps where GLOSA information was shown that was visible to the driver (i.e.
the essential information that was given to the driver for Thru/Right and Left movements). At each
location where GLOSA information appeared, the analysts observed what the driver did as inferred
by the GPS speed potentially in response to GLOSA advice. If all appeared well, then there was
compliance and the information provided was correct, which was in turn based on prediction made
by the EcoDrive technology.
If there was evidence of non-compliance, the analysts were advised to find the reason (e.g. peak
traffic condition as inferred from the time stamp, inaccurate prediction of travel condition by the
system if it was possible to make this inference, or no reason could be found).
4.3 Explanation of Fuel Consumption Measures
Two measures of fuel consumption were used in this study. The first is the litres of fuel consumed
per hour (L/h). This is obtained from the OBD and includes driving and idling fuel consumed as
the vehicle goes through the acceleration, cruise, deceleration and idling parts of the driving cycle.
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The L/100 kms is computed from the per-second OBD outputs of travel time, L/h, and speed
(kms/h). The steps followed in computing L/100 kms are as follows.
Step 1: Find Litres L = (Litres per hour) x (Hours)
Step 2: Find Kms = (Kms per hour) x (Hours)
Step 3: Find Litres per 100 kms = (Litres divided by Kms) x 100
A second distance-based average fuel consumption measure, aggregate L/100 kms, is obtained
from litres of fuel registered by the OBD and the travel distance also obtained from the OBD for
the entire trip/day of travel. In theory, this measure should be identical to the measure computed
from L/h, time (h), and speed (km/h) variables. However, the fuel consumption counter may not
always produce an output that will result in an L/100 kms identical to the computed version of
L/100 kms due to idling or other effects. Therefore, in this study, the aggregate level estimate of
L/100 kms is not always reported and is, in essence, not necessary.
For an appreciation of differences between L/h and L/100kms measures, it is useful to view the
relationship of average speed (km/h) and fuel consumption. Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationship
of L/h and kms/h for the travel trajectories of vehicles 4 to 10 during week 1 when GLOSA was
not visible to the driver. The results show that as the average operating speed increases, average
fuel consumption rises. On the other hand, an examination of Figure 4.2, shows that the L/100kms
measure drops as the speed increases. This is due to the fact that increasing speed enables higher
distance to be covered and therefore the L/100km measure shows a reduction. Since both measures
of average fuel consumption are valid and useful for an appreciation of results, these are always
reported.
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Figure 4.1 Illustration of Change in Average L/h Due to Change in Average Speed (All vehicles)
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Figure 4.2 Illustration of Change in Average L/100kms Due to Change in Average Speed (All
Vehicles)

4.4 GLOSA Recommendation Compliance Rate
Use of GLOSA recommendation by drivers was investigated for all vehicles by using Week 6 as
a sample of GLOSA weeks. The choice of Week 6 was based on the consideration that drivers
acquired sufficient experience with the technology during Weeks 2 and 4. The analysts were
briefed on the use of data applicable for drawing inferences on driver success in using the GLOSA
messages.
There was a need to take a look at how often the GLOSA recommendation from the EcoDrive
application was usable for the driver to cross the intersection with the recommendation. Tables 4.1
to 4.3 present results. In addition to compiling compliance data, the analysts noted the impeding
effect of traffic that prevented the application from working as desired. If there was a high volume
of traffic on the road, regardless of what the GLOSA recommendation was, the driver may not
have been able to alter the driving for better usage. For instance, in high volume situations, the
queue at a signalized intersection may be so lengthy that a driver must wait for two complete cycles
before being able to cross the intersection. Other traffic flow issues were determined when the
driver had to reduce the speed of the vehicle below 20 km/h as it approached a signalized
intersection that was in a green phase. This vehicle behavior indicated the presence of a major
backward forming shockwave or queue. In such cases, the GLOSA recommendations are correct,
but the prevailing traffic condition were not favourable.
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Table 4.1 GLOSA Compliance Results (Week 6 Through and Right Turn)
Vehicle
4

Compliance (Through and
Right) %
61.9

Intersections where advice was
given
336

5

59.5

369

6

72.6

113

7

67.8

304

8

75.4

698

9

64.8

327

10

73.4

207

All Vehicles

Average 67.9

Total 2354

Table 4.2 GLOSA Compliance Results (Week 6 Left Turn)
Vehicle

Compliance (Left turn) %

4

43.6

Intersections where advice was
given
55

5

40.8

49

6

12.5

8

7

41.7

36

8

36.1

61

9

46.2

53

10

45.0

20

All Vehicles

Average 38.0

Total 282
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Table 4.3 GLOSA Non-compliance Due to Traffic (Week 6)
Vehicle

Number of negative compliance
due to traffic: Left turn
6

Total

4

Number of negative compliance due to
traffic: Through and right turn
37

5

39

10

49

6

7

1

8

7

35

7

42

8

32

9

41

9

38

6

44

10

4

1

5

Total

193

39

232

43

With the availability of EcoDrive assistance and if recommendations are followed, a different
driving profile could be achieved. The end result could be that for somewhat close to average
speed, fuel consumption and emissions could be reduced. It should be noted here that the EcoDrive
system can be of assistance when the density of vehicles is not high and there are no lane
blockages. In the traffic engineering field, level of service of A to C offer gaps in traffic so that
the driver can follow EcoDrive recommendations. In level of service D driving condition, the
opportunities for smoother speed changes become constrained. At Level of Service E (capacity
level operations), there are hardly any traffic gaps (Transportation Research Board 2010).
As noted in Table 4.1, over 2300 intersection were studied and results are generally consistent with
EcoDrive I findings. The through and right turn movement compliance rate for vehicles is
reasonable and the average rate of about 68% in real life driving conditions is remarkable. It
should be noted that this would include also when the vehicle in the “green wave” and therefore
would not need to alter their travel speed. Further, this would be indicative of well-timed signals
to ensure smooth traffic flow. There is some variation in left turn compliance for various vehicles
(Table 4.2). On the basis of data, it is difficult to find a reliable reason or reasons for different rates
for various vehicles. Traffic conditions and human factors may be at work in influencing left turn
decisions. Given the risk of accepting a traffic gap for completing a left turn, the 38% average
success rate is reasonable. In Table 4.3, evidence is presented that traffic condition can be a cause
of GLOSA non-compliance. At 232 intersections, peak period traffic was noted as a reason for
driver’s inability to benefit from GLOSA.
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4.5 Comparison of No-GLOSA and With-GLOSA Fuel Consumption
A comparison of fuel consumption in Week1 (without GLOSA) and Week 6 (with GLOSA) is
presented in Table 4.4. Here, all vehicles are included and diesel fuel is converted to gasoline
equivalent litres. The results indicate that taking all vehicles together, a reduction of fuel
consumption based on all measures is attainable with GLOSA. The average percent driving during
peak period is higher during the GLOSA week, but the adverse effect on fuel consumption has not
affected the relative average fuel saving due to GLOSA. The average speed shows a slight decrease
and the idling time and idling fuel consumption decrease due to GLOSA.

Table 4.4 Week 1 & Week 6 Comparison of Fuel Consumption Rate
Week 1 without
GLOSA
All vehicles (vehicles 4
to 10)
6.28

Week 6 with GLOSA
All vehicles (vehicles 4
to 10)
5.80

Reduction 7.6%

L/100 kms (calculated
using outputs of L/h,
hours, and speed)
(Gasoline equivalent)

19.43

17.92

Reduction 7.8%

L/100 kms (Aggregate),
based on total fuel
consumed & distance
covered)
(Gasoline equivalent)

18.60

17.28

Reduction 7.1%

Average speed based
on OBD data (km/h)

33.32

32.63

Decrease 2.1%

Average % of driving
time during a.m. peak
plus p.m. peak times
(Veh.4-10)

27.30

36.72

Idling time as a % of
total time (Veh.4-10)

22.24

19.18

Idling fuel as a % of
total fuel (Veh.4-10)

5.53

5.66

Comment: A higher
% of driving time
during peak times
can adversely affect
fuel efficiency.
Comment: This
result appears as
expected.
Comment: This
result appears as
expected.

Combined driving and
idling fuel rate (L/h)
(Gasoline equivalent )

Comment/Percent
change (%)
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Although GLOSA has caused a reduction in average fuel consumption when all vehicles are taken
together, the study of vehicle types has produced diverse answers (Table 4.5). It should be noted
that daily activities of specific vehicles differed from week to week, which also had an influence
on the fuel consumption rates. For example, Vehicle 10 would sometimes be used to haul portable
variable message signs around the City, which requires more power and thus more fuel.
In case of the diesel-powered light duty pickup truck (vehicle 4), although a reduction in L/h
occurred, the L/100kms measure increases due to a substantial reduction in average speed. In case
of vehicles 5 to 9, classified as light duty gasoline pickup trucks, L/h increases and L/100kms
drops due to a substantial increase in average speed. Vehicle 10 with a high power gasoline engine
shows a reduction in L/h as well as L/100kms measures of fuel consumption in spite of a decrease
in average speed. These results clearly suggest that meaningful results can be obtained at the fleet
level as opposed to drawing conclusions on the basis of an individual vehicle or a small group of
vehicles.

Table 4.5 Week 1 & Week 6 Comparison of Fuel Consumption for Vehicle Types
Vehicle types

Change in L/h (%)

Change in L/100kms
(%)
Increase 7.8

Change in average
speed (%)
Decrease 19.3

Vehicle 4 (diesel
engine)

Reduction 13.4

Vehicles 5 to 9
(Gasoline engine)

Increase 7.7

Decrease 9.9

Increase 17.5

Vehicle 10 (large
gasoline engine)

Reduction 46.9

Reduction 12.1

Decrease 39.6

A study of fuel consumption was aimed at travel on different road types. A high percentage of
vehicle trajectories are accounted for by the arterial roads as compared to collector roads (Table
4.6). For the arterial roads, the fleet level results are generally similar to those when vehicles used
all road types. But, results of analysis of travel on collector roads shown in Table 4.7 show a
substantial reduction in fuel consumption attributable to GLOSA. This could be due low traffic
volumes on these roads as compared to arterial roads.
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Table 4.6 Comparison of Week 1 (Without GLOSA) and Week 6 (With GLOSA) Fuel
Consumption: Travel on ARTERIAL Roads

Combined driving and
idling fuel rate (Gasoline
equivalent)
Average L/h

Week 1 without
GLOSA: (Vehicles
4 to 10)
6.43

Week 6 with GLOSA
(Vehicles 4 to 10)

Comment/Percent
change

5.93

Reduction 7.8%

Combined driving and
idling fuel rate (Gasoline
equivalent)
Average L/100km

18.65

17.38

Reduction 6.8%

Average speed based on
OBD data (km/h)

34.47

34.11

Decrease 1.0%

Total time analyzed for
all roads (hrs)

18.35

31.21

Total time analyzed for
Arterials (hrs)

14.15

24.97

Percent time analyzed for
Arterial roads (%)

77.1

80.0

Comment: Very high
percent of travel time
occurs on Arterial
Roads
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Table 4.7 Comparison of Week 1 (Without GLOSA) and Week 6 (With GLOSA) Fuel
Consumption: Travel on COLLECTOR Roads

Combined driving and
idling fuel rate (Gasoline
equivalent)
Average L/h

Week 1 without
GLOSA: (Vehicles
4 to 10)
7.52

Week 6 with GLOSA
(Vehicles 4 to 10)

Comment/Percent
change

5.41

Reduction 28.1%

Combined driving and
idling fuel rate (Gasoline
equivalent)
Average L/100km

27.01

22.54

Reduction 16.5%

Average speed based on
OBD data (km/h)

27.84

24.00

Decrease 13.8%

Total time analyzed for
all roads (hrs)

18.35

31.21

Total time analyzed for
Collectors (hrs)

2.45

3.49

Percent time analyzed for
Collector roads (%)

13.4

11.2

Comment: Very low
percent of travel time
occurs on Major
Collectors and
Collectors

To learn further about GLOSA effectiveness in different traffic operating environments, a
comparison of week 1 (no GLOSA) and weeks 6 plus 8 (with GLOSA) was made. Results shown
in Table 4.8 indicate a reduction in fuel consumption. Next, Week 1 was compared with Week 8
and once again the results show that GLOSA causes a reduction in fuel consumption (See Table
4.9).
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Table 4.8 Comparison of Fuel Consumption for Week 1 (No GLOSA) & Week 6 plus Week 8 (With
GLOSA)
Week 1 without
GLOSA
All vehicles (vehicles 4
to 10)
6.28

Week 6 plus Week 8
with GLOSA
All vehicles (vehicles 4
to 10)
5.92

L/100 kms (calculated
using outputs of L/h,
hours, and speed)
(Gasoline equivalent)

19.43

18.65

Reduction 4.0%

L/100 kms (Aggregate),
based on total fuel
consumed & distance
covered)
(Gasoline equivalent)

18.60

17.75

Reduction 4.6%

Average speed based
on OBD data (km/h)

33.32

32.18

Decrease 3.4%

Combined driving and
idling fuel rate (L/h)
(Gasoline equivalent )

Comment/Percent
change (%)

Reduction 5.7%

Table 4.9 Comparison of Fuel Consumption for Week 1 (No GLOSA) & Week 8 (With GLOSA)
Week 1 without
GLOSA
All vehicles (vehicles 4
to 10)
6.28

Week 8 with GLOSA
All vehicles (vehicles 4
to 10)
5.99

Reduction 4.6%

L/100 kms (calculated
using outputs of L/h,
hours, and speed)
(Gasoline equivalent)

19.43

19.11

Reduction 1.6%

L/100 kms (Aggregate),
based on total fuel
consumed & distance
covered)
(Gasoline equivalent)

18.60

18.09

Reduction 2.7%

Average speed based
on OBD data (km/h)

33.32

31.90

Decrease 4.3%

Combined driving and
idling fuel rate (L/h)
(Gasoline equivalent)

Comment/Percent
change (%)
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The results of analyses that compared week 1 (without GLOSA) and week 6 and/or week 8 (with
GLOSA) confirm the effectiveness of GLOSA in reducing fuel consumption. However, when all
odd weeks (without GLOSA) are compared with all even weeks (with GLOSA), mixed results are
obtained (Table 4.10). Two potential explanations are advanced. In weeks 2 and 4, the drivers were
becoming familiar with the EcoDrive technology and in week 6, they had better familiarity with
this aid to eco-friendly driving. The second potential reason is that the driving environment
changed during the study period and therefore a comparison of all odd weeks with all even weeks
does not have a strong rationale.

Table 4.10 Comparison of Fuel Consumption for Odd Weeks (No GLOSA) & Even Weeks (With
GLOSA)
Odd weeks without
GLOSA
All vehicles (vehicles 4
to 10)
5.62

Even weeks with
GLOSA
All vehicles (vehicles 4
to 10)
5.78

L/100 kms (calculated
using outputs of L/h,
hours, and speed)
(Gasoline equivalent)

18.49

18.24

Reduction 1.4%

L/100 kms (Aggregate),
based on total fuel
consumed & distance
covered)
(Gasoline equivalent)

17.65

17.28

Reduction 2.1%

Average speed based
on OBD data (km/h)

31.08

32.17

Increase 3.5%

Combined driving and
idling fuel rate (L/h)
(Gasoline equivalent)

Comment/Percent
change (%)

Increase 2.8%

4.6 Comparison of Fuel Efficiency Gains with Instrumented Van and EPA’s MOVES
Model Results
In EcoDrive I project, the effectiveness GLOSA technology was verified with the use of an
instrumented van in association with the use of the MOVES model, sponsored by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Using a part of the Hunt Club road (with 12 equipped
signals), the average speed was computed from field data and average fuel and emission rates were
estimated with the MOVES software.
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A comparison of without GLOSA and with GLOSA showed fuel savings for the Van to be 0.49L/h
(9.42%). This level of fuel saving is somewhat higher than reported in previous tables. However,
this comparison serves a verification that the EcoDrive technology has the potential to reduce fuel
consumption and therefore emissions.
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CHAPTER 5
TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION
5.1 Effectiveness of Signal Information - In Vehicle Delivery and Presentation
The EcoDrive system is designed to send information to the user interface device (called in-vehicle
unit or IVU in this report) for the use of the driver. The nature and basis of messages transmitted
are covered in the City of Ottawa report. Here, the effectiveness assessment of IVU is based on
four factors:
(1) Can the driver read the information with a quick glance?
(2) Can the driver use the information for improving the driving trajectory so as to save fuel and
reduce emissions?
(3) To what extent did the technology work in reducing fuel consumption?
(4) Can fleet owners such as the City of Ottawa save fuel cost and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions?
It is useful here to review the driver-IVU interface. The IVU is a cell phone type of terminal
mounted on the dash board for ease of viewing and quick interpretation of the messages. The
information is displayed very clearly and concisely. Various messages are displayed in different
but distinct colours and shapes on appropriate background for high contrast. This allows the driver
to become accustomed to the look of certain messages and provides the ability to have the
messages be interpreted in a quick glance.
It is programmed to provide signal information and driving recommendations. The current IVU
version design provided the intended information after a number of system and software
modifications. So, the answer to question one is “yes”. See Figure 3.33 for a picture of the IVU.
Moving to the second question, “Can the driver use the information for improving the driving
trajectory so as to save fuel and reduce emission?” The answer is provided by the average 67.9%
compliance rate for all vehicle runs in the sample (See Tables 4.1to 4.3). Peak period traffic flow
was found to be responsible for non-compliance at 232 intersections.
So, under low to moderate traffic condition and in the absence of lane blockages caused by traffic
incidents or road works, the driver should be able to make use of available gaps in traffic and if
necessary to change lanes in order to make effective use of green time. However, under heavy
traffic conditions, the freedom to manoeuver is highly constrained and therefore, the driver of the
equipped vehicle has no choice but to follow the traffic.
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The third question is on the reduction of fuel consumption due to GLOSA. The answer is positive,
provided we examine the fleet average and do not infer the answer from performance of individual
vehicles on specific days/weeks. Please see later sections of this chapter for further information.
The fourth question states “Can fleet owners such as the City of Ottawa save fuel cost and
greenhouse gas emissions?” The answer is positive, provided the institutional or corporate
circumstances permit/enable the implementation of the EcoDrive technology on a permanent basis
and the drivers receive instructions for its effective use.

5.2 Vehicle Driver Perception of Technology Effectiveness
During the field data collection period, the City of Ottawa obtained feedback from drivers
regarding their experience in the use of the technology. Tables 5.1 to 5.5 shows the questionnaire
study results. The feedback that has resulted from the anonymous survey shows a general interest
in the use of technology. However, the drivers do not appear to be highly enthusiastic about its
merits in enhancing their driving experience.

Table 5.1 EcoDrive Survey of Drivers: Conducted on Friday of GLOSA Weeks 2, 4, and the
Last Week (Questions 1)
Question 1:
How often do you look at the display?

Responses
Week 2 (7 responses)
• All intersections (0.00%)
• Most intersections (14.29%)
• Fairly often (57.14%)
• Occasionally (14.29%)
• Rarely (14.29%)
Week 4 (6 responses)
• Most interactions (0.00%)
• Fairly often (50.0%)
• Occasionally (33.33%)
• Rarely (16.67%)
Final Week (4 responses)
• All intersections (0.00%)
• Most intersections (0.00%)
• Fairly often (25.00%)
• Occasionally (75.00%)
• Rarely (0.00%)

Source: Choudhry, O. (2019) Anonymous Survey of EcoDrive II Drivers. City of Ottawa.
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Table 5.2 EcoDrive Survey of Drivers: Conducted on Friday of GLOSA Weeks 2, 4, and the
Last Week (Questions 2)
Question 2:
Responses
How useful did you find the traffic signal information? Week 2 (7 responses)
• Extremely useful (0.00%)
• Very useful (28.57%)
• Somewhat useful (57.14%)
• No so useful (14.29%)
• Not at all useful (0.00%)
Week 4 (6 responses)
• Extremely useful (0.00%)
• Very useful (16.67%)
• Somewhat useful (66.67%)
• Not so useful (16.67%)
• No at all useful (0.00%)
Final Week (4 responses)
• Extremely useful (0.00%)
• Very useful (0.00%)
• Somewhat useful (100.00%)
• Not so useful (0%)
• Not at all useful (0%)

Source: Choudhry, O. (2019) Anonymous Survey of EcoDrive II Drivers. City of Ottawa.
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Table 5.3 EcoDrive Survey of Drivers: Conducted on Friday of GLOSA Weeks 2, 4, and the
Last Week (Questions 3)
Question 3:
Responses
How often did you adjust your driving because of the Week 2 (7 responses)
information shown?
• 100% of the time (0.00%).
• 75% of the time (14.29%).
• 50% of the time (42.86%).
• 25% of the time (28.57%).
• Never (14.29%)
Week 4 (6 responses)
• 100% of the time (0.00%).
• 75% of the time (16.67%).
• 50% of the time (33.33%).
• 25% of the time (33.33%).
• Never (16.67%)
Final Week (4 responses)
• 100% of the time (0.00%).
• 75% of the time (0.00%).
• 50% of the time (0.00%).
• 25% of the time (100.00%).
• Never (0.00%)

Source: Choudhry, O. (2019) Anonymous Survey of EcoDrive II Drivers. City of Ottawa.
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Table 5.4 EcoDrive Survey of Drivers: Conducted on Friday of GLOSA Weeks 2, 4, and the
Last Week (Questions 4)
Question 4:
Responses
How did having the information make you feel about Week 2 (7 responses):
driving and waiting at lights?
• More relaxed (28.57%).
• Somewhat relaxed (28.57%.
• No different than normal (28.57%).
• Somewhat anxious (14.29%).
• More anxious (0.00%)
Week 4 (6 responses):
• More relaxed (16.67%).
• Somewhat relaxed (16.67%).
• No different than normal (66.67%).
• Somewhat anxious (0.00%).
• More anxious (0.00%).
Final Week (4 responses):
• More relaxed (0.00%)
• Somewhat relaxed (100.00%).
• No different than normal (0.00%).
• Somewhat anxious (0.00%).
• More anxious (0.00%).

Source: Choudhry, O. (2019) Anonymous Survey of EcoDrive II Drivers. City of Ottawa
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Table 5.5 EcoDrive Survey of Drivers: Week 3 (No GLOSA)
Question 1:
Responses
How did NOT having the signal Week 3 (6 responses):
information make you feel about
• More relaxed (16.67%).
driving at lights?
• Somewhat relaxed (0.00%).
• No different than last week (33.33%).
• Somewhat anxious (50.00%).
• Most anxious (0%).
Question 2:
Responses
Did you find yourself thinking of other Week 3 (6 responses):
things (e.g. tasks, job site you are going
• More often compared to last week (16.67%).
to) while driving without the signal info
• No difference (83.33%).
to look at?
• Less often compared to last week (0.00%).
Question 3:
Responses
Did you find you were more conscious Week 3 (6 responses):
of your driving style this week more
• Yes (0.00%).
coasting to a red light, looking ahead
• Somewhat (50.00%).
earlier) after last week having data?
• Not really (50.00%)

Source: Choudhry, O. (2019) Anonymous Survey of EcoDrive II Drivers. City of Ottawa.

5.3 Effectiveness of Technology
The quantitative basis for assessing the effectiveness of the EcoDrive technology is provided by
two factors. These are noted next:
(1)
(2)

Improvement in average fuel consumption of the equipped vehicles attributed to the
EcoDrive technology. This is quantified in the present report.
The reduction of greenhouse gas emissions (i.e. CO2 equivalent) is directly proportional
to fuel efficiency improvement.

Tables 5.6 to 5.8 present summary results of reduction in fuel consumption, fuel cost savings, and
GHG reduction.
As compared to the No GLOSA case, all effectiveness indicators based on average values are
positive.
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Results presented in Tables 5.6 to 5.8 show that the EcoDrive technology improved average fuel
consumption of vehicles. Based on average values, about 7.0% improvement in fuel consumption
can be achieved under normal (favourable) traffic operating condition.
Given that the percent fuel consumption improvement shown in Table 5.6 can be achieved only
under normal traffic (favourable) conditions and that the driver anonymous survey does not appear
to show strong acceptance of the EcoDrive technology by the drivers, it is prudent to set the percent
improvement at 5% for both L/h and L/100kms measures of fuel consumption.
Since GHG emissions have a direct relationship with fuel consumption, the above observations on
improvement in fuel consumption by vehicles also apply to emissions.

Table 5.6 Average Effectiveness of EcoDrive technology: All Participating Vehicles Under
Normal Traffic Conditions
Week 1: N0
GLOSA
(18.2 hours of
data capture)
6.28

Week 6: With
GLOSA (31.2
hours of data
capture)
5.80

Improvement
based on average
value

Percent
improvement
(%)

0.48

7.6%

1.51

7.8%

Average fuel rate (L/h)
19.43

17.92

Average fuel rate
(L/100kms)

5.4 Environmental and Economic Benefits
A 5% improvement in fuel consumption caused by the EcoDrive technology is likely to result in
a corresponding saving of fuel cost and a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. In the following
sections of the report, estimates of environmental and economic benefits are described for a public
sector organization such as the City of Ottawa that relies on fleets of light duty and heavy duty
vehicles for providing mandated services. Although the 5% saving of fuel applies to private sector
organizations as well as crown corporations, this report provides estimates of economic and
environmental benefits for a public sector organization, such as the City of Ottawa.
5.4.1 Reduction in Fuel Cost
Table 5.6 shows that the EcoDrive technology has the potential to save 0.48 L/h for a light duty or
lower power heavy duty pickup truck (based on the average result for a fleet of seven vehicles).
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The 0.48 L/h fuel saving is based on 7.6% improvement in fuel consumption. However, for reasons
noted earlier, a 5% reduction in fuel consumption is used in the following computations of fuel
cost saving and reduction of GHG emissions. Starting with 6.28 L/h under No GLOSA operation,
a 5% reduction results in 0.3 L/h fuel saving for a fleet of light duty vehicles. On the assumption
that a fleet of such vehicles can benefit from GLOSA for an average of 2 hours per day and 225
days per year, the fuel savings can be estimated. Table 5.7 presents estimates for a fleet of 450
light duty gasoline vehicles and another 450 light duty diesel vehicles. In the calculations, the
following fuel cost per litre are used: gasoline $1.07/L, Diesel $1.20/L. The fuel cost reduction
for the light duty vehicle (LDV) fleet is $137,900/year.
We apply the 5% fuel reduction effect of EcoDrive technology to light duty diesel trucks (LDDT)
as well as heavy duty diesel vehicles (HDDV). An organization such as the City of Ottawa can
potentially use a fleet of 650 such vehicles exhibiting various sizes and functional capabilities.
Some are diesel trucks such as used by courier companies in urban areas and others may resemble
full size trucks such as used for the snow plowing function. Based on EcoDrive I results, a courier
truck consumes 9.005L/h (operating at the average speed of 26.5 km/h). On the other hand, a heavy
truck uses 38.53 L/h when operating in the urban area at an average speed of 35.6 km/h. On the
assumption that the fleet of 650 HDVs consists of equal number of vehicles with the above noted
fuel consumption characteristics, we take the average value of 23.8 L/h and apply it to the entire
fleet. The fuel saved at 5% GLOSA effect amounts to 1.2 L/h.
The HDVs are used for various tasks throughout the year. Although snow ploughing is a winter
activity, the intense use of snow ploughs in winter and other applications during snow-free months
can result, on the average, in a usage level similar to other trucks in the fleet. In this project, we
assume the HDVs on average are used for 225 days per year and that the GLOSA benefit can be
availed for an average of 2 hours/day. Table 5.7 presents results of fuel savings per year. In the
calculations, $1.20/L for diesel fuel is used. The fuel cost saving for the HDV fleet amounts to
$421,200.
The total saving in fuel cost for LDV plus HDV fleet is $559,100/year.
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Table 5.7 Estimates of Fuel Saving Caused by EcoDrive Technology
Vehicle type:
Vehicle type:
LDV (equal amount of gasoline and diesel Light duty diesel truck (LDDT) & heavy duty
vehicles
diesel vehicle (HDDV)
Fleet:
450 gasoline, 450 diesel

Fleet:
650 diesel

Fuel saved owing to GLOSA:
0.3 L/h

Fuel saved owing to GLOSA:
1.2 L/h

Fuel saved/vehicle/year:
135 litres

Fuel saved/vehicle/year:
540 litres

Fleet level fuel savings
60,750L gasoline, 60,750L diesel

Fleet level fuel saving:
351,000 litres

Fuel cost saving/year:
$65,000.00 for gasoline & $72,900 for diesel
Total $137,900/year

Fuel cost saving/year:
$421,200/year

5.4.2 Reduction in Emissions
The estimated fuel saved per year due to EcoDrive technology presented in Table 5.7 is converted
into GHG emission reduction with the application of emission factors. The emission factors and
their CO2 equivalence sourced from the US EPA are noted next (US EPA 2016).
GHG Emissions: CO2, CH4, N2O
CO2 Equivalence: CH4 21, N2O 310
Motor gasoline CO2 2.319 kg/L
Diesel fuel CO2 2.697 kg/L
The US EPA source cited above indicates CH4 & N2O Emission Factors for On-Road Vehicles
in terms of g/mile. These are not shown here.
The Canadian National Inventory Report 1990-2017, Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in
Canada (Annex 6), shows the following emission factors.
Light Duty Gasoline Vehicles (LDGVs) & Heavy Duty Gasoline Vehicles (HDGVs)
CO2: 2.307 kg/L
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CH4: 0.10 g/L (Commonly used for motor gasoline if the exact control technology or Tier of
vehicle is not known).
N2O: 0.02 g/L (Commonly used for motor gasoline if the exact control technology or Tier of
vehicle is not known).
Light Duty Diesel Vehicles (LDDVs)
CO2: 2.681kg/L
CH4: 0.051g/L (Commonly used for diesel if the exact control technology is not known).
N2O: 0.22 g/L (Commonly used for diesel if the exact control technology is not known).
Light Duty Diesel Trucks (LDDTs)
CO2: 2.681kg/L
CH4: 0.068 g/L (Commonly used for diesel if the exact control technology is not known).
N2O: 0.22 g/L (Commonly used for diesel if the exact control technology is not known).
Heavy Duty Diesel Vehicle (HDDVs)
CO2: 2.681kg/L
CH4: 0.11g/L (Commonly used for diesel if the exact control technology is not known).
N2O: 0.151g/L (Commonly used for diesel if the exact control technology is not known).
On the basis of estimated reduction in fuel consumption presented in Table 5.7 and selected
emission factors noted above, GHG reductions were computed. Table 5.8 presents results.
The total GHG reduction amounts to 1,269,549 kgs/year.
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Table 5.8 Estimation of GHG Emission Reduction Caused by EcoDrive Technology
Vehicle type:
LDV gasoline

Vehicle type:
LDV diesel

Fuel saved/year:
60,750L of gasoline

Fuel saved/year:
60,750L of diesel

Vehicle type:
light duty diesel truck &
heavy duty diesel vehicle
Fuel saved/year:
351,000L of diesel

CO2/year:
2.307kg/Lx60,750L=
140,150kg

CO2/year:
2.681kg/Lx60,750L=
162,870kg

CO2/year:
2.681kg/Lx351,000L=
941,031kg

CO2 equivalent/year:
[0.10g of CH4x21]
x60,750L= 128kg

CO2 equivalent/year:
[0.05g of CH4x21]
x60,750L= 64kg

CO2 equivalent/year:
[0.089g* of CH4x21] x
351,000L= 656kg

CO2 equivalent/year:
[0.02g of N2Ox310]
x60,750L= 377 kg

CO2 equivalent/year:
[0.22g of N2Ox310]
x60,750L= 4,143kg

CO2 equivalent/year:
[0.185g* of N2Ox310]
x351,000L= 20,130kg

Total CO2 equivalent/year:
140,655kg

Total CO2 equivalent/year:
167,077kg

Total CO2 equivalent/year:
961,817kg

*Average of emission rate for Light Duty Diesel Truck and Heavy Duty Diesel
Vehicle.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6 .1 Conclusions
The conclusions are arranged according to the study design, site selection, the in-vehicle unit used,
vehicles that were equipped, the on-board units for capturing data, the logistics of field studies,
effectiveness of the technology, and economic and environmental benefits. Also, conclusions on
human factors are presented.
(1) The study design was well thought-out in terms of phases of technology installation activities,
and the field tests made to verify that the system is operational.
(2) The decision to equip all signalized intersections offered the opportunity to capture data when
driving took place on a variety of roads and in different traffic environments.
(3) The onboard diagnostic (OBD) device selected for this project functioned without any outage
issues.
(4) The choice of the cell phone platform as the in-vehicle unit for interfacing with the driver was
“cost-effective”. The driver training efforts were fruitful and there is no evidence of driver
distraction issue.
(5) The decision to use seven city pickup trucks was appropriate. The drivers were travelling in
the network for performing their assigned duties and therefore contributed real-world data. The
mix of sizes and fuel types was also useful in terms of representing a larger number of vehicles in
the fleet owned by the City of Ottawa.
(6) A large number of completed runs by seven vehicles during many hours of driving through
numerous intersections offered a very high sample of the real world driving experience.
(7) Analysis of data shows that on an aggregate basis, more than two out of three times, vehicle
drivers were able to use the information on signal timing until green and green light optimal speed
advice (GLOSA). As expected the compliance rate for left turn movement was lower than for
straight and through movements due to perception of risk in left turn movement. Also, as expected,
heavy traffic caused non-compliance.
(8) Results of an anonymous questionnaire survey of drivers show that the EcoDrive information
provided to drivers made the driving experience better and easier. However, the survey results do
not suggest a very strong endorsement of the EcoDrive technology.
(9) The questionnaire survey as well as quantitative study of data suggest that drivers benefitted
from the information and advice displayed by the EcoDrive IVU. However, given that drivers of
vehicles equipped with an IVU could not always fully benefit from the advice received due to
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traffic queues when present in all lanes of the road, this certainly constrained the effectiveness of
the system.
(10) Given that the drivers of equipped vehicles were constrained in modifying their driving
trajectory in the presence of even moderate traffic volumes, the EcoDrive System is effective to
the extent that was expected.
(11) The following type of technology effectiveness were inferred:
(a) Although a study of individual vehicles did not show a clear indication of fuel
consumption, the average fuel consumption improved significantly on a fleet basis.
(b) The average speed for individual vehicles did not show a well-defined trend. At the
fleet level, the average speed did not change due to GLOSA application.
(12) Reduction in fuel consumption saves vehicle operating cost and contributes to economic
benefits. Also, emissions are reduced. There is sufficient evidence that the EcoDrive system results
in achieving these environmental and economic benefits.

6.2 Recommendations
(1) Driver training is useful so that they will use the IVU as intended and benefit from GLOSA.
(2) The adoption of the technology by vehicle fleets should be encouraged. The higher the adoption
level, the less likely it will be to have interference of equipped vehicles by non-equipped vehicles.
(3) The absence of traveller information for avoiding congested links in the network may be
viewed as a limitation of the system. If the system design can be upgraded to include route advice,
this will enhance its usefulness.
(4) As the applied science of artificial intelligence improves for application in transportation, the
technology of GLOSA can potentially be upgraded by obtaining signal status advice via natural
verbal interface with the system.
(5) Given that Audi Motors offers the GLOSA technology as an option, other original equipment
manufacturers have the capability to do so. Also, the IVU can be improved further, potentially as
an “after-market” product. Improvements can include alternative display options such as Android
Auto/Apple CarPlay, in-dash display, etc.
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6.3 Future Work
(1) Given the availability of data, microscopic level studies could be carried to enhance the

understanding of changes in driving pattern caused by GLOSA. Such a basic research study can
potentially lead to driver training material for enhancing fuel efficiency.
(2) This study could include the effect of system advice on driver actions within the constraints of
ambient traffic. Also, in the future autonomous driving environment, there is the opportunity to
train the “intelligent driver” (via machine learning) to improve the driving profile for enhanced
fuel efficiency and safety.
(3) Effect of queues in front of the equipped vehicle on driving trajectory can be modelled for
understanding reduction in GLOSA effectiveness.
(4) A longitudinal study could determine long-term impacts on driver behaviour. This could be
set up as a before/after GLOSA with longer periods.
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APPENDIX A
EcoDrive Data Log and User Guide
(Source: The City of Ottawa)
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EcoDrive App Overview
The EcoDrive app recorded data from the Android phone GPS, On-Board Diagnostic unit (OBD)
and the signal prediction system on a second-by-second basis, once activated by the test driver.
Using the data provided, GLOSA information was generated at all times. GLOSA information
was presented in the user interface of the app during EVEN weeks of the test period only. During
ODD weeks, the driver was only provided with the intersection name in the user interface as a way
to ensure that the app was locating them properly as they drove around the City.
Log Files
The data log files were created as Comma-Separated Variable (CSV) format files on the Android
phone and automatically named with a date and timestamp when submitted. The individual log
files from each vehicle were combined to form a weekly combined file for analysis. Each data log
file has the week number listed included in the filename (e.g., Combined_Veh_6_Week4) to help
identify the specific vehicle and GLOSA operating condition.
GLOSA Data
The signal status (Green or Red) was provided from the signal prediction system, as was the
predicted time remaining until the phase change. The signal prediction system does not provide
the Yellow/Amber phase information, so the EcoDrive app was customized to display a yellow
icon when the time remaining until predicted phase change was less than 6 seconds.
The GLOSA speed value presented to the driver was the calculated from the distance of the vehicle
to the stop line and the time remaining until the phase change, plus a variance, as follows:
•

For a Green to Red phase change: the GLOSA speed is minimum speed which the driver
must attain to successfully pass through the signal on green.
o If the vehicle will easily pass through the signal on green, the GLOSA value
presented may be very small (e.g., 5km/hr) and any speed above that value will
yield successful passage.
o If the vehicle will not easily pass through the signal on green, the GLOSA value
presented would be very large. It should be noted that the GLOSA value WILL
NOT exceed 10km/hr over the posted speed limit at any time. For example, a speed
of 70 will be the highest speed shown to a driver on a 60 km/hr posted roadway.

•

For a Red to Green phase change: the GLOSA speed is maximum speed which the driver
must retain to not stop at the signal. If the vehicle exceeds that speed, it will be required
to stop because it will arrive before the signal phase changes to green.
o Since there are typically queued vehicles at signals, the calculations incorporated
an extra time delay to the predicted phase change time value. For left turn GLOSA
values, a five (5) second delay was added. For through movement GLOSA values,
a ten (10) second delay was added.
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Applicability of GLOSA Presented to Driver
As discussed above, the GLOSA speed recorded by the EcoDrive app may range from 1km/hr to
a value 10km/hr above the posted speed limit. The applicability of the GLOSA data to the driver
and their ability to act upon the data to modify their travel speed will vary based on current
operational conditions.
•

A very low GLOSA value (e.g., 5km/hr) would likely not be applicable to a driver, since
this would indicate that they should reach the signal stop line well before the phase change
occurs.

•

A GLOSA value displayed as 10 km/hr above the posted limit would likely mean the driver
will not clear the intersection before signal phase change, and thus they likely be
slowing/stopping at the traffic light.

•

In heavy traffic, a driver would not be able exceed the current speed of the vehicles around
them and therefore not be able to match the GLOSA speed displayed.

•

A detailed review of the travel path of the vehicle would be required to determine if the
vehicle turned at the intersection or continued straight through, and thus whether the
LEFT_SPEED or THRU_SPEED would be the appropriate GLOSA value for analysis.

•

If the GLOSA value is significantly different than the vehicle’s current speed, the ability
for the driver to adjust to the GLOSA speed is unlikely.

•

The POSTED_SPEED value (Col BH) has been added when the vehicle is within an
approach zone and the driver would have access to GLOSA data, to enable further analysis

As such, the equation below would be an example of how to generate flags of records where the
GLOSA value may be applicable to the driver that was travelling straight through the intersection.
In this equation, if the GLOSA THRU_SPEED value (AF2) is within 10km/hr above or below the
GPS speed (H2), then a value of 1 is generated. The highlighted value of 10 can be adjusted as
required by the analysis.
=IF(AF2=””,””,IF(AND(VALUE(AF2)<(H2+10),VALUE(AF2)>(H2-10)),1,””))

Filtering on the column with this equation for records with a value of 1 will yield records for
further analysis where the GLOSA speed may have been applied.
It is important to remind users that the driver was only presented GLOSA data in the user interface
of the app during EVEN weeks.
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Main Concepts & Tools
In most cases, filtering of data will have an impact on the accumulated total values in the log files.
The following subsections provide some general guidance on how to use the data available and
select only the data records being shown.
Vehicle / Driver Identity
Each vehicle used during testing was provided a unique VEH_ID (Col C) and these vehicles were
driven by the same driver during the test period. If the driver was required to switch vehicles, then
a new VEH_ID was assigned to the new vehicle. The VEH_ID is included in the name of each
log file.
Trip Summary
The END OF DAY (Col BG) field will contain a value of 1 when the record is the last record for
a given TripID. Filtering on this column allows one to view the total fuel consumed, times and
distances computed for the each TripID.
Generally, a unique TripID is generated for each day of data collection. However, if the phone
was rebooted or the app restarted, then a new TripID will be generated. Multiple TripIDs would
occur for a particular day in these cases.
Selecting Visible Filtered Cells
After filtering, the easiest way to select ONLY the visible cells in Excel is by using keyboard
shortcut below. Alternatively, use “Fined & Select” → Go to Special → Visible Cells Only.
•
•

For Windows: ALT + ; (hold the ALT key and then press the semicolon key)
For Mac: Cmd+Shift+Z

General Route of Travel
The INTERSECTION NAME (Col Y) field normally has the intersection name given when the
vehicle is approaching an intersection that is signalized. The value in this field will be replaced
with “Zero speed or New signal” whenever a vehicle approaches a signalized intersection. Filtering
the field for only this value, should provide the record when the vehicle first enters the approach
zone. Columns AY, BA, BB will provide the road name and cross streets. (Note a duplicate record
with “Zero speed or New Signal” may sometimes be shown).
Intersection Visualization
To assist visualizing the signal identifiers (SCNR - Col Z) and the route of travel, the location of
each signal has been plotted and is available at the following link. On the site, simply zoom in to
the area of the City and view it SCNR values in the blue circle icons.
http://next.plnkr.co/edit/mML6qJMvtemCHRjANqDS?p=preview&preview
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Base Fuel Data
If you are filtering data where every second of data is not included from start to finish of the
dataset, the cumulative fields for Driving Fuel (L) and Idle Fuel (L) will not be useful.
The fuel consumed per second would need to be calculated and accumulated again through use of
the FUEL RATE values in Columns N or O (Drive and Idle respectively). Column P is the
aggregation of the Drive and Idle values into a single column for easy computation if there is no
need to separate driving and idle fuel consumption totals.
•
•

Column D is the TripID to ensure totals are reset for each TripID
FUEL CONSUMED (per second) = RATE / 3600
o Column N is the DRIVE RATE in L/hr
o Column O is the IDLE RATE in L/hr
o Column P is the COMBINED RATE in L/hr
DRIVE_FUEL =IF(D5<>D4,0,IFERROR(N5/3600+N4,N4))
IDLE_FUEL =IF(D5<>D4,0,IFERROR(O5/3600+O4,O4))
TOTAL_FUEL =IF(D5<>D4,0,IFERROR(P5/3600+P4,P4))

Base Time Data
If you are filtering data where every second of data is not included from start to finish of the
dataset, the cumulative fields for Driving Time (vehicle moving), Idle Time (engine running but
vehicle not moving) and Dead Time (no engine or movement) will not be useful. The various time
calculations are simply created by:
• Column D is the TripID to ensure totals are reset for each TripID
• Column J is the OBD RPM and used to determine if engine running
• Column K is the OBD SPEED and used to determine if vehicle is moving
DRIVE_TIME =IF(D5<>D4,0,IFERROR(IF(AND(J5<>0,K5<>0),1/60+U4,U4),U4))
IDLE_TIME =IF(D5<>D4,0,IFERROR(IF(AND(J5<>0,K5=0),1/60+V4,V4),V4))
DEAD_TIME =IF(D5<>D4,0,IFERROR(IF(AND(J5=0,K5=0),1/60+W4,W4),W4))
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Data Analysis Concepts & Tools
Please be sure to review the Base Fuel Data and Base Time Data sections if any filtering of data
will be conducted. Since each data log file exclusively includes a single vehicle (VEH_ID) and
the data from a week where either GLOSA or no GLOSA data was displayed to the driver, the
sections below assume the data being analyzed is exclusive to a single vehicle for a particular
display condition.
Trips
Generally, a unique TripID (Col D) is generated for each day of data collection. However, if the
phone was rebooted or the app restarted, then a new TripID will be generated. Multiple TripIDs
would occur for a particular day in these cases. Each data file will contain multiple TripIDs.
Filtering on this field would allow a review of one particular trip.
Road Classification Analysis
For any analysis to be made based on roadway type, the SUBCLASS (Col AV) field contains the
values from the City’s GIS data. These values will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arterial
BusOnly
Channel
Collector
Connector
Freeway
Highway
Local
MajCollector
Ramp
Transitway
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Filtering on the highlighted values result in the primary road classification types that have
signalized intersections.
Intersections & Approaches
Each intersection within the data logs, as well as each approach, is identified by a unique ID. The
SCNR (Col Z) value is the unique identifier for a specific intersection. Each approach to an
intersection is also provided a unique value APPROACH_ID (Col AA), which is combination of
the SCNR value and a two-digit value. Data from Columns AY, BA and BB can be used to find
specific descriptions on the road name, as well as the From/To endpoints of the segment.
For example, SCNR #916 is the intersection ORLEANS BLVD @ INNES RD and
APPROACH_ID #91603 is eastbound approach on Innes Road.
Filtering on either of these fields would allow for a review of travel through a specific intersection
or identify records within a single approach. In the downtown and urban areas, the approach zones
often begin immediately after the previous signal, but generally begin no more than 1000m from
the signalized intersection. In the suburban and rural areas, there may be gaps where no SCNR
intersection name or GLOSA data is provided because the distance between intersections is greater
than 1000m (57pprox..).
Distance to Intersection Filtering
The value DIST_TO_INTER (Col AW) is provided by the signal prediction algorithm to define
how far away a vehicle is from an approach zone. When the value is 0, then the vehicle is within
a defined approach zone and should be receiving GLOSA information (if available). This field
can thus be used to filter out any records where the vehicle is not within an approach zone by
excluding all values greater than 0.
Distance to Stop Line Filtering
The value DIST_TO_STOP (Col BD) is provided by the signal prediction algorithm to define how
far away a vehicle is from the intersection stop line of their current approach. For a particular
approach, this field can thus be used to filter out any records where the vehicle is at a distance
greater than a specific value. As noted under Intersections & Approaches, the maximum length of
an approach zone varies based on the upstream intersection’s location, but will generally not
exceed 1000m.
Time of Day Analysis
For any analysis to be made based on time of day, the following sample formula could be used to
segment the second by second data into groupings using the TIME (Col B) field. The highlighted
values are the 24hr value for the end time of each period. These values can be adjusted as
necessary.
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=IF(TIMEVALUE(B2)<(3600*6/86400),”EARLY
IF(TIMEVALUE(B2)<(3600*9/86400),”AM
IF(TIMEVALUE(B2)<(3600*11.5/86400),”AM
IF(TIMEVALUE(B2)<(3600*13.5/86400),”LUNCH”,
IF(TIMEVALUE(B2)<(3600*15.5/86400),”PM
OFF
IF(TIMEVALUE(B2)<(3600*18/86400),”PM PEAK”,”EVENING”))))))

AM”,
PEAK”,
OFFPEAK”,
PEAK”,

Intersection Name
This field normally has the intersection name given when the vehicle is approaching an intersection
that is signalized. The value in this field is replaced with the following alternative values where
these conditions occur:
•

•

•

“Zero speed or New signal”
o A new intersection was matched to in location request. Filtering on this value will
provide a list of all the intersections that were passed through within the dataset
being reviewed
Intersection zone out of range
o This means the vehicle is not within a predefined approach zone for an intersection.
Will occur when to turning a corner before heading matches new approach.
The following values indicate some issue in the GLOSA data availability and thus will not
be useful for analysis
o High speed travel zone
o Missing signal prediction data
o Missing signal phases data
o Missing intersection data
o No data provided
o Error parsing the JSON
o Error returning the JSON
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Detailed Data Field Descriptions (Source: The City of Ottawa)
DATA FIELD

COLUMN DESCRIPTION

DATE
TIME
VEH_ID
TRIP_ID

Col A
Col B
Col C
Col D

LATITUDE

Col E

LONGITUDE

Col F

HEADING

Col G

GPS_SPEED

Col H

ACCELERATION
OBD_RPM
OBD_SPEED
HARD_START
HARD_STOP
DRIVE FUEL RATE

Col I
Col J
Col K
Col L
Col M
Col N

IDLE FUEL RATE
COMBINED FUEL
RATE
FUEL_DRIVE

Col O
Col P

FUEL_IDLE

Col R

90SEC_IDLE

Col S

INSTA_RATE

Col T

TIME_DRIVE
TIME_IDLE
TIME_DEAD

Col U
Col V
Col W

Col Q

Date of record
Timestamp of record
Unique ID assigned to each test vehicle (1-10)
Unique ID assigned to trips for use with OBD data totals of
fuel use, drive times and travel distance (Col L through Col
R)
Latitude from phone GPS used to send GeoReferenced
request
Longitude from phone GPS used to send GeoReferenced
request
Heading calculated by phone GPS used to send
GeoReferenced request
Speed calculated by phone GPS, used to cutoff requests if
speed > 95km/hr or to not display GLOSA speed when it
differs by % of GPS speed.
Vehicle acceleration (in m/sec/sec)
Engine RPM data from OBD
Engine reported speed data from OBD (in km/hr)
Counter when calculated acceleration greater than threshold
Counter when calculated deceleration greater than threshold
Fuel consumption rate data from OBD while driving (in
L/hr)
Fuel consumption rate data from OBD while idling (in L/hr)
Combines the fuel consumption rate data for both idle and
driving from OBD into a single column (in L/hr)
Total fuel consumed (in litres) while driving for this
TRIP_ID as calculated using the MAF values
Total fuel consumed (in litres) while idling for this TRIP_ID
(e.g., OBD_SPEED = 0) as calculated using the MAF values
Total fuel consumed (in litres) provided that the vehicle’s
average OBD speed over the last 90 seconds is greater than
zero (e.g., the vehicle moved in last 90 seconds), which
should indicate they are driving around and eliminates idle
fuel used when sitting idle for extended periods of time
Instantaneous fuel consumption rate data from OBD (in
L/100km)
Total time driving for this TRIP_ID (in minutes)
Total time idling for this TRIP_ID (in minutes)
Total time vehicle not in use (in minutes)
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TRAVEL_DIST

Col X

INTERSECTION_NAME Col Y

Total calculated distance travelled for this TRIP_ID (in
kilometres)
The name of the intersection as returned via the API in
JSON mapping to: PSAGeoPredictionIntersection.Name
EXCEPTION: The Intersection Name in this field will be
replaced with the following alternative values where these
conditions occur:
• Zero speed or New signal
o When the JSON returns a topology that has
TURNS information indicating a new
intersection was matched to in
GeoReferenced request
• Missing signal prediction data
o The “Items” array in the
PSAGeoPredictionChangeCollection is
NULL/empty meaning there is no prediction
data for the intersection to be parsed
• Missing signal phases data
o The “Items” array in the
PSAGeoPredictionPhaseCollection is
NULL/empty meaning there is no phase data
for the intersection to be parsed
• Intersection zone out of range
o DistanceToIntersection in
PSAGeoPredictionRegion <> 0, thus there is
no match to an intersection approach under
STRICT MODE request with the particular
location & heading. Will occur when to
turning a corner before heading matches new
approach.
• Missing intersection data
o The “Items” array in the
PSAGeoPredicitonIntersectionCollection is
NULL/empty
• No data provided
o The “Items” array in the
PSAGeoPredictionRegionCollection is
NULL/empty
• Error parsing the JSON
o The returned JSON could not be parsed
properly for some reason
• Error returning the JSON
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SCNR

APPROACH_ID

Col Z

Col AA

o A returned response was not received
properly from the server
The signal controller ID as returned via the API in JSON
mapping to: PSAGeoPredictionIntersection.SCNr
If available, this value is used in the next GeoReferenced
request to the server to stop receiving outlines and turn info
The approach ID as returned via the API in JSON mapping
to: PSAGeoPredictionTopology.ApproachID
If available, this value is used in the next GeoReferenced
request to the server to stop receiving outlines and turn info

Once TURN data for an intersection has been provided, the LEFT and STRAIGHT movements are
matched to the specific PrimarySignalHeadID. If there is no STRAIGHT movement, then a RIGHT
movement is used in its place, if available. Those IDs are then matched to prediction data PhaseNr to
extract the predictions for the LEFT and THRU data fields described below.
LEFT_TIME

LEFT_GLOSA

Col AB

Col AC

If a LEFT turn movement is possible at this intersection, this
value will be TimeToChange (with ‘s” appended) provided
in the first prediction in PSAGeoPredictionChange. This
value will be shown on the user interface (in seconds)
EXCEPTION: This value will be replaced with alternative
values in the following conditions:
• When the prediction has a ‘0’ Confidence value,
‘0%’ is used in this field
• When there is no signal or prediction data, then “Nil”
or “nil” are used
• When an error returning or parsing the JSON occurs,
then “err” or “Err” are used
Using the DistanceToStopLine from the
PSAGeoPRedictionTopology value and the LEFT_TIME
TimeToChange, the speed required to reach the stop line in
the time required is calculated (in km/hr).
If the current BulbColor value is GREEN, the value is used
as is. If the current BulbColor value is RED, the value is
adjusted using a “time buffer” value of 5 seconds to
accommodate potential queuing at the intersection.
The decision to show or hide the speed value from the driver
is handled separately from the logging of the calculated
value. Note that the speed will never exceed 10 km/hr above
the posted speed limit. As a result, one sees in the logs a
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LEFT_SIG

Col AD

value of “70” for instances where the driver would have to
travel faster than 70km/hr on a posted 60km/hr roadway.
This reflects the BulbColor returned in the JSON from the
PSAGeoPredictionPhase.
EXCEPTION: If the LEFT_TIME value is less than 5, this
value is changed to YELLOW.

THRU_TIME

THRU_GLOSA

Col AE

Col AF

If there is matched intersection but low confidence, no left
turn data or other issues, a SPEED value is inserted. A
BLANK value is inserted if there is no intersection in
range/matched, API communication issues or the vehicle is
travelling faster than 95km/hr.
If a STRAIGHT movement is possible at this intersection,
this value will be TimeToChange (with ‘s” appended)
provided in the first prediction in PSAGeoPredictionChange.
As mentioned above, if there is no STRAIGHT permitted
but a RIGHT turn is, then that value is used. This value will
be shown on the user interface (in seconds).
EXCEPTION: This value will be replaced with alternative
values in the following conditions:
• When the prediction has a ‘0’ Confidence value,
‘0%’ is used in this field
• When there is no signal or prediction data, then “Nil”
or “nil” are used
• When an error returning or parsing the JSON occurs,
then “err” or “Err” are used
Using the DistanceToStopLine from the
PSAGeoPRedictionTopology value and the THRU_TIME
TimeToChange, the speed required to reach the stop line in
the time required is calculated (in km/hr).
If the current BulbColor value is GREEN, the value is used
as is. If the current BulbColor value is RED, the value is
adjusted using a “time buffer” value to accommodate
potential queuing at the intersection.
The decision to show or hide the speed value from the driver
is handled separately from the logging of the calculated
value. Note that the speed will never exceed 10 km/hr above
the posted speed limit. As a result, one sees in the logs a
value of “70” for instances where the driver would have to
travel faster than 70km/hr on a posted 60km/hr roadway.
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THRU_SIG

Col AG

DIST_TO_INTERSEC

Col AH

ACTIVE_PLAN

Col AI

ALERT_TYPE

Col AJ

INTERSECTION_TYPE

Col AK

TS_PREDICT

Col AL

PREDICTIONS

Col AM

TURNS

Col AN

DIST_TO_STOPLINE

Col AO

BAD_TOTAL_RATIO

Col AP

NEAR_FID
NEAR_DIST
NEAR_X
NEAR_Y
SUBTYPE
SUBCLASS

Col AQ
Col AR
Col AS
Col AT
Col AU
Col AV

This reflects the BulbColor returned in the JSON from the
PSAGeoPredictionPhase. When there is no STRAIGHT
phase, but a RIGHT phase is present, this value may be
adjusted to show RIGHTRED or RIGHTGREEN.
EXCEPTION: If the THRU_TIME value is less than 5, this
value is changed to YELLOW. If there is no prediction, low
confidence or other issues, a BLANK value is inserted.
The DistanceToIntersection value as received from the
JSON in the PSAGeoPredictionRegion (in metres).
The ActivePlan value as received from the JSON in the
PSAGeoPredictionIntersection.
The AlertMode value as received from the JSON in the
PSAGeoPredictionIntersection.
The IntersectionType value as received from the JSON in
the PSAGeoPredictionIntersection.
The TSPrediction timestamp value as received from the
JSON in the PSAGeoPredictionIntersection.
This is an amalgamation of the PSAGeoPredictionPhase and
PSAGeoPredictionChange data returned in the JSON.
It is in the “A_B X_Y_Z” structure, where A is the current
PhaseNr value and B is the current phase BublColor. The
X_Y_Z may repeat if multiple predictions are available for
the particular phase, where the X is the TimeToChange, Y is
the Confidence and Z is the BulbColor.
This is an amalgamation of the PSAGeoPredictionTurn data
returned in the JSON. It is in the “X_Y” structure, where X
is the TurnType, Y is the PrimarySignalHeadID and multiple
iterations of this is possible where several turn movements
are allowed.
The DistanceToStopLine value as received from the JSON
in the PSAGeoPredictionTopology (in metres).
A counter value configured as “X_Y”, where X is an integer
that reflects intersections that reported either low confidence
in the prediction, no signal prediction data, no signal phases
data. Y is an integer that increases whenever new TURN
data is returned from the PSAGeoPredictionTopology.
GIS point ID field
GIS distance to nearest matching point
GIS point location X plane
GIS point location Y plane
Code number for subtype
Road classification (arterial, collector, etc.)
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OWNERSHIP
RD_SEGMENT
ROAD_NAME_
MUNICIPALI
FROM_RD_NA
TO_RD_NAME
LPARITY
ROAD_NAME1
SHAPE_LEN
SOURCE_NAME
END_OF_DAY

Col AW
Col AX
Col AY
Col AZ
Col BA
Col BB
Col BC
Col BD
Col BE
Col BF
Col BG

Public or private location
Road segment ID
Road segment name for point
Municipality that point falls into
Crossroad name for road segment start point
Crossroad name for road segment end point
GIS data
GIS data
Length of road segment (in metres)
Original log file name
Flag (value = 1) for last record of day/trip

POSTED_SPEED

Col BH

The posted speed limit within the approach zone when
GLOSA data would be available
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APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS RESULTS OF SELECTED VARIABLES

NOTE: Vehicle 4 data were recorded as diesel fuel litres. These were converted to
gasoline equivalent litres. Due to rounding, these appear different than other fuel
data.
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Table B.1 Analysis Results of Selected Variables: Odd Weeks (No GLOSA), Vehicles 4 to 10
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Veh #

Week

Total Analysed Time
(Sec)

Total Idling
Time (Sec)

Total Driving
Time (Sec)

Total Driving
Fuel L

Total Idling
Fuel L

Combined Fuel
Consumed L

4

1

12978

3327

9651

20.91

1.67

22.58

4

3

14027

4060

9967

19.42

2.01

21.43

4

5

12791

3677

9114

17.94

1.88

19.83

5

1

11098

2572

8526

14.14954167

0.804838889

14.95438056

5

3

11114

2502

8612

13.55010426

0.752259318

14.30236358

5

5

15971

3584

12387

19.65590868

1.087334659

20.74324334

6

1

4127

1025

3102

6.682735858

0.545706222

7.22844208

6

3

8342

1311

7031

15.04724509

0.742793534

15.79003862

6

5

4247

865

3382

6.65023493

0.506467398

7.156702329

7

1

3649

747

2902

6.178026771

0.268306297

6.446333068

7

3

8948

1790

7158

11.98561164

0.606304618

12.59191626

7

5

6016

741

5275

9.448605008

0.264793122

9.713398129

8

1

18731

3482

15249

28.91097878

1.160695009

30.07167379

8

3

30070

5574

24496

45.34487267

1.768013766

47.11288644

8

5

24614

4304

20310

37.33139521

1.183175324

38.51457054

9

1

12041

3375

8666

13.79352391

1.29754802

15.09107193

9

3

17871

5108

12763

21.08172774

2.19697443

23.27870217

9

5

12551

2974

9577

16.66003126

1.17289889

17.83293015

10

1

2907

49

2858

7.975356157

0.029729868

8.005086025

10

3

2921

417

2504

2.625990251

0.550786863

3.176777113

10

5

6712

765

5947

8.178191754

0.837937608

9.016129362
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Table B.1 (Continued)
________________________________________________________________________________________
Veh #

Week

Avg Fuel
L/hr

4

1

6.27

4

3

4

5

5

Avg Driving fuel
L/Hr

Avg Idling Fuel
L/Hr

Total Distance traveled
Based On OBD SPEED KM

AVG Speed
(Km/Hr)

5.8

0.46

119.70472

33.205193

5.48

4.5

0.52

114.14944

29.296214

5.58

5.05

0.53

107.41861

30.232742

1

4.8509434

4.5898675

0.2610759

69.35

22.495945

5

3

4.6327613

4.3890926

0.2436687

67.08

21.728271

5

5

4.6757045

4.4306099

0.2450945

98.693056

22.246259

6

1

6.3054014

5.8293795

0.4760219

29.932778

26.110492

6

3

6.8142099

6.4936565

0.3205534

77.792778

33.571566

6

5

6.06643

5.6371193

0.4293107

32.569167

27.607488

7

1

6.3597695

6.0950661

0.2647034

35.384722

34.909564

7

3

5.0660369

4.8221057

0.2439312

82.120833

33.039227

7

5

5.8125388

5.6540854

0.1584533

70.296111

42.065492

8

1

5.779618

5.5565386

0.2230795

183.53972

35.275372

8

3

5.6403855

5.4287177

0.2116678

300.36194

35.959528

8

5

5.6330728

5.4600237

0.1730491

268.80417

39.314821

9

1

4.5119059

4.123967

0.3879389

75.835833

22.673283

9

3

4.6893474

4.2467808

0.4425666

117.215

23.612221

9

5

5.1150146

4.7785923

0.3364223

96.338056

27.632619

10

1

9.9134192

9.8766021

0.0368172

47.302778

58.579291

10

3

3.9152337

3.2364139

0.6788198

19.395

23.903458

10

5

4.8358262

4.3863961

0.4494302

54.382222

29.168057
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Table B.1 (Continued)
______________________________________________________________________________________
AM PEAK 630am
- 930 AM

PM PEAK
3pm - 630 PM

AM Peak
%

# of intersections
Passed

L/100 Km

1

1623

0

12.505779

0

187

18.87

4

3

4234

0

4

5

1747

518

30.184644

0

177

18.78

13.658041

4.0497225

176

18.46

5

1

2237

0

20.156785

0

201

21.563635

5

3

3724

239

33.507288

2.1504409

173

21.321353

5

5

6

1

3805

0

23.824432

0

141

21.017936

2126

477

51.514417

11.558032

80

24.148918

6

3

4455

246

53.404459

2.9489331

116

20.297564

6

5

2573

0

60.583942

0

55

21.973858

7

1

0

292

0

8.0021924

75

18.217843

7

3

576

952

6.4371927

10.639249

117

15.3334

7

5

1760

0

29.255319

0

95

13.817831

8

1

7006

0

37.403235

0

172

16.384286

8

3

10271

0

34.156967

0

199

15.685371

8

5

7918

0

32.168684

0

181

14.328115

9

1

3282

403

27.256872

3.3468981

164

19.899659

9

3

7903

0

44.222483

0

187

19.859832

Veh #

Week

4

PM Peak
%

9

5

4227

198

33.678591

1.5775635

187

18.510785

10

1

447

0

15.376677

0

28

16.923078

10

3

1504

0

51.489216

0

48

16.379361

10

5

2881

0

42.923123

0

137

16.579185
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Table B.2 Analysis Results of Selected Variables: Even Weeks (With GLOSA), Vehicles 4 to 10
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Veh #

Week

Total Analysed
Time (Sec)

Total Idling
Time (Sec)

Total Driving
Time (Sec)

Total Driving
Fuel L

Total Idling
Fuel L

17305

5121

12184

24.49

2.5

Combined Fuel
Consumed L

4

2

26.99

4

4

4974

1115

3859

8.61

0.63

9.24

4

6

17911

5198

12713

24.07

2.96

27.04

4

8A

15225

4157

11068

21.14

2.46

23.6

4

8B

2478

552

1926

4.31

0.32

4.63

5

2

23085

5521

17564

27.56090151

1.654280774

29.21518229

5

4

8804

1886

6918

10.35658745

0.573912355

10.93049981

5

4_Extra_D

6387

1478

4909

7.553534993

0.443297729

7.996832722

5

6

17408

3849

13559

21.67431011

1.202270941

22.87658105

5

8B

16204

3540

12664

19.72577827

1.146678334

20.8724566

6

2

2625

340

2285

5.162862624

0.242858977

5.405721601

6

4

1717

240

1477

3.627263672

0.231993602

3.859257275

6

6

4660

604

4056

10.00480058

0.441517723

10.4463183

6

8A

13437

2249

11188

24.67107275

1.526431661

26.19750441

7

2

16893

3095

13798

24.00478712

1.008517566

25.01330469

7

4

12738

2603

10135

16.79187047

0.875564984

17.66743545

7

6

14225

2099

12126

23.82887363

0.773641539

24.60251517

7

8A

14715

2204

12511

26.0598154

0.775948809

26.83576421

8

2

23414

3615

19799

37.5332758

1.205296428

38.73857223

8

4

26937

4217

22720

42.01882029

1.446576055

43.46539634

8

6

28841

4391

24450

44.56992242

1.453840441

46.02376286

8

8A

33673

5751

27922

51.45493647

1.902856143

53.35779261

8

8B

14105

3002

11103

19.91320995

1.219552911

21.13276286

9

2

12216

2676

9540

16.83671892

1.087984366

17.92470329

9

4

12291

2067

10224

19.03537467

0.816759604

19.85213427

9

6

17990

4093

13897

24.2686686

1.567295458

25.83596406

9

8A

13115

3028

10087

17.63184508

1.186322361

18.81816744

9

8B

6488

1217

5271

9.154255741

0.601101412

9.755357153

10

2

7387

810

6577

8.962269104

1.043462755

10.00573186

10

4

2236

302

1934

2.626268068

0.410476059

3.036744128

10

6

11302

1309

9993

15.10299696

1.416905345

16.5199023

10

8A

11690

1384

10306

21.23262572

1.663837808

22.89646353

10

8B

7782

1022

6760

13.17772191

1.184547636

14.36226955
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Table B.2 (Continued)
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Veh #

Week

Avg Fuel
L/hr

Avg Driving fuel
L/Hr

Avg Idling
Fuel L/Hr

Total Distance traveled Based
On OBD SPEED KM

AVG Speed (Km/Hr)

148.69528

30.93343

4

2

5.62

5.09

0.52

4

4

6.69

6.23

0.45

46.285

33.499397

4

6

5.43

4.84

0.59

133.34472

26.801463

4

8A

5.58

5

0.58

128.56389

30.399343

4

8B

6.73

6.26

0.47

25.264722

36.704197

5

2

4.5559738

4.2979963

0.2579775

141.47

22.061598

5

4

4.4695365

4.2348608

0.2346757

57.265

23.415947

5

4_Extra_D

4.507374

4.2575115

0.2498625

36.928889

20.81478

5

6

4.7309106

4.4822792

0.2486314

117.49

24.297105

5

8B

4.6371787

4.3824242

0.2547545

99.52

22.110096

6

2

7.4135611

7.0804973

0.3330637

26.755556

36.693333

6

4

8.0916285

7.6052121

0.4864164

17.959722

37.655795

6

6

8.0701171

7.7290305

0.3410867

51.011944

39.408369

6

8A

7.0187554

6.6097985

0.4089569

122.91306

32.93049

7

2

5.3304858

5.1155647

0.2149212

172.49444

36.759605

7

4

4.9931518

4.7457006

0.2474512

115.37278

32.606532

7

6

6.2262956

6.0305058

0.1957898

137.03667

34.680633

7

8A

6.5653246

6.37549

0.1898346

154.20917

37.727013

8

2

5.9562168

5.7708975

0.1853193

240.43889

36.96848

8

4

5.8089404

5.6156125

0.1933279

290.52111

38.826744

8

6

5.744792

5.5633203

0.1814717

302.7675

37.792136

8

8A

5.7045126

5.5010772

0.2034355

357.54306

38.225136

8

8B

5.3936864

5.0824215

0.3112648

128.56194

32.812691

9

2

5.2823291

4.961705

0.3206241

115.70389

34.097413

9

4

5.8146354

5.5754087

0.2392266

120.16778

35.196811

9

6

5.1700651

4.8564317

0.3136333

150.31

30.07871

9

8A

5.1654901

4.8398507

0.3256394

107.89194

29.615783

9

8B

5.4129602

5.0794267

0.3335335

62.585833

34.727035

10

2

4.8762197

4.3676958

0.5085239

76.136214

37.104423

10

4

4.8892124

4.2283386

0.6608738

15.917222

25.627013

10

6

5.2620464

4.8107228

0.4513236

111.08083

35.382322

10

8A

7.0510923

6.5387042

0.512388

98.098056

30.209837

10

8B

6.6440723

6.0960934

0.5479789

54.9575

25.42367
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Table B.2 (Continued)
__________________________________________________________________________________________
AM PEAK 630am 930 AM

PM PEAK
3pm - 630 PM

AM Peak %

# of intersections
Passed

L/100 Km

2

4780

0

27.622075

0

179

18.15

4

4

1651

0

33.192602

4

6

6872

0

38.367484

0

69

19.96

0

192

20.28

4

8A

5000

0

32.840722

0

199

18.36

4

8B

1012

0

40.839387

0

38

18.32

5

2

5

4

6749

0

29.235434

0

324

20.65115

2633

0

29.906861

0

100

19.087575

5

4_Extra_D

1185

0

18.553311

0

88

21.65468

5

6

3919

0

22.512638

0

174

19.471088

5

8B

3439

0

21.223155

0

130

20.973128

6

2

228

623

8.6857143

23.733333

52

20.204109

6

4

21

703

1.2230635

40.943506

50

21.488402

6

6

968

425

20.772532

9.1201717

78

20.478181

6

8A

4932

3454

36.704622

25.705143

143

21.31385

7

2

3754

566

22.222222

3.3505002

163

14.500934

7

4

1287

306

10.103627

2.402261

138

15.313348

7

6

3376

557

23.732865

3.9156415

129

17.953235

7

8A

2991

314

20.326198

2.133877

145

17.402185

8

2

6227

345

26.595199

1.4734774

202

16.111608

8

4

12412

0

46.077885

0

214

14.961183

8

6

11510

0

39.908464

0

168

15.201025

8

8A

13655

654

40.551777

1.9422089

184

14.923459

8

8B

4057

0

28.76285

0

166

16.437806

9

2

5427

0

44.425344

0

123

15.491876

9

4

4992

247

40.615084

2.0096005

135

16.520347

9

6

7192

1751

39.977765

9.7331851

254

17.188453

9

8A

4083

0

31.132291

0

179

17.44168

9

8B

2655

0

40.921702

0

105

15.587165

10

2

2357

0

31.907405

0

118

13.141883

10

4

265

0

11.851521

0

39

19.078355

10

6

4675

0

41.36436

0

139

14.871965

10

8A

4831

0

41.32592

0

224

23.340385

10

8B

3167

0

40.696479

0

164

26.133411

Veh #

Week

4

PM Peak %
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APPENDIX B – LOGFILE DATA FIELDS

Final Report to Transport Canada - EcoDrive II

B-1

City of Ottawa

DATE
TIME
VEH_ID
TRIP_ID
LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
HEADING
GPS_SPEED
ACCELERATION
OBD_RPM
OBD_SPEED
HARD_START
HARD_STOP
DRIVE RATE
IDLE RATE
COMBINED_RATE
Driving Fuel (L)
Idle Fuel (L)
90SEC_IDLE
INSTA_RATE
DRIVE TIME
Idle Time
Dead Time
Distance
INTERSECTI
SCNR
APPROACH_I
LEFT_TIME
LEFT_GLOSA
LEFT_SIG
THRU_TIME
THRU_GLOSA
THRU_SIG
DIST_TO_IN
ACTIVE_PLA
ALERT_TYPE
INTERSEC_1
TS_PREDICT
PREDICTION
TURNS
DIST_TO_ST
BAD_TOTAL_
NEAR_FID

March 2020

2019-05-08
9:58:21 AM
4
b7da7a07-d9e1-4abd-86bf-78a946d66114
45.3512506
-75.7634314
0
0.00
0
681
1
0
0
1.5
0
1.50
0.277166667
0.0805
0.009416667
150
2.616666667
8.016666667
0.016666667
0.989722222
BASELINE RD @ WOODROFFE AVE
203
20304
93s
0
Red
21s
3
Green
0.000000
2
Normal
CoordinatedByActuation
58:21.2
2_Green 21_14_Red 112_15_Green 5_Red 93_15_Green
105_15_Red
straight_2 left_5
18.52041435
1_2
33951632

Final Report to Transport Canada - EcoDrive II

B-2

City of Ottawa

NEAR_DIST
NEAR_X
NEAR_Y
SUBTYPE
SUBCLASS
OWNERSHIP
RD_SEGMENT
ROAD_NAME_
MUNICIPALI
FROM_RD_NA
TO_RD_NAME
LPARITY
ROAD_NAME1
SHAPE_LEN
Source_Nam
END_OF_DAY
POSTED_SPEED

Final Report to Transport Canada - EcoDrive II

March 2020

5.68134274796
362511.57699200000
5023746.34279000000
2
ARTERIAL
PUBLIC
__3Z09PK
BASELINE RD
Old Ottawa
CONSTELLATION DR
WOODROFFE AVE
___2STQQ
292.99429024400
4_ecodrive_log_2019-05-08_14-57-08.csv
60

B-3

